
2.6.1.3 Available Inventory for Calico Hills nonwelded (CHn) Transport 

The performance of the site is estimated using four separate variables.  
Available inventory for CHn transport ("source" term), transport through the CHn 
unit, transport through the saturated zone, and impacts to CHn unit performance 
from characterization are combined to represent total aqueous releases (see 
Section 2.5.1.2). The performance measure used is based loosely on the 40 CFR 
191, Appendix A definition.  

Available inventory is defined as a single variable that combines all of 
the factors involved in transporting radionuclides from the waste form, out of 
the container, through the engineered barriers, and through the host rock to the 
top of the CHn unit. These effects could be modeled separately, but the purpose 
of this study is to focus on the CHn unit as a barrier. The available inventory 
term, as defined, depends only on the flow conditions in the CHn unit. This 
probabilistic dependency does not imply a causal relationship, but rather a 
correlation between the conditions in the CHn unit and the likely conditions 
above it. Factors affecting available inventory, and their dependence are 
represented on the influence diagram of Figure 2.6.1.3-1 (diagram taken from 
materials produced early in the ESF study).  

Unlike the priors and likelihood functions, available inventory is best 
modeled as continuous, and thus is assessed as a distribution. The expert panel 
provided levels of the release measure (R) associated with various levels of 
cumulative probability. For example, the expert panel was asked to provide a 
value for releases at the top of the CHn unit for which they felt it was equally 
likely that the actual source term would be above or below this value. (This is 
known as the p=0.50 level.) Then they were asked at what level of source term 
did they believe there was a 90 percent chance of the true source term being 
below this level. This process was repeated at several probability levels, and 
the experts discussed the resulting judgements. Due to the fact that this 
variable attempts to combine a number of uncertain factors, there is naturally a 
large amount of uncertainty in the distributions, which varied over seven orders 
of magnitude at different probability levels.  

However, at any given probability level, the experts tended to agree within 
two orders of magnitude, which was accepted as adequately close agreement. The 
expert panel then looked at the geometric average of their judgements at each 
probability level and decided to recommend these figures as the group consensus.  

Because the assessment of a continuous variable provides a cumulative 
probability distribution, it must be discretized into specific levels with 
associated probability masses. For the source term, four masses were chosen in 
such a way as to adequately represent the tail of the distribution, where source 
was potentially the highest. The values for these masses are computed using a 
linear interpolation between assessed points on the curve, and a standard "equal 
areas" technique for discretization. Figure 2.6.1.3-2 displays a graphical 
example of this technique, which is described below.  

Essentially, the assessed points are plotted, and then joined by straight 
lines into a piecewise linear curve. The masses are selected to ensure that the
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Discretization values of the source term

LN AVG. Discret.  
Mass

Discret.  
Value

CHn= p=0.9999 5.488348 
SM p=0. 9 9  0.073868 0.01 2.78E+00 

p=0 90 0.000518 0.09 3.72E-02 
p.0.50 7.2E-06 0.90 23E-04 

CHn= p=0.9999 16.78269 
FM p=0.99 0.517947 0.01 8.65E+00 

p=0.90 0.00673 0.09 2.62E-C1 
p=0.50 4.69E-05 0.90 3.39E-03 

CHn= p=0.9999 25.08485 
CF p=0.99 0.719686 0.01 1.29E+01 

p=0.90 0.006518 0.09 3.63E-01 
p=0.50 4.12E-05 0.90 3.28E-03 

CHn= p=0 . 9 9 9 9  76.26034 
DF p=0.99 4.502286 0.01 4.04E+01 

p=0.90 0.0441156 0.09 2.27E+00 
p=0.50 0.000795 0.90 2.10E-02 

most important part of the curve (in this case, the high end) is represented in 
greatest detail. Horizontal lines a redrawn from these mass brackets to the 
assessed curve to create squares of the proper mass height. Vertical lines are 
drawn within these squares and shifted until the shaded areas are equal within 
each particular square. This gives the associated x-value for the mass. Table 
2.6.1.3-1 presents the discretized values of the source term used in this 
analysis.  

REVIEW OF PUBLISHED APPROACHES TO SOURCE TERM MODELING 

Puclished analyses of aqueous transport have focused on performance of 
engineered barriers, or the total system, under conservative assumptions.  
Source term models have used simplistic assumptions for waste package lifetime 
and mcbilization of radionuclides from the waste form to the host rock. The 
fol . w.ng sections are intended to represent the state of knowledge of the 
technical panel with respect to available inventory assessments.  

WASTE CONTAINER FAILURE 
The manner and timing of waste container failure is an important assumption 

that has received various treatments. Earlier analyses assumed that the 
ccntainef will, faiI instantaneousl! and completely at the conclusion of' the 
pef-:'d defined In 10 CFR 60 for substantially complete containment, which s a--
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least 300 yr and at most 1,000 yr. This assumption was used by Lin (1985), and 
by subsequent authors in comparisons of alternative assumptions. A more 
realistic approach assumes a time-function for container failure that is uniform 
or exponential.  

Fernandez et al. (1987) assumed a constant rate (0.1 percent/yr) of 
container failure from 300 to 1,300 yr, resulting in complete failure of all 
containers. The exponential approach generally permits some containers to last 
many thousand years, but requires a few to fail at early time (Sinnock et al., 
1987; Dudley et al., 1988; Apted et al., 1990). Mean time to failure assumed 
for such functions has varied from about 1,000 yr to 10,000 yr.  

Apted et al. (1990) assumed that the exponential distribution of container 
failures would not begin until after decay of the thermal pulse, when 6ondensing 
conditions become possible in the near-field (Altenhofen and Eslinger, 1990).  
For failure modes requiring corrosive perforation with the air gap intact, Apted 
et al. added 300 yr to the container lifetime.  

CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO WASTE CONTAINER FAILURE 

Several candidate materials for waste container construction have been 
identified (SCP Section 7.4.2), and fall into two general categories: 
austenitic stainless steels and copper-based materials. The austenitic 
materials are metastable and subject to modes of corrosion that are not observed 
in copper-based materials. Stainless steel containers may be rapidly penetrated 
by localized or stress-assisted forms of corrosion, which would be active under 
repository conditions. Working or welding of a stainless steel container could 
sensitize localized regions to corrosive attack. Vadose zone water is known to 
contain small amounts of corrosive salts which coald be concentrated bv 
hydrologic effects in the near-field environment. Various modes of corrosion 
are possible with copper-based materials under oxidizing conditions which would 
be characteristic of a vadose zone repository, but uniform corrosion and pitting 
corrosion are considered most likely (SCP Section 7.4.2.9).  

Although the waste container material has not been identified, corrosion 
clearly depends heavily on the flux of water in contact. The cross sectional 
area of waste containers in vertical configuration (0.5 m diameter) is about 0.1 
percent of the repository area. Studies of unsaturated flow under a vertical 
gradient have shown that although streamlines are diverted around backfilled 
open-ings, emplacement drift backfill does not significantly reduce the flow 
irn'r~iateiy adjacent to waste containers (Mondy et al., 1985; Freshley et al., 
1985).  

Under certain hydrologic conditions there may be influx to the emplacement 
drift ba~kfill, and the emplacement configuration in conjunction with host rock 
characrerisrios might cause a concentration of flow into the emplacement 
boreho~es. Cversby and McCright (1984) describe a unit-cell concept whereby the 
emplacement drift floor area ascribed to each waste container, drains to the 
emolacement borehole. This would increase the proportion of average repository 
flu:t. in cc ntact with waste containers by 100- to 200-fold depending on the 
retcositcry extracticn ratio. Apted e- al. (1990) adopted a smaller catchment 
area: tre area of a circle with twice the emplacement hole radius, whic.
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corresponds to 0.4 percent of the total average flux in contact with waste 
containers. Sinnock et al. (1987) analyzed cases wherein 0.25 percent, 2.5 
percent, or 25 percent of the flux through the repository horizon would contact 
waste containers (and become saturated in uranium dioxide solute). The range 
was a-so intended to address uncertainty in uranium dioxide solubilitv at 
repository conditions. The 25 percent case is used in Section 2.5.1.2 of this 
report in the definition of conceptual models.  

The SOP (Section 8.3.4) contains goals for water in contact with waste 
containers during and after the period of substantially complete containment 
(300 to 1,000 yr). For example, from 300 to 1,000 yr after closure, 95 percent 
of the containers would be dry, and 5 percent would contact no more than 5 
liters of water per year, on average. At an average flux of 1 mm/yr, an area of 
5 square meters would be required to produce 5 liters per year, thus a 
concentrating effect is implicit in the SCP goals. The nature of such an 
.effect, and its distribution throughout the repository area, are major 
uncertainties in waste container lifetime.  

Once a waste container is perforated, the effect of corrosion processes 
inside the waste container on cladding, alteration of the waste form, and the 
rate cf corrosion of the waste container from within, would depend on the type 
of perforation and other aspects of the waste package environment which are not 
generally known. A flow-through mode would provide pathways for introduction of 
water and oxygen, and rapid advection of mobilized radionuclides. A less 
dynamic "bathtub" mode (see below) may produce significant buffering of internal 
conditions by spent fuel or other metallic components. Low oxidation potential 
may be imposed, limiting the tendency for corrosion of the container from 
within.  

The draft NRC report (NRC, 1990) describes mechanisms that could lead to 
failure cf the waste container, including the following which were recognized In 
the assessment of available inventory: (1) water infiltration through fractures 
from recharge, (2) corrosion by circulating steam during the thermal pulse, (3) 
heat pipe effect which recirculates water and concentrates salts in the 
near-fieId environment, (4) corrosion by direct contact with water from 
spaIlation of rock or infilling of water bearing sediment, and (5) corrosion by 
wa-er table rise or perched water.  

FUEL ROD CLADDING FAILURE 

Oirraioy cladding degradation may occur as a result of creep or oxidative 
stress corrosion cracking (Santanam et al., 1989). As reported in the NRC draft 
repcrt (NRO, 1990), fault evaluation methodology applied to licensing of dry 
-ask srora-e indicates that there may be a maximum storage temperature for fuel 
rodt ensure than the rods maintain a 1,000 yr lifetime. The estimated 
max:imum temperature varies from 300 to 340 C depending on initial conditions.  
Thermal analyses of near field repository response (Johnson et al., 1989; White 
and Altenhofen, 1989) show that maximum waste package temperature is around 200 
C dere.nding on assumptions.
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Waste packages will probably be filled with an inert gas prior to sealing 
and emplacement. Once a container is breached, the redox potential within is 
uncertain, but is known to have a significant effect on corrosion of the fuel 
rods. Zircaloy cladding may be subject to stress cracking corrosion (Oversby 
and McCright, 1984) 

These results suggest that cladding longevity may be 1,000 yr or more if 
temperature and redox conditions are controlled within intact containers.  
However, many fuel rods delivered to the repository will already have pinhole 
cladding flaws and other damage because of past practices in reactor operation 
(van Konyenberg, 1987). Thus a small but significant fraction of fuel rods may 
have failed cladding at the time the waste container is breached. Fernandez et 
al. (1987) assumed an attrition mode of cladding failure, such that longevity 
under oxidizing conditions is proportional to thickness. In conjunction with 
this assumption, they assumed that 0.02 percent of the fuel rods have failed 
cladding at the time of closure, and continue to fail after closure at the rate 
of 0.01 percent per year until waste container perforation, when the fuel rod 
failure rate goes up to 0.1 percent. All of the containers are assumed to have 
failed after 1,300 yr, and all fuel rods will have been breached at 2,3C0 yr.  
Fernandez et a!. (1987) further assumed that although. fuel rods will fail while 
inside intact containers, leaching of radionuclides depends on failure of both.  
the container and the cladding.  

CONGpRUENýT LEACHING 

An assumption that has been common to many analyses is congruent leaching, 
whereby the fraction of each radionuclide that is dissolved, is limited to the 
volume fraction of uranium dioxide fuel matrix that is dissolved. The SPARTAN 
code (Lin, 1985) is based on congruent leaching, and formed part of the 
published analysis by Sinnock et al. (1987) that was used as the basis for 
defining conceptual models (Section 2.5.1.2), and as reference material for 
several assessments (Section 2.6.1.4) in this study. Later implementation of 
congruent leaching included the effect of limited solubilitv (Lin et a. 1986, 
Fernandez et a!., i987; Doctor, 1988).  

RADIN-CI TLIE MOBILIZATION 

Of one published studies cited above, all assume congruent leaching except 
for Apted et al. (1990), who have used a uranium dioxide alteration model. The 
alteralion mechanism has been identified as potentially significant based on 
examia-ticn of fuel rods which have failed in a reactor (Forsyth et al. 1990a), 
and on b-t-' studies using spent fuel pellets (Forsyth et al., l990b; Wilson and 
Brutcn, 1989). Oxidation of uranium dioxide is associated with a volume change 
that resulrs in disruption and fissuring of the fuel matrix, providing a way fcr 
soluble soecies such as Tc-99 to leach out of the waste form without dissolution 

f L-he rue` ma:rix. Releases for certain species only may greatly exceed 
predicions tnat assume congruent leaching. This concept has been incorporated 
in nhe conceptual model for released radionuclide inventory, in Section 2.5.1.2.
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Most studies have assumed that some unspecified mechanism would mobilize 
radionuclides from the fuel rods, through a breach in the container, and into 
the host rock (Sinnock et al., 1987; NRC draft report). Modeling studies based 
on assumptions regarding the type of waste container penetration (Lee and 
Pigford, 1989; Apted et al., 1990) provide some indication of how the number and 
placement of container penetrations could influence water-borne releases.  
Geometric description of waste container breaching is needed to compute 
corrosion response. In conjunction with PACE '90 (Performance Assessment 
Calculational Exercise) these authors reported descriptions of various 
mechanisms for mobilization: moist-continuous contact, flow-through, and 
"bathtub" mode (Apted et al., 1990).  

The moist-continuous mode relies on direct aqueous pathways for chemical 
diffusion. Such pathways may be caused by disruption of the emplacement 
borehole wall, or by sediment accumulation in the air gap surrounding the waste 
container. The diffusion mechanism is similar to the model proposed by Kerrisk 
(1984). Releases from the waste container produced by this mechanism are 
probably very small in an unsaturated environment.  

The other modes involve the potential for significant liquid water in 
contact with the waste form, and advective transport out of the waste container.  
The reported analyses generate comparable, if uncertain, results for 
flow-through and "bathtub" modes. There is little empirical data available for 
evaluating conditions of low volume ratio of water:fuel, which are represented 
by "bathtub" and similar modes. Uranium dioxide alteration was considered the 
controlling process for leaching of mobile species (e.g., CS-135, 1-129, Tc-99).  
A constant alteration rate of roughly 0.001 per year, after breaching of the 
waste container, was assumed. Under these assumptions the complete inventory of 
these species is removed from the waste container after a few thousand years.  

TRANSPORT THROUGH THE HOST ROCK 

Generally, hydrologic conditions that cause failure of a particular waste 
ccntainer are thought to be correlated with local conditions that produce rapid 
transpo>rt of relatively soluble, nonsorbing species in the host rock. výaste 
container failure is likely to be associated with relatively high flux, and high 
velocitv flow along fracture pathways thr-:ah the host rock. If dissolved 
ranionuclide concentrations approach sol. -ity limits in the waste container 
and the near-field, then colloid formation is a possibility. In addition, the 
solubility of heavy metals, particularly uranium, is increased in the presence 
of dissolved carbonate, which may be a common fracture filling mineral along 
active flow pathways. These associations argue for minimal contribution of the 
hos: rock to waste isolation. However, other mechanisms have been identified 
which limit transport through the host rock.  

Radionuclides may be released under less dynamic conditions, for example in 
a distributed fracture flow regime where there is limited connectivity of 
fracture pathways. Fracture pathways that are tortuous or involve matrix flow 
may not facilitate rapid tranport, and may facilitate chemical or physical 
retardation. Another effect that could limit transport through the host reck is 
precipiatiorn, associated with solubility changes outside the waste container.
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Engineered barriers may be construed as isolating waste packages from 
infiltration flux, or may have the affect of controlling the mobility of radionuclides once released from the waste package. It is the former, rather 
than the latter, that has been the prevailing approach to the engineered barrier 
system, with the exception of borehole and shaft seals. Note that shaft sealing 
designs have relied on physical separation of shafts from waste emplacement 
areas, and have not relied on nontransmissive materials in the portion of the 
shafts below the repository horizon. (The concept of free drainage at shaft 
bottcm has been maintained.) 

Most studies to date have regarded the host rock as comprised of fracture 
pathway and matrix pathways, with different sets of flux, porosity, and effective retarda<-on values assigned to each (Lin, 1985; Sinnock et al., 1987).  
Infiltration flu.. -,at exceeds that saturated matrix conductivity is assumed to flow in fractures. Other studies (Lin et al. 1986; Dudley et al., 1988) make use an effective continuum model for the relative conductivity of unsaturated, 
fractured rock (Klavetter and Peters, 1986) with effective retardation factors 
that apply to each hydrogeologic unit at all saturation and flow conditions.  

The number of waste containers exposed to relatively large fluxes of water, 
and the effect of retardation in the host rock on the transport of actinides, 
are major uncertainties. Retardation may be strongly influenced by effects which are relatively unknown, such as pathway tortuosity, solubility/preci
pitation, colloid formation, and mineralization along transport pathways. There 
is probably a strong correlation between the amount of water in contact with waste containers, and fracture flow in the host rock, because the matrix 
conductivity of the Topopah Spring member is very low. Retardation in the host rock may not be significant for soluble species such as Tc-99, although matrih 
diffusion miaht have significant retardation effects.  

FROCESS FOR ASSESSING AVAILABLE INVENTORY 

Available inventory refers to the radionuclide inventory available at hea to: of the CHn unit, having been released from the waste form and container, and rcavelled through the other engineered barriers and the host rock. Avai e 
inventory may be defined as the equivalent release calculated using 40 CFR 191 Apn. A, if the boundary of the accessible environment were relocated to Zhe too cf the C.n unit. The measure "R"-used to assess available inventory was based cn tne total system performance measure from 40 CFR 191 (see Section 2.5.1.2).  

The need for an available inventory assessment for the CHRBA was recognized from the need to consider CHn unit performance under a range of conditions from "good" co "bad." Geochemical and transport modeling experts from Los National 
Laboratory (J. Canepa and K. Eggert) were consulted on April 30, 1990, as to how to define "good" and "bad" conditions, and how to incorporate retardation 

cnonl cns inoo the definitions. Discussion covered the behavior of differen: 
radionuhcides, matrix diffusion, and the validity of various values for distribution and retardation coefficients based on laboratory data, for use to 
defiane and discriminate in situ conditions. The complexity of retardation 
pnhenmena was judged to require specific, consistent definitions that w uid be
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difficult to generate and cumbersome to use. A similar conclusion was reached 
in regard to using retardation as part of the definitions for flow regimes 
(section 2.5.1.2). It was decided that retardation would be "folded" into 
assessments on the release measure, and that definitions for "good" and "bad" 
conditions would be based on flow conditions.  

"Bad" conditions were taken from the Sinnock et al. (1987) assessment 
discussed above. A value of R=0.32 for cumulative 10,000-yr releases from the 
waste form, is based on a flux of 1 mm/yr, 25 percent of repository flux in 
contact with waste containers, 300-yr waste container lifetime, and congruent 
leaching (contacting water saturated in uranium dioxide at nominal s- Lbility).  
The R='-.32 inventory was postulated at the top of the CHn unit, and -.e quantity 
transported through the CHn was assessed for each of the four flow regimes 
(section 2.6.1.4). "Good" conditions were defined as 0.1 mm/yr, 0.25 percent in 
contact, and 300-yr waste container. This inventory was postulated at the top 
of the CHn, and the resulting assessments respected the linear notion that "good" conditions are 3 orders of magnitude better than "bad" conditions.  
Another set of assessments on R was performed, conditioned on the flow regime, 
but using a maximum R=l for "bad" conditions.  

The results of those initial assessments were regarded as unsatisfactory 
because the probability of R=0.32, and the assumptions underlying the 3-order 
difference, should vary for different flow regimes. The remedy resulted in the 
conceptual model for released inventory described in section 2.5.1.2, which 
assumes that the magnitude of R can be assessed based on consideration of just a 
few radionuclides.  

In addition, the work of Apted et al. (1990) was reviewed and used to 
extend the value of R for "bad" non-CHn conditions from 0.32 to greater than 1.  
The rationale is based on selective leaching associated with uranium dioxide 
oxidation-alteration, instead of congruent leaching associated with matrix 
dissolution. It is important to note that the Apted et al. analysis apolies to 
what could happen to a single waste container, and that adverse "wet-drip" or 
"moist-continuous" conditions are unlikely to occur everywhere in the repository 
for the necessary thousands of years.  

The technical panel then addressed processes which affect the maximum value 
of measure R. The engineered barrier system/host rock response is princioally 
affected by the amount of water available in the host rock, the amount of water 
in contact with waste containers, and the quality of water in contact. An 
influence diagram for engineered barrier response was adopted from the ongoing 
ESF Alternatives Study (Figure 2.6.1.3-1). Other important uncertainties were 
identified: whether waste containers lean in the emplacement boreholes, 
mechanisms for corrosion from within the container, mechanisms for corrosion of 
the waste form, effects of repository heat on the near-field environment, other 
chemical and hvdrochemical effects in the near-field environment, possible 
reflux of water and condensation on waste containers, and the response of other 
engineered barriers (e.g., "getter" materials in backfill materials). At low R, 
mobile species may be relatively abundant in the released inventory because of 
selective release, and because flow and retardation conditions may inhibit
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mobility of relatively insoluble species. At high R, actinides must be involved 
because the inventories of more mobile species are depleted from the repository 
inventory, and because flow conditions that would result in failure of a large 
proportion of waste containers would also be associated with less retardation of 
actinides.  

The available inventory measure R was then assessed again, on an 
exploratory basis, conditioned on flow regime, by estimating probabilities for 
fixed levels of R (R=0.1, 1, and 100). These results were also unsatisfactory 
because there were large conceptual differences among the flow regimes regarding 
processes that would give rise to the fixed levels of R. These differences were 
difficult to account for in the elicitation process.  

The assessments on available inventory described below reflect a process 
that was used to avoid lumping the effects of "incredible" processes in the 99th 
percentile. In other applications of risk analysis, some events are associated 
with probabilities that are much lower than 0.01 (the complement of 0.99). For 
example, the DOE analysis of the space shuttle crash rate, and the l0"-13 per 
year probability of a meteorite impacting a Yucca Mountain repository. To 
ensure that the 99th percentile was not used to address very unlikely events or 
processes, and to learn more about the range and behavior or the R measure, a 
set of assessments of R at the 99.99th percentile, conditioned on flow regime, 
was elicited from the panel (included in Table 2.6.1.3-2). Note that the 
maximum possible R based on the total repository inventory at 1,060 yr (Sinnock 
et al., 1987) is around 10,000. In general, the 99.99th percentile estimates 
are roughly 5 to 100 times the 99th percentile estimates.  

The following paragraphs describe the available inventory assessments used 
in the CHRBA performance model. The definitions for slow matrix (SM), distri
buted fracture (DF), concentrated fracture (CF), and fast matrix (FM) flow 
regimes are given in section 2.5.1.2. The available inventory estimates from 
Table 2.6.1.3-2 (geometric averaging) are combined in Figure 2.6.1.3-2, using 
the prior probabilities for the flow regimes from Section 2.6.1.1.  

AVAILABLE INVENTORY UNDER SM FLOW CONDITIONS 

A simple calculation shows that under the assumptions used by Sinnock et 
al. (1087) and discussed above, if the waste container failure rate is 0.1 
percent, then the released inventory would correspond to R=3.2E-4. This implies 
that moSt waste containers continue to perform throughout the postclosure 
performance period. This level of performance was regarded by most panelists as 
appropriate for SM flow conditions at cumulative probability levels between the 
0.50 and 0.90 (Table 2.6.1.3-2).  

Cthie factors can be applied to reduce releases, for example at the 50th 
percenri-le. Additional waste isolation performance may be provided by the 
porticn of the Topopah Spring unit below the repository horizon, spent fuel 
cladding, and physical or chemical barriers to radionuclide mobilization from 
the waste ccntainers to the host rock.
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Figure 2.6.1.3-3. Available inventory at the top of the ClIn unit, combined over all flow 
regimes using the prior probabilities.



Table 2.6.1.3-2. Assessed values of the release measure R, for available radionuclide inventory at the top of the CHn unit. The assessments are conditioned on the flow regime (SM, FM, CF, DF). Results are presented using both arithmetic and geometric averaging among members of the technical panel, and are rounded to 2 significant figures.  
Cumulative 

Probability Flow Regime: Level SM FM CF DF 

Geometric Averaging: 

0.9999 5.5 17 35 76 0.99 0.074 0.52 1.0 4.5 0.90 5.2E-4 6.7E-3 9.1E-3 0.041 0.50 7.2E-6 4.7E-5 5.7E-5 7.9E-4 

Arithmetic Averaging: 

0.9999 9.6 21 1.7E2 2.2E2 0.99 0.13 0.89 2.2 7.9 0.90 1.9E-3 0.025 0.032 0.076 0.50 3.3E-5 2.8E-4 3.3E-4 3.3E-3 

Fracture flow may be important in the host rock even if SM flow conditions predominate in the CHn unit. Although unlikely, under certain conditions the extent of that flow was judged to be comparable to the R=0.32 case taken from Sinnock et al. (1987). Fracture flow could be common throughout the host rock mass, but perhaps episodic such that the long term average is less than 1,000 cubic meters/yr. Containers could fail in the "wet-drip" mode (Apted et al., 1990). Releases would likely be dominated by mobile species such as Tc-99, because R would be small. Thus retardation could be limited to a small effect from dispersion and diffusion processes acting with fractureflow. Consequently, estimated values for R above the 90th percentile are comparable to the R=0.32 result from Sinnock et al. (1987).  

AVAILABLE INVENTORY UNDER DF FLOW CONDITIONS 

The DF flow regime was considered most adverse for waste container performance because of the great potential for water in contact with the waste.  At the 50th percentile significant performance was allocated to the waste containers, i.e., the result would be one to two orders of magnitude better than the R=0.32 case from Sinnock et al. (1987). This could be interpreted in terms of the longevity of 99 percent or more of the waste containers. Alternatively, if many waste containers failed then one to two orders of magnitude of performance could be allocated to the cladding, waste form, or mobilization of radionuclides from failed containers to the host rock.
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At the 90th and particularly 99th percentile levels, it was assumed that 
many containers would fail. Releases at the 99th percentile were estimated to 
be roughly 10 times the R=0.32 level. This level allows for selective and 
complete leaching of Tc-99 and similar species from failed containers, and is 
great enough to involve significant mobilization of actinides from failed 
containers, and significant dissolution of the waste form matrix.  

AVAILABLE INVENTORY UNDER CF FLOW CONDITIONS 

The definition of CF flow calls for concentrated flow in the CHn unit, 
within a plan area of 5 percent of the repository area. By comparison, the DF 
flow regime is defined with respect to 50 percent of the repository area. The 
relationship of available inventory estimates for CF and DF flow is comparable 
to the areas used in the definitions. Estimates for CF flow are roughly 5 to 10 
times less than DF values, consistent with 5 to 20 times fewer failed waste 
containers.  

Assessments for available inventory under CF flow conditions are more 
uncertain than for other flow regimes. The quantity of water that would 
actually contact the waste containers is the major source of this uncertainty.  

There may be correlation between concentration of water above the 
repository, and CF flow conditions in the CHn unit. In other words, 
infiltration may be concentrated above the host rock, flow down a fault zone, 
and continue through the CHn unit along that zone. In this case it is possible 
that the waste emplacement areas could remain dry even in the event of a 
significant change in climate, such that available inventory for CF conditions 
would be much less than for DF conditions. Alternatively, flow dispersion in 
the host rock could redistribute the infiltration flux throughout a portion of 
the waste emplacement area, and lateral diversion below the repository could 
concentrate the flow back into a fault zone. In this case, available inventory 
for CF conditions would likely be moderately less than DF conditions.  

Under the best conditions, waste emplacement areas would be substantially 
separated from flow pathways through the host rock, and available inventory 
could be much less than for DF conditions. This situation is reflected in lower 
values corresponding to CF conditions at all percentiles, and in an order of 
magnitude difference in assessed values at the 50th percentile. Uncertainty as 
to flow paths in the host rock are reflected in the higher percentile estimates.  

AVAILABLE INVENTORY UNDER FM FLOW CONDITIONS 

FM flow in the CHn unit is likely to be associated with more net 
infiltration flux throughout the unsaturated zone than the SM regime. The FM 
and CF flow regimes are similar as defined, and FM conditions are much less 
likely than SM conditions to exist now or in the future (see section 2.6.1.1).  
Thus the available inventory is likely to be more for FM than for SM conditions.  
The likelihood of FM flow conditions is dependent on location within the site 
area. Hydraulic conductivity of the zeolitic facies is too small for fast
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matrix flow. By comparison, CF flow conditions could exist in either vitric or 
zeolitic facies. In addition, FM flow conditions could possibly occur in the 
vitric facies with less total repository flux than would be associated with the 
CF flow regime. Thus the available inventory is likely to be less for FM 
conditions than for CF conditions. This reasoning is reflected in Table 
2.6.1.3-2, where estimates for FM conditions are bracketed by SM and CF values 
at each probability level.
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2.6.1.4 Transport through the CHn Unit

This section is comprised of a review of published studies which represents 
the state of knowledge used to assess the decision model inputs for CHn 
transport, followed by a description of the assessment process and general 
discussion of the tabulated results.  

PREVIOUS MODELS OF FLOW AND TRANSPORT THROUGH THE CHN UNIT 

Montazer and Wilson (1984) describe the prevalent conceptual hydrologic 
model for the site, including lateral diversion. Lateral flow may occur in the 
CHn unit as a lateral, downdip component of flow because of contrasting 
properties. This is possible because of large-scale anisotropy caused by 
intercalated tuffs, and/or because of lithologic anisotropy associated with 
compaction. A fracture system, particularly in the zeolitic facies, probably 
decreases the magnitude of the anisotropy because fractures increase vertical 
permeability even if they are discontinuous. Fracture flow may occur in the 
uppermost layers of the CHn unit, but diffusion probably draws most water into 
the matrix, deeper in the unit, except along structural flow paths.  

Structural pathways are either continuous through the unit, or their 
hydraulic conductivity diminishes in the unit because the CHn unit is more 
ductile than overlying welded strata (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). There is 
potential for significant gouge formation along faults and shear zones in the 
CHn unit because of low shear strength (relative to welded tuff). For 
continuous structural pathways under high-flux conditions, water could flow 
rapidly through the CHn unit to the water table. For the more probable case 
where structural pathways become discontinuous, water may either become perched 
at the upper unit CHn contact, perched at a horizon within the CHn unit, or 
begin to flow downdip along the boundary (many pathway conditions are possible).  

Many of the published models of CHn flow and transport were developed 
concurrently with the siting analysis in the Yucca Mountain Environmental 
Assessment, and the performance assessment sections of the SCP (Lin, 1985; Lin 
et al., 1986; Sinnock et al., 1987; Dudley et al., 1988; see Sections 8.3.5.12 
and 8.3.5.13). Generally, they involve the assumption of a 1-D flow in a 
(locally) vertically homogeneous CHn unit, with steady-state constant flux, flow 
velocity from Darcy's law using in situ saturation estimates, and flow 
partioning between fractures and matrix based on the flux in excess of the 
saturated matrix conductivity. Flux conditions were generally assumed to be 
similar to current conditions, or studied in the range of 0.1 mm/yr to 5 or 10 
mm/yr.  

Lumped retardation coefficients have been assumed for the various species.  
Separate retardation coefficients have been assumed for fractures and matrix 
(Lin, 1985; Sinnock et al., 1987), including the conservative assumption of zero 
fracture retardation (Dudley et al., 1988). Radionuclide decay has been taken 
into account in most of these models.
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The model of Lin (1985) considered different pathways from the repository 
to the water table: (1) vitric pathway through CHn, with matrix flow; (2) host 
rock and zeolitic CHn pathway, matrix flow for flux up to 1 mm/yr. Sinnock et 
al. used the same modeling approach, with several cases including: (1) 
accessible environment at the bottom of 100 m of the CHn, and (2) 2 km SZ 
pathway, (3) 10 km SZ pathway.  

The NRC report of a performance assessment demonstration exercise (NRC, 
1990) considers four pathways representing different conditions across the site 
area. In consideration of the high-flux, pluvial scenario, the NRC analysis 
included elevation of the water table by 100 m. In addition, the NRC report 
conservatively neglected matrix diffusion because: (1) radionuclides that result 
in largest doses are actinides, which are known to form colloids that-have low 
diffusion coefficients; and (2) fracture coating minerals may reduce the 
effectiveness of matrix diffusion.  

Contributions to modeling hydrologic behavior include the composite 
continuum model of Klavetter and Peters, 1986; Pruess et al. 1988) which was 
used by Dudley et al. (1988). This model is based on assumption that the flow 
process is quasi-static, such that there is potential equilibrium between 
moisture in fractures and the rock matrix. Wang and Narasimhan (1985) used 
explicit representation of fractures and matrix to investigate transient 
behavior, finding that transient response of the fracture/matrix system is very 
sensitive to fracture flow conditions.  

The composite continuum approach has been used for several quasi-static 
analyses of long-term hydrologic response to changes in boundary conditions such 
as the net infiltration rate, and water table fluctuation. For example, Peters 

et al. (1988) evaluated the sensitivity of groundwater travel time to the 
percolation flux, and Peters (1988) assessed the effects of several scenarios.  
These applications are reviewed comprehensively in SCP Section 8.4.3.2.  

A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL APPROACH 

Prindle (1989) performed a sensitivity study of flow in a two-dimensional 
cross section representing the repository block, which reveals flow behavior 
that can dominate system performance, including vertical flow throughout the 

section, and lateral flow both above and below the repository. The performance 
measures used in this study are very sensitive to processes that concentrate 
flow, cr control the interaction with the tuff matrix in fracture-dominated 

flow. The composite continuum was used to represent fracture/matrix response 
(Klavetter and Peters, 1986). The flow cases considered generate patterns of 

lateral flow above and below the repository, using both isotropic and 
anisotropic unit properties.  

The study highlighted two examples of unstated assumptions that attend the 

used of I-D flow models in performance allocation and assessment: (1) the GWTT 

calculated along the shortest vertical path from the repository to the water 

table gives a lower-bound estimate of the travel time; and (2) contribution that
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a particular hydrogeologic unit makes as a barrier to mass transport, toward 
achieving regulatory compliance, can be categorized and ranked relative to other 
units. Lateral diversion effects can produce both long and short pathways, and 
the short paths are not necessarily the fastest.  

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF SEISMIC/TECTONIC EFFECTS 

Peters (1988) defines 2 general cases where seismic/tectonic activity could 
affect CHn unit transport: (1) change in properties of a structural zone, which 
could change the flow system in the repository block; and (2) localized effects 
of fault rupture, displacing one part of the rock mass relative to another, and 
changing fracture frequency and aperture. Localized effects of fault rupture 
include waste container breakage, and possible changes in surface topography 
causing ponding in arroyos. Because faulting is likely to occur on existing 
faults, it seems readily possible to place waste containers wherebreakage is 
very unlikely. Significant effects could be caused by changes in the flow field 
resulting from changes in fracture properties, and changes in the local 
infiltration rate resulting from changes in surface topography. With respect to 
the ponding scenario, Peters and Gauthier (in Peters, 1988) studied ponding 
effects in 1-D, postulating a 10-m deep pond for two days, and calculating the 
attenuating effect of unsaturated units between the surface and the water table.  

Peters (1988) also discusses an analysis to investigate the transient 
hydrologic conditions that would occur in the unsaturated zone, in response to a 
rise and fall of the water table, presumably of tectonic cause. Results from a 
1-D simulation show that under repository average flux of 1 mm/yr, the transient 
effect on the state of moisture in the affected region would persist for 50,000 
yr, and would last even longer for smaller average flux values. This suggests 
that hydrologic and hydrochemical characterization of the unsaturated zone above 
the water table may provide useful information for evaluating past fluctuations.  

DISCUSSION OF RETARDATION IN THE CHN UNIT 

The following paragraphs describe early discussion held among the CHRBA 
technical panelists and invited technical experts (see section 2.6.1.3).  
Laboratory sorption studies measure distribution coefficients (Kd's) for 
individual radionuclides which are used to calculate retardation factors used in 
transport modeling. The Kd's are dependent predominantly on the chemical 
properties of the nuclide of interest. Batch sorption Kd's of greater than 1000 
have been measured for some elements (Sr, Cs) for zeolitized tuff from the 
Calico Hills unit. The dominant sorption mechanism for these elements is ion 
exchange. Elements such as the actinides and Tc are important components of the 
waste inventory (high abundance or long half-life) and may have batch sorption 
Kd's of less than 10 and sometimes 0 (Tc) for the range of rock types in the 
Calico interval. The dominant sorption mechanism for these nuclides does not 
appear to be ion exchange but more likely surface sorption. Sorption may occur 
on reactive surface sites of zeolites or on trace mineral phases within the 
Calico Hills interval that are known to be dominant surface sorbers. The 
results of sorption experiments for the actinides are difficult to reproduce and 
inzerpret. Factors that influence the sorption of actinides are speciation and
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pH. For example, plutonium can form three species in near-neutral waters and Np 
sorption may be highly sensitive to pH changes within the near neutral ranges of 
6.5 to 8.0, a range of values expected for the waters at Yucca Mountain.  
Experiments are being conducted to evaluate actinide sorption behavior and 
determine consistent sorption coefficients for the tuff of the Calico Hills 
interval. It is noted that chemical retardation can be significant in an 
assessment of transport with low Kd's of 10.  

For hydrologic regimes dominated by matrix flow, chemical retardation is 
expected to be highly favorable in the unsaturated zone and will strongly 
enhance the physical retardation contributed by matrix diffusion. Chemical and 
physical (matrix diffusion) retardation may be reduced in flow regimes in the 
unsaturated zone that are dominated by fracture flow. The chemical retardation 
that occurs after a nuclide diffuses into the rock matrix from a fracture is 
important. However, the degree of retardation from matrix diffusion is 
dependent on the velocity of water through the fracture and the degree of 
saturation of the host rock. Chemical retardation on minerals that line 
fractures and the exposed matrix minerals would be controlled by the chemical 
kinetics of the dominant sorption process and the velocity of the water.  
Laboratory studies are in progress to understand sorption in a fracture flow 
system.  

Because generalizations about retardation are difficult, the CHRBA 
technical panel was unsuccessful in *incorporating an assessment of classes of 
high and low retardation to the flow regimes of the Calico interval (see section 
2.6.3). As discussed previously, there are several reasons for this difficulty-.  
First, retardation is element specific and development of an assessment of the 
importance of retardation processes in the Calico interval by each element and 
for each flow regime would be too time consuming for the CHRBA analysis.  
Second, a complete understanding of chemical retardation in a fracture dominated 
flow regime is not now available. Development of an understanding of these 
processes, however, would be one major goal of in situ testing in the Calico 
Hills interval.  

PROCESS FOR ASSESSING CHN TRANSPORT 

Conditions external to the CHn unit (non-CHn conditions) were defined, 
because there is a clear dependence between CHn conditions and available 
inventory for CHn transport (see Section 2.6.1.3). "Good" and "bad" non-CHn 
conditions were defined using the performance measure developed in Section.  
2.5.1. 2 , which is based on the summed ratio definition in 40 CFR 191 App. A.  
"Bad" conditions were based on Sinnock et al. (1987) with 1 mm/yr repository 
flux, 25 percent of repository flux in contact with waste, and congruent 
leaching controlled by uranium dissolution (resulting available inventory 
R=0.32; see Section 2.6.1.3). "Good" conditions were represented by 0.25 
percent of flux in contact and 0.1 mm/y flux, resulting in 3 orders of magnitude 
reduction in available inventory.  

CHn transport was assessed, conditioned on flow regimes and non-CHn 
conditions. The conceptual approach described in Section 2.5.1.2 was used, 
based on the untested assumption that the unit performance can be dealt with 
more or less independently cf the other hydrogeologic units (Prindle, 1989),
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using the flow regime concept to couple different parts of the system. This 
approximation to the physical system is thought to be appropriate for a decision 
model, although it may be less appropriate for performance assessment. An 
influence diagram which was used to relate uncertainties affecting CHn 
transport, is presented as Figure 2.6.1.4-1.  

It was determined that Apted et al. (1990) provided a more conservative 
basis for defining and assessing available inventory than congruent leaching.  
(Section 2.5.1.2 describes the conceptual basis for the available inventory, 
including the assumed "mix" of radionuclides in the released inventory.) With 
the new definition, available inventory was set to R=l and CHn transport was 
assessed. However, the likelihood of available R=l is highly dependent on the 
flow regime, thus the need was recognized to assess available inventory for each 
flow regime, then generate a set of available inventory conditions representing 
the flow regime dependence, and assess CHn transport for each of these. Accord
ingly, CHn transport was assessed for each of the 12 available inventory values 
presented in Table 2.6.1.3-1, each corresponding to one of the four flow regimes 
and an associated probability ("mass"). The resulting values for released 
inventory transported through the CHn unit in 10,000 yr are presented in Table 
2.6.1.4-1.  

CHn TRANSPORT FOR FM FLOW CONDITIONS 

The FM flow regime requires a natural flux concentrating mechanism. Likely 
conditions of diffusion and dispersion along extended flow paths, which are 
concentrated and therefore more highly saturated, would tend to limit CHn 
transport to approximately 50 percent of available inventory. The most likely 
candidate horizon for flux diversion is the upper CHn contact, but this is 
highly uncertain.  

Matrix conductivity in excess of 10-7 m/sec (for 30 percent porosity) is 
required to support the defined FM flow conditions. High saturation is very 
likely although fast flow could conceivably occur at lower saturation.  
Partially saturated FM flow was neglected after discussion of tortuosity and 
surface effects that would limit flow velocity. In addition, fractures must be 
limited for FM conditions to be significant. These requirements make FM 
conditions much more likely in the vitric facies than the zeolitic. The CHn 
unit is thickest where conditions conducive to FM flow occur, leading to a 
further increase in the asses.sed performance under this flow regime.  

FM flow is thought to be associated with a flow-fingering phenomenon, 
probably in the vitric material. This phenomenon is commonly observed in 
experimental flow boxes and in field experiments. If fingering occurs, the 
total flow rate involved would probably not be much greater than 1,000 m3 /yr, 
and the velocity field would be heterogeneous allowing for significant diffusion 
and dispersion. The size of flow fingers that could develop in the CHn unit is 
uncertain.  

The FM flow regime is likely to be associated with minor occurence of 
fracture flow and slow matrix flow. Also, FM flow is likely to be an 
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intermediate state which would change to a different prevailing flow regime with 
additional flux. Flux concentration is needed for FM flow, so it is likely to be 
associated with perching where fractures are sparse.  

Physical and chemical retardation effects in the CHn unit were considered 
by the panel tend to significantly reduce releases. Retardation was assumed to 
be important at the 90th percentile, and even at the 99th percentile, with up to 
an order of magnitude of reduction in cumulative releases attributed to the CHn 
unit. The possible effect from other types of flow was important at the higher 
percentiles.  

CHn TRANSPORT FOR CF FLOW FONDITIONS 

As pointed out be Montazer and Wilson (1984) there is uncertainty as to 
what a fault "looks" like in the CHn unit. Possible conduits include Drill Hole 
Wash, Ghost Dance fault, and the imbricate normal fault zone to the east.  

Under CF flow conditions, it is possible that flux concentration would 
occur above the repository, probably at the PTn hydrogeologic unit, and that 
flow down a structural pathway such as the Ghost Dance fault could bypass the 
waste emplacement areas. The definition for CF flow in the CHn unit does not 
require diversion of this flow into waste emplacement areas. The results of 
this effect would be dilution of contaminated water, and direction of 
contaminated water to other pathways (e.g., matrix flow, or limited fracture 
flow) through the CHn unit. These other pathways would have greater potential 
for retardation because they have lower flow velocity. CHn unit performance 
could be improved under such conditions, and this possibility is reflected in 
most of the assessments for CH flow. A reduction of 50 percent to 80 percent in 
releases was typically attributed to this affect.  

Even with CF flow, there will be some matrix flow, perhaps because of 
discontinuous structural pathways, or in portions of the site that are not 
affected by the flux concentration mechanism that is required for CF flow.  
Indications of the Ghost Dance fault at the surface (Tiva Canyon member welded 
caprock) indicates that there would be significant matrix flow along structural 
pathways, at a level of confidence that was associated with the 50th percentile 
by the technical panel.  

The 90th percentile estimates indicate some confidence in retardation 
effects, with less physical and chemical retardation than expected along 
fracture pathways. At the 99th percentile, retardation mechanisms are assumed 
to be ineffective, and any reduction in releases is attributable mostly to the 
dilution effect described above. Performance of the CHn unit under CF flow 
conditions is uncertain because of pathway effects, and the elicited 
distributions are broader as a result.  

Fault rupture would affect the CF flow regime more than any other, and 
could increase the flow along structural pathways. The size of potential 
reservoirs that could be drained by changes in hydrologic structure is small 
compared to the volume of water represented by long-term flow conditions. The 
flow rate along structural flow paths would be limited by the capacity of the
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mechanism for concentrating flow. Disruption of surface topography could 
produce locally greater net influx, but the interaction with emplaced waste 
depends on the dispersivity of the host rock, and would certainly be limited.  

CHn TRANSPORT FOR DF FLOW CONDITIONS 

Transport would be similar to FM flow, with matrix diffusion more likely 
because of high-amplitude local heterogeneity of the flow field. Even under DF 
flow, it is likely that most fracture pathways would be discontinuous. The 
relationship between CF and DF is the number of involved fractures, and the 
potential for higher velocity flow, in major structural conduits. Both DF and 
SM are distributed conditions potentially involving a high proportion of the 
total repository flux.  

DF flow conditions would involve thousands of fractures. Mineral coatings 
on fractures could restrict retardation, and this effect is represented at high 
percentiles. There is a small chance (represented at the 10th percentile) that 
matrix diffusion effectively retards all species in the absence of colloids.  
Discontinuous pathways are part'icularly important for DF flow because fracture 
connectivity is known to be limited even for units that do not have layers with 
different mechanical properties. Even if only a minor portion of the flow is 
directed through the matrix, this would have a large effect on colloid 
transport, the flow would probably be slower, and the increased surface in 
contact with the flow would promote chemical retardation.  

DF flow conditions would be associated with high saturation in the rock 
matrix relative to other flow regimes, and from studies of saturated zone 
transport at other sites, the greater the saturation, the more possibility for 
matrix diffusion.  

At the 90th and 99th percentiles there is reduction of releases from the 
CHn because the vitric facies will be involved, and although fractures may be 
more or less prevalent in the vitric facies, the capacity for matrix flow makes 
fracture flow unlikely. More than 50 percent of the repository block is 
underlain by the vitric facies.  

CHn TRANSPORT FOR SM FLOW CONDITIONS 

Slow matrix flow conditions allow extensive interaction between fractures 
and rock matrix. CHn transport is estimated to be an order of magnitude better 
than other flow regimes, which is understandable from the perspective that the 
amount of water involved is probably 5 to 10 times less.  

Releases at the 10th percentile, and to some extent at the 50th percentile, 
were judged to be effectively zero. Intermediate values of release were 
estimated for the 50th and 90th percentiles, depending mainly on the extent to 
which other types of flow (e.g., fracture flow) will be part of the SM flow 
regime. in addition, a mode of super-advective release related to diffusion and 
discersion effects, was considered as possibly significant at higher percentiles 
for SY conditions, although probably not for fracture flow regimes.
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SUMM•ARY

To a first approximation, CHn transport for a particular level of available 
inventory (e.g., available R = 1) at the top of the unit can be scaled 
proportionately to another level of available inventory. This rule was applied 
frequently by the panelists in assessing the inputs for Table 2.6.1.4-1. Such 
effects as the proportion of failed waste containers support linear scaling at 
intermediate release levels. However, there are effects that could increase or 
decrease CHn transport relative to linear scaled levels. For example, at high 
release levels the proportion of failed containers is likely to level off, and 
releases become more dependent on the processes for dissolution and mobilization 
of spent fuel.  

At low release levels, Tc-99 would be an important component of the mobile 
inventory, and thus CHn transport would depend more on physical retardation 
processes such as matrix diffusion. The relative performance of the CHn unit 
could be reduced by this effect, however, low levels of available inventory are 
also associated with lower repository flux, thus there is a tendency for 
improved performance of the geologic setting.  

At high release levels (e.g. R > 1) the released inventory must contain 
increasingly more actinides because the mobile species (e.g., Tc-99, 1-129, 
Cs-135) are depleted. The actinides are relatively immobile, thus the 
performance of the CHn unit could be improved by this effect. Estimates of CHn 
transport are reduced by 50 percent or more because of this effect, for R >> 1.  
However, high levels of available inventory are associated with relatively 
adverse hydrologic conditions, thus there is a tendency for reduced performance 
of the geologic setting.  

These factors were weighed by the experts in all of the assessments 
presented in Table 2.6.1.4-1, tabulated using alternative arithmetic and 
geometric averaging for combining the judgments from different panelists. The 
technical panel agreed that the best aggregation scheme would involve the group 
maximum at the 99th percentile, group minimum at the 10th percentile, and 
geometric averaging at intermediate levels. This scheme was used to compile the 
results in the first two columns of Table 2.6.1.4-2. The 12 elicited 
distributions for CHn transport were discretized using the procedure described 
in Section 2.6.1.3, with the resulting "mass functions" tabulated in Table 
2.6.i.4- 2 . These values were combined using the probabilities of the flow 
regimes, and other geotechnical inputs, to produce the cumulative distributions 
discussed in Section 2.6.1.7.
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Table 2.6.1.4-1. CHn unit transport, conditioned on flow regime and 
available inventory, and tabulated using different 
aggregation schemes for combining responses from six 
technical panelists. (The performance measure for 
available inventory and CHn transport is described in 
Section 2.5.1.2.) (page 1 of 2) 

CHn CHn 
Cumulative Transport, Transport 

Flow Available (Associated Probability Geometric Arithmetic 
Regime Inventory Probability) Level Average Average 

SM 2.78 0.01 0.99 0.024 0.041 
0.90 1.6E-4 3.1E-4 
0.50 1.6E-6 2.2E-5 
0.10 1.OE-9 8.4E-8 

0.037 0.09 0.99 3.1E-4 4.9E-4 
0.90 1.5E-6 9.8E-6 
0.50 5.4E-9 8.5E-7 
0.10 4.9E-11 1.8E-9 

2.6E-4 0.90 0.99 I"7E-6 1.9E-5 
0.90 1.2E-8 8.6E-7 
0-.50 6.7E-11 8.3E-8 
0.10 3.7E-12 1.7E-10 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
FM 8.65 0.01 0.99 0.93 1.02 

0.90 0.016 0.027 
0.50 1 4E-4 7.1E-7 
0.10 1.8E-7 1.2E-5 

0.26 0.09 0.99 0.048 0.074 
0.90 7.9E-4 2.3E-3 
0.50 8.1E-6 3.8E-5 
0.10 1.3E-8 9.OE-7 

3.4E-3 0.90 0.99 3.7E-4 1.!E-3 
0.90 2.7E-6 2.IE-5 
0.50 1.9E-8 7.1E-7 
0.10 2.5E-10 3.3E-8
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Table 2.6.1.4-1. CHn unit transport, conditioned on flow regime and 
available inventory, and tabulated using different 
aggregation schemes for combining responses from six 
technical panelists. (The performance measure for 
available inventory and CHn transport is described in 
Section 2.5.1.2.) (page 2of 2) 

CF 12.9 0.01 0.99 3.23 3.93 
0.90 0.17 0.28 
0.50 2.!E-3 6.8E-3 
0.10 2.1E-5 2.5E-4 

0.36 0.09 0.99 0.12 0.12 
0.90 8.OE-3 0.013 
0.50 9.8E-5 3.7E-4 
0.10 1.2E-7 8.4E-6 

3.3E-3 0.90 0.99 8.4E-4 9.4E-4 
0.90 2.4E-5 4.9E-5 
0.50 9.3E-8 1.5E-6 
0.10 1.2E-9 6.2E-8 

DF 40.4 0.01 0.99 7.08 20.9 
0.90 0.23 3.6 
0.50 4.5E-3 0.082 
0.10 7.6E-6 8.2E-5 

2.27 0.09 0.99 0.47 0.82 
0.90 0.013 0.051 
0.50 1.6E-4 8.8E-4 
0.10 3.5E-8 8.5E-6 

0.021 0.90 0.99 3.6E-3 5.2E-3 
0.90 6.7E-5 9.6E-4 
0.50 3.1E-7 1.9E-6 
0.10 6.9E-10 8.2E-9
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DRAFT 0 

Table 2.6.1.4-2 Elicited cumulative distributions aggregated among technical 
panelists by the method described in the text (columns 1 and 2), and 
discretization by the method described in Section 2.6.1.3 (columns 5 and 
6). The discretized levels of available inventory associated with each 
of the CHn transport distributions are indicated in the small boxes.  
Columns 7 through 10 represent the statistics of the discretization 
process using the "equal area" method. (page 1 of 2)

CHn Reime• : Lmew ir•-rpoii•nm : 
SM 0.95 0.85 

0.99 1.39E-01 7.73E-02 1.40E-04 
0.90 1.60E-04 
0.50 1.60E-06 
010 1.00E-12 

0.99 1.00E-03 5.56E-04 1.28E-06 
0.90 1.46E-06 
0.50 5.43E-09 F e: 
0.10 1.00E-12 302 

0.99 1.00-E04 5.56E-05 1.01E-08 
0.90 1.16E-08 
0.50 6.70E-11 Source: 
0.10 1.00E-12 2.63E-04

CHn Relass: Linear intefpoitatios: 
FM 0.95 0.85 

0.99 2.00E+00 1.12E+00 1.39E-02 
0.90 1.59E-02 
0.50 1.37E-04 Sr 
0.10 1.OOE-12 8 
0.99 2.62E-01 1.46E-01 6.89E-04' 
0.90 7.87E-04 
0.50 8.112E-06 
0.10 1.00E-12 

0.99 3.39E-03 1.886-03 2.37E-06 
0.90 2.70E-06 
0.50 1.89E-08 Source: 
0.10 1.00E-12 I3.39F-03 I

CHn Releases: Li Intear latto : 
CF 0.95 0.85 

0.99 6.45E+00 3.66E+00 1-47E-01 
0.90 1.68E-01 
0.50 2.05.-03 r Source: 
0.10 129E-11 

0.99 1.82E-01 1.04E-01 7.01E-03 
0.90 7.99E-03 
0.50 9.77E-05 
0.10 1.00E-12 3.3 -1 

0.99 1-64E-03 9.22E-04 2.14E-05 
0.90 2.44E-05 
0.50 9.30E-08 
0.10 1 00E-12 322-031

CHn Releaes: Linear Inerpolations: 
OF 0.95 0.85 

0.99 3.84E+01 2.14E+01 1.98E-01 
o.90 2.26E-01 
0.50 4 47E-03 
0.10 6.06E-08 4.4.1 

0.99 1.82E+00 1.02E+00 1.16E-02 
0.90 1.32E-02 
0.50 1.59E-04 rce: 

0.99 1 05E-02 5.86E-03 5.89E-05 
0.90 6.72E-05 
0.50 3.12E-07 
0 10 I 00E-12 2102-02

Mass: 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05

L)screl.  
Mass: 
0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 

0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0 05

Discret.  
Mass: 
0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05

Discret.  
Mass: 
0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 

0.50 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05

Vaiue: Heght: 

5.80E-07 0.2452 
7.10E-05 0.6755 
1.94E-02 0.9125 
3.77E-01 0.9909 

1.98E-09 0.2457 
6.42E-07 0.6754 
1.40E-04 0.9125 
4.45E-03 0.991 

2.50E-11 0.2454 
5.10E-09 0.6753 
1.39E-05 0.9125 
9.85E-05 0.9886

Discret.  
Value: Heght: 

4.97E-05 0.2456 
7.05E-03 0.6754 
2.90E-01 0.9124 

2.31E+00 0.9905 

2.95e-06 0.2455 

3.49E-04 0.6752 
3.70E-02 0.9125 
2.16E-01 0.974 

6.90E-09 0.2458 
1 19E-06 0.6746 
4.73E-04 0.9125 
2.79E-03 0.974

Dis t.  
Value: Heiht: 
7.48E-04 0.2456 
7.48E-02 0.6753 

1.04E+.-00 0.9124 
5.98E+00 0.9833 

3.55E-05 0.2454 
3.55E-03 0.6749 
3.18E-02 0.9123 
1.69E-01 0.9834 

3.38E-08 0.2454 
1.07E-05 0.6745 
2.48E-04 0.9125 
1.52E-03 0.9832

Discret.  
Value: Heiht: 
1.63E-03 0.2459 
1.02E-01 0.6753 

5.52E+00 0.9125 
3.18E+01 0.9745 

5.78E-05 0.2457 
5.88E-03 0.6753 
2.64E-01 0.9125 
1.54E+00 0.9763 

1 14E-07 0.2455 
2.96E-05 0.6751 
1.52E-03 0.9125 
9 69E-03 0.9831

L-Area 

1.29E-07 
2.34E-05 
1.08E-03 
1.09E-02 

4.41E-10 
2.15E-07 
7.80E-06 
1.49E-04 

5.40E-12 
1.70E-09 
7.81E-07 
8.30E-07

L-Area 
1.11E-05 
7-33E-03 
1 55E-02 
3.01E-02 

6.57E-07 

1. 15E-04 
2.04E-03 
8.37E-04 
1.54E-09 
3.95E-07 
2.65E-05 
1.08E-05

L-Area 
1.67E-04 
2.46E-02 
4.93E-02 
3.86E-02 

7.91E-06 
1.16E-03 
1.36E-03 
1.07E-03 

7.53E-09 
3.58E-06 
1.26E-05 
9.87E-06

L-Area 
3.63E-04 
3.28E-02 
2.98E-01 
1.27E-01 

1.29E-05 
1.93E-03 
1 41E-02 
6.91E-03 

2.53E-08 
9.89E-06 
8.16E-05 
6.33E-05

R-Area % Error I 

1.30E-07 .0.00431 
2.33E-05 0.005731 
1.09E-03 -0.00424 
1.09E-02 -0.00671 

4.39E-10 0.00466 
2.14E-07 0.0047 
7.81E-06 -0.00126 
1-48E-04 0.00253 

5.35E-12 0.00901 
1.69E-09 0.00328 
7.81E-07 0.00019 
8.31E-07 -000146

R-Area % Error 
1.10E-05 0-00288 
2.32E-03 0.0044 
1.56E-02 -0 006341 
3.02E-02 -0.00377i 

6.56E-07 0.001261 

1.15E-04 0.001851 
2.04E-03 -0.002051 
8.35E-04 0.00227i I 
1.53E-09 0.006511 
3.97E-07 -0.00457 
2.65E-05 -0.00029 
1.09E-05 -0.003761

R-Area % Emor 
1.66E-04 0.00316 
2.45E-02 0.00274 
4.93E-02 0.00093 
3.85E-02 0.00125 

7.92E-06 -0.00163.  
1.17E-03 -0.00105 
1.37E-03 -0.00378 
1.08E-03 -0.00191 

7.53E-09 -0.00036 
3.60E-06 -0.00618 
1.27E-05 -0.00018 
9.85E-06 0.00153

R-Area % Error 
3.61E-04 0.00683 
3.27E-02 0.003031 
2.98E-01 0.0014-4 
1.27E-01 0.005411 

1.28E-05 0.003781 
1.93E-03 0.003171 
1.41E-02 0.004351 
691E-03 0.000731 1 
2.53E-08 0.000791 
9.88E-06 0-000971 
8.14E-05 0.003171 

634E-05 -0 00107!
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DRAFT 0

Table 2.6.1.4-2 Elicited cumulative distributions aggregated among technical 
panelists by the method described in the text (columns 1 and 2), and 
discretization by the method described in Section 2.6.1.3 (columns 5 and 
6). The discretized levels of available inventory associated with each 
of the CHn transport distributions are indicated in the small boxes.  
Columns 7 through 10 represent the statistics of the discretization 
process using the "equal area" method. (page 2 of 2)

I CHn Re-ease•: 
SM 

0.99 4.09E-02 
0.90 3.15E-04 
0.50 2.19E-05 

0.10 8.44E-08 

0.99 4.95E-04 
0.90 9.81 E-06 
0.50 8.47E-07 
0.10 1.79E-09 

0.99 1.92E-05 
0.90 8.59E-07 
0.50 8.34E-08 
010 1.68E-10

Linear tire 
0.95 

2.29E-02 

2.79E-04 

1.11F-05

erioiations: Dt 'et.  
0.85 Mass: 

2 2.78E-04 0.50 
0.35 
0 0.10 

I.E00 0.05 

4 8.69E-06 0.50 

0.35 
- 0.10 

0.05 

7.62E-07 0.50 
0.35 

r 0.10 
2.63E-041 0.05

Vakue: Height: 

8.00E-06 0.2453 
1.50E-04 0.675 
5.94E-03 0.9125 

0.308 0.991 

3.09E-07 0.2454 
4 77E-06 0.675 
7.69E-05 0.9125 
0.00408 0.991 

3.04E-08 0.2454 
4.23E-07 0.675 
3.39E-06 0.9124 
4.05E-05 0.9909

L-Area 
1.77E.06 
4.33E-05 
3.17E-04 
0.011176 

6,85E-08 
1.32E-06 
3.80E-06 
0.000149 

6.75E-09 
1.14E-07 
1.45E-07 
1.02E-06

R-Area % Error 

1.77E-06 -0.00034 
4.33E-05 -0.00011 
3.17E-04 0.00012 
0.011155 0.00188 

6.85E-08 0.00044 
1.32E-06 0.00017 
3.80E-06 0.00141 
0.000149 0.00037 

6.74E-09 0.00058 
1.15E-07 -0.00017 
1.44E-07 0.00083 
1.02E-06 0.00761

C-n Ree:ass: 
FM 

0.99 1.02E+00 
0.90 2.68E-02 
0.50 4.95E-04 
0.10 1.16E-05 

0.99 7.39E-02 

0.90 2.30E-03 
0.50 3.84E-05 
0.10 8.98E-07 

0.99 1.13E-03 
0.90 2.06E-05 
0.50 7.11E-07 
0 10 3.36E-08

CHn Reieases: 
CF 

0.99 3.93E+00 
0.90 2.76E-01 
0.50 6.83E-03 
0.10 2.54E-04 

0.99 1.24E-01 
0.90 1.50E-02 
0.50 3.72E-04 
0.10 8.41E-06 

0.99 9.37E-04 
0.90 4.88E-05 
0.50 1.49E-06 
0.10 6.19E-08

Chn Reseses: 
DF 

0.99 1.55E+01 
090 3.59E600 
o 50 8.18E-02 
2 10 818E-05 

1 099 8.19E-01 
090 5.14E-02 

1 050 8-84E-04 
310 9.41E-07 

0.99 5.15E-03 
3 90 1.04E-04 
150 1.92E-06 

- -: 8.206-09

Linear In 
0.95 

5.76E-0 

4.21 E-0: 

6.38E-0-

Linear in " 0.95 

2.31E+0

7.56E-02 

5.42E-0-

Linear intw 
0.95 

1.02E+01 

4 78E-01 

2.91E-03

tpolatOnS: Dliscoel.  
085 Mass: 

1 2.35E-02 0.50 
0.35 

r 0.10 
0.05 

2 2.02E-03 0.50 

0.35 
Sr 0.10 
2.6-01 0.05 

4 1.81E-05 0.50 

0.35 

e 0.10 
13.26-01 n0.05

erpoialins: Dmsc'et.  
0.85 Mass: 

0 2.42E-01 0.50 
0.35 

r 0.10 
E 0.05 

2 1.32E-02 0.50 
0.35 

Source. 1 0.10 
3.6 3 .-01 0.05 

4 4.29E-05 0.50 
0.35 

r 0.10 
3.28E-031 0.05

em•Dowi-ms: Disoaet.  
0.85 Mass: 

3.15E+00 0.50 
0.35 
0 0.10 

14.04E+011 0.05 

4.51E-02 0.50 
0.35 

12-27E+001 0.05 

9.09E-05 0.50 
0.35 

Source 0.10 
I 2.10E-021 005

2. 6. 1.4-13

0, at.  
Vaiue: 

1.86E-04 
1.20E-02 
1 63E-01 

1.60E+00 

1.45E-05 

1.03E-03 
1.22E-02 
8.00E-02 

2.77E-07 
9.42E-06 
1.74E-04 
1.16E-03

Oiscret.  
Value: 

2.62E-03 
1.24E-01 
7.75E-01 

4.18E+00 

1.40E-04 
6.78E-03 
2.97E-02 
1.29E-01 

5.77F-07 
2.22E-05 
1.71E-04 
1 01E-03

Omsa'et.  
Vabue: 

2.98E-02 
1.62E+00 
5.14E+00 
1.59E+01 

3.22E-04 
2.30E-02 
1.57E-01 
8.28E-01 

7.01E-07 
4.64E-05 
8.02E-04 
5.84E-03

Height: 
0.2446 

0.675 
0.9124 
0.9908 

0.2447 

0.675 
0.9124 
0.9903 

0.2437 
0.675 

0.9124 
0.9901

He"ght: 
0.2441 

0.675 
0.9123 
0.9903 

0.2447 
0.675 

0.9121 
0.9902 

0.244 
0.675 

0.9123 
0.9903

Height: 
0.2455 

0.675 
0.9117 
0.9901 

0.2454 
0*675 

0.9123 
0.9901 

0.2453 
0.675 

0.9124 
0.9904

L-Area 
3.94E-05 
3.89E-03 
7.76E-03 
3.25E-02 

3.06E-06 

3.34E-04 
5.62E-04 
8.81E-04 
5.57E-08 
2.94E-06 
8.71 E-06 
1.10E-05

L-Area 
5.39E-04 
3.97E-02 
2.89E-02 
4.24E-02 

2.97E-05 
2.16E-03 
8.69E-04 
1.15E-03 

1. 17E-07 
6.99E-06 
6.99E-06 
1 .101=-0

L-Area 
6.62E-03 
5.18E-01 
9.76E-02 
1.21E-01 

7.15E-05 
7 46E-03 
6.06E-03 
7.17E-03 

1.55E-07 
1-50E-05 
3196E-05 
7 25r-05

R-Area 
3.94E-05 
3.89E-03 
7.76E-03 
3.25E-02 

3.06E-06 

3.34E-04 
5.62E-04 
8.81E-04 

5.57E-08 
2.94E-06 
8.71E-06 
1.10E.05

R-Area 
5.39E-04 
3.97E-02 
2.89E-02 
4.24E-02 

2.96E-05 
2.16E-03 
8.70E-04 
1.15E-03 

1.17E-07 
6.99E-06 
7.00E-06 
1 10E-05

R-Area 
6.62E-03 
5.18E-01 
9.76E-02 
1.21E-01 

7.15E-05 
7.46E-03 
6.06E-03 
7 17E-03 

1.55E-07 
1.50E-05 
3.96E-05 
7 25E-05

% Error 
0.00095 

-8E-05 
0.00043 
0.00086 

0.00154 

-6.1E-05 
-8.3E-06 
-0.00021 

0.00085 
-7.7E-05 
-0.00078 
-0.00353

% Error 
0.00037 

-0.00015 
0.00083 

-0.00076 

0.00097 
2.8E-05 

-0.00068 
-0.00458 

0.0012 
0.00053 

-0.00048 
0.00174

% Error 
0.00063 

-8.3E-05 
1 2E-05! 
0.00151 

1.7E-05 
0.00011 
0.00011oi 

-8.9E-051 

-0.000421 
0.000351 
-2.8E-05i 
1 4E-071

_
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2.6.1.5 Transport Through the Saturated Zone

A fundamental aspect of the high-level waste repository program is the 
incorporation of multiple barriers, which are at least partially independent and 
redundanr., for waste isolation. Although the unsaturated CHn unit has been 
designated as the principal natural barrier (e.g., SCP Section 8.3.1.12) any 
water-borne radionuclides which might pass through it must then pass through a 
considerably greater length of tuffaceous rocks (at least 5 kilometers) to reach 
the accessible environment. This final barrier, the saturated zone (SZ) 
pathway, was considered by the CHRBA technical panel to have significant 
potential for waste isolation. The panel maintains that the role of the 
unsaturated CHn unit as a barrier should not be interpreted independently of the 
other major barriers. Although the the CHn unit may, by itself, provide 
sufficient waste isolation performance to meet the regulatory performance 
objectives, its true importance can be interpreted only by considering its 
effectiveness relative to that of all the other barriers. Other barriers include 
the unsaturated zone above the Calico Hills, and the saturated zone beneath the 
repository and extending laterally to the accessible environment.  

The role of the SZ as a barrier has not yet received .significant 
quantitative analysis in the Yucca Mountain characterization program. The SCP 
and the Yucca Mountain Environmental Assessment discuss the state of knowledge 
of the SZ, and provide some conservative analysis of potential SZ contribution 
to waste isolation and groundwater travel time. Using relatively limited 
available data, and acknowledging the uncertainty associated with hydraulic and
retardation properties for the SZ, the SCP presents a very conservative analysis 
of SZ groundwater travel time. After reexamining that analysis and the 
available data, the CHRBA technical panel took the position that the SZ can be 
expected to function considerably more effectively as a barrier than implied by 
the groundwater travel time analysis in the SCP.  

The technical panel approached the assessment of SZ transport by estimating 
the relative magnitude by which releases entering from the unsaturated CHn unit 
would be reduced before reaching to the accessible environment over a period of 

10,000 years. Such an estimate takes the form of a factor by which the measure 
for releases from the CHn unit, is reduced because of the SZ. Estimates of this 
10,000-yr cumulative reduction factor are uncertain because of limited knowledge 
of unknowns such as: hydrologic structure, long-term changes in hydrologic 
boundary conditions, hydrologic and hydrochemical factors which affect physical 
retardation, and chemical retardation properties. The unknowns and their 
dependence is represented on the influence diagram of Figure 2.6.1.5-1 (diagram 
"borrowed" from material produced early in the ESF alternatives study).  
Un........nty was addressed by generating a cumulative distribution representing 
10,000-yr saturated zone performance at different probability levels. Estimated 
cumulative 10,000-yr release reduction factors were elicited for the 99th, 90th, 
50th and 10th percentiles of probability.  

The resulting estimates are based on the considerable cumulative expertise 
of technical panel members in SZ transport, on the available (although limited) 
kncwledae of flow and transport in the SZ at Yucca Mountain, and on lengthy
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discussions of rock properties and hydraulic conditions governing transport 
along possible SZ pathways. The technical panel achieved general consensus on 
the following points: 

1. The lateral hydraulic gradient in the saturated zone is relatively flat 
toward the southeast and south, as indicated on Figure 3-28 of the SCP.  

2. There is probably an upward gradient from the deeper carbonate rock 
aquifer to the overlying volcanic rock aquifer in which the water table 
lies; this condition will tend to confine the lateral solute migration 
pathway within the upper volcanic tuff strata over the five-kilometer 
distance from the repository area to the accessible environment 
boundary.  

3. The saturated zone pathway includes portions of the following tuff 
strata: lower portions of the Topopah Spring welded unit, and 
nonwelded tuff. The nonwelded units involved in the flow are probably 
the zeolitized tuffaceous beds of the Calico Hills, and the upper Prow 
Pass member of the Crater Flat tuff. As indicated on Figure 3-46 of 
the SCP, most of the SZ pathway is expected to be through zeolitized 
facies of the tuffaceous beds of the Calico Hills.  

4. The hydraulic conductivity of the saturated tuffs is principally due to 
interconnected fractures; the non-fractured matrix has relatively low 
hydraulic conductivity but has considerable porosity and storage 
capacity.  

5. Both water and dissolved radionuclides are subject to combined 
hydraulic and diffusional effects which result in transport through 
much of the bulk rock (i.e., both fractures and rock matrix). Because 
of the relatively high porosity of the rock matrix, and the likely 
prevalence of fractures, matrix diffusion effects are expected to be 
very significant over large distances on the order of 5 km.  

6. Adsorptive retardation effects can be significant for cationic species, 
due to the probable abundance of zeolites and other sorptive minerals 
along the SZ pathway.  

7. Although potential climate changes could alter the position of the 
water table over the next 10,000 years, the panel felt that such 
changes are not likely to greatly alter the potentiometric gradient or 
the retardation effects of matrix diffusion and adsorption. It is 
likely that rock units which are presently situated above the 
potentiometric surface have hydraulic properties similar to those of 
units immediately below. This assumption precluded the need to 
estimate SZ performance for each of the flow regimes (defined in 
Section 2.5.1.2).  

8. Hydraulic conductivity of the tuff aquifer likely declines 
significantly with depth.  

SiTpl istic estimates of radionuclide travel time for the 5-km SZ pathway 
were developed by panel members using best estimates (not most conservative) for 
ex-ec'ed hvdraulic and transport properties of the SZ pathway. The calculations
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relied on property values published in available literature such as the SCP, 
Sinnock et al. (1987), Czarnecki and Waddell (1984), Czarnecki (1985), Waddell 
et al. (1984), and Craig and Robison (1984).  

The estimates reflect the judgment that most of the bulk rock porosity 
(perhaps 50 to 75 percent of total porosity) participates in the transport of 
water and solutes, considering both hydraulic flow and matrix diffusion effects.  
This approach differs from that presented in the SCP (see Table 3-32, SCP) which 
assumes that all the water transport occurs only through the fracture porosity 
(estimated to be 0.0004 for the tuffaceous beds of the Calico Hills). Because 
the total porosity of the tuffaceous beds of the Calico Hills is between 20 and 
40 percent (Sinnock et al., 1987) the panel concluded that realism requires the 
assumption that a significant portion of the matrix porosity (in addition to 
fracture porosity) is effective in water transport.  

The panel estimated that effective average travel times of water and 
non-sorbing solutes through the SZ can be expected to be on the order of 10,000 
to 70,000 yr, assuming the following conditions: 

1. Lateral hydraulic gradient is 1.6 x 10-4 to 2.7 x 10-4 from the 
vicinity of well USW H-4 to well J-13 (Figure 3-28, SCP).  

2. Effective large-scale hydraulic conductivity of the saturated tuff 
units is 0.01 to 0.5 m/day, based on Sinnock et al. (1987), property 
values reported in the SCP, and measurements described in various USGS.  
reports.  

3. Total porosity of the tuffs ranges from about 10 to 50 percent (Sinnock 
et al., 1987), and effective porosity (including the effects of matrix 
diffusion) is 10 to 20 percent.  

4. The effects of relatively slow water movement, probable fracture 
spacing of a few feet or less, and a long pathway (5 km) create ample 
opportunity for water and solute exchange between matrix and fractures 
due to both hydraulic gradients through the matrix between fractures, 
and diffusion effects. Water molecules will diffuse into and out of 
the matrix as will dissolved radionuclides or other solutes.  

Although these travel times represent estimates for the bulk of the water 
mass (and any dissolved radionuclides) it is likely that some portion would move 
through the system in considerably less time than the effective average rate.  
Therefore, even if the average travel time is 20,000 years, a small portion of 
the water (and perhaps dissolved radionuclides) would probably reach the 
accessible environment in less than 10,000 years. The travel time estimates are 
not inconsistent with ranges estimated by others, such as Czarnecki and Waddell 
(1984), nor with isotopic age data (Benson et al., 1983; Sinnock et al., 1987; 
SCP). Nevertheless, it is possible that faster travel times could occur through 
unidentified high-permeability fracture zones or other unknown conditions.  

With these considerations in mind, the panel members concluded that the 
saturated zone pathway has a high likelihood of greatly reducing potential 
radionuclide release. Estimates from six group members have been combined as 
geo*metric and arithmetic averages, as indicated in Table 2.6.1.5-1.
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Table 2.6.1.5-1. Estimates of release reduction factor representing the 
performance of the saturated zone pathway. Estimates are 
aggregated from the responses of six panelists using 
different schemes as indicated.

Geometric Arithmetic 
Probability Average Average 
Level Reduction Factor Reduction Factor 

0.99 0.053 0.23 
0.90 1.0 x 10-3 0.019 
0.50 4.6 x 10-6 1.7 x 10-3 

0.10 1.5 x 10-9 1.7 x 10-4 

Using the geometric averages, these results mean that the panel generally 
believed that there is a 99 percent expectation that the saturated zone will be 
effective in reducing releases from the CHn to the accessible environment by at 
least a factor of 20; and that there is a 50 percent probability that the 
reduction factor will be at least 200,000 and a 10 percent chance that the 
factor will be on the order of one billion.  

The results are significant because they tend to reduce the relative 
importance of the CHn unit, and reduce the sensitivity of total system 
performance to characteristics of the CHn unit. If the CHn unit were for some 
reason less effective than currently expected, the SZ would provide considerable 
waste isolation performance.
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2.6.1.6 Impacts to Site Performance from Characterization

This section summarizes the relevant impacts analysis from the SCP (DOE, 
1988), and develops additional impact analysis for alternative CHn unit 
characterization strategies. The section culminates in quantitative estimates 
by :he CHRBA technical panel, of changes to CHn unit performance because of 
characterization activities. The use of impacts estimates in the decision model 
for the CHRBA is discussed in Section 2.5.1 of this report.  

2.6.1.6.1 SCP analysis of potential impacts tO total system performance, from 
site characterization 

The following discussion summarizes portions of Section 8.4.3 of the SCP 
(DOE, 1988) pertaining to impacts of characterization activities on total system 
performance. Potential impacts are evaluated under nominal and disruptive 
conditions. Conditions considered include disturbances that are likely but do 
not presently exist, and those that are unlikely. Disruptive conditions 
considered relatively likely but which are believed not to exist at present 
include the following:

Climate change 
Surface flooding 
Geochemical changes 
Undetected faults or shear iones 
Undetected, existing volcanic dike 
Faulty waste emplacement 
Undiscovered boreholes 
Undiscovered mineshafts 
Differential response to heating 
Inelastic response to heating 
Temperature-driven fluid migration 
Local mechanical fracturing 
Corrosion processes 
Chemical reaction of waste packages 
Chemical alteration from repository 
Microbial activity

with host rock 
heating

Unlikely initiating events and processes considered are as follows: 

17. Extreme climate change 
18. Stream erosion 
19. Faulting and seismicity 
23. Magmatic intrusion 
21. Extrusive magmatic activity 
22. irrigation 
23. Intentional groundwater withdrawal 
24. Exploratory drilling 
25. Resource mining 
26. Climate control 
27. Surface flooding or impoundments
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The general approach to impact analysis evaluates whether characterization 
could produce: (1) changes to the amount or spatial distribution of flux, (2) 
changes to hydrologic structure, or (3) creation of pathways for rapid flow of 
liquids. The following discussion describes some important results from the SCP 
analysis.  

A number of assumptions and principles are implicit in the impacts 
analysis. It is assumed that performance assessment will rely mostly on the 
waste form to limit gaseous-phase releases. The spatial separation of 
characterization impacts from waste emplacement areas is heavily relied upon.  
It is assumed that the extent of changes in stress and rock mass permeability 
around excavated openings is limited to 2 opening diameters. Based on 
quantitative reasoning, it is assumed that under expected conditions, water used 
in constructing shafts and drifts can move only a short distance (10 m) away 
from the openings. This water equilibrates rapidly with respect to the 
10,000-yr performance period, and is unlikely to produce significant impacts on 
flux or hydrologic structure for the site. Geochemical changes are assumed to 
be limited to the distance traveled by water, and also limited by evaporation 
and dilution of volatile chemicals.  

For site conditions expected to exist at present, the results may be 
summarized as follows: 

a. Separation of the characterization facilities from waste emplacement 
areas, localization of disturbance from exploratory activities, and 
analyses of inflow to and drainage from shafts and drifts, indicate 
that site characterization is not expected to preclude the capability 
of the site to meet the 10,000-yr total system performance objective.  

b. A decision on penetration of the CHn unit by the exploratory shaft 
facility has been deferred until further evaluations are completed, 
study plans are prepared, and technical discussions are held with the 
NRC staff.  

For conditions and events which are likely but not currently present, and 
which can impact CHn performance, the results may be summarized as follows: 

a. To the extent that the characterization program produces penetrations 
through the CHn unit, increased flux associated with relatively likely 
disturbances (i.e., climate change, flooding, geochemical changes, 
undetected features, *undiscovered openings, response to heating, 
temperature-driven fluid migration, and chemical alteration) could 
locally reduce the effectiveness of the CH barrier.  

b. Further analyses will be needed to determine the potential impacts of 
CHn penetration with a shaft and drifts.  

For unlikely disruptive events and conditions the results may be 
summarized: 

a. Under extreme climate change conditions, penetrations are not expected 
to become preferential pathways because they will be backfilled and 
sealed. Sealing and lateral separation of penetrations from waste
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emplacement areas (at the repository level) will limit advective 
transport along exploratory shafts, drifts, and boreholes. Drainage 
will be provided so that water entering openings above the repository 
level does not flow through waste emplacement areas. Characterization 
impacts are judged not to preclude the capability of the site to meet 
the total system performance objective, regardless of whether the 
climatic changes are natural or artificial in origin.  

b. Although erosion of the Tiva Canyon unit exposing the underlying 
nonwelded tuff is a remote possibility, site characterization is judged 
not to preclude the capability of the site to meet the total system 
performance objective. Shaft accesses will be located above the 
probable mamxium flood (PMF) level where erosion is limited.  

c. The effects of faulting and seismicity on postclosure performance would 
not be significantly altered by the presence of backfilled, sealed 
exploratory openings. This is also true of changes in regional 
tectonic regimes that could raise or lower the water table. Even if 
the water table were to rise to the elevation of the repository, 
characterization activities are judged not to preclude the capability 
of the site to meet the total system performance objective.  

d. The effects of magmatic intrusion are judged to be independent of the 
presence of exploratory facilities of their effects, or to be laterally 
separated from waste emplacement areas, such that the site 
characterization facilities do not preclude the capability of the site 
to meet the total system performance objective. The effects of 
extrusive magmatic activity are judged to be independent of the 
presence of exploratory openings.  

e. Irrigation is judged to be unlikely to alter transport conditions along 
potential pathways for radionuclide transport because of the separation 
of irrigable land from the repository, and because iharacterization 
facilities will be backfilled and sealed.  

f. Intentional groundwater withdrawal will not affect the UZ as a barrier, 
and will therefore not preclude the capability of the site to meet the 
total system performance objective.  

g. Impacts of exploratory drilling after closure of the repository are 
judged to be independent of the presence or effects of openings which 
have been backfilled and sealed. Similarly, the impacts of resource 
mining are judged to be independent of site characterization. None of 
the materials which will remain at the site after site characterization 
are likely to be interpretable as indicators of buried resources.  

h. The effects of episodic surface flooding will be dampened by the UZ 
above the repository, and the lateral separation of accesses from waste 
emplacement areas will limit the extent of changes in percolation 
through the repository. Conservative analyses show that shaft openings 
can drain large quantities of water through the repository horizon, 
even under the effects of temporary impoundment at the surface.



i. The effects of folding, uplift, or subsidence are judged to be similar 
to changes in water table elevation, such that characterization 
activities do not preclude the capability of the site to meet the total 
system performance objective.  

7n summary, under certain of the above conditions, either fracture flow could occur, or perched water could occur where there are contrasts in rock 
properties. Under such conditions, penetrations associated with 
characterization could potentially function as: (1) localized, preferential 
drainage points above the repository; or (2) preferential pathways for gaseous or liquid-phase releases from the repository horizon. To the extent that the CHn unit is penetrated, these facilities could locally reduce the effectiveness 
of the barrier. However, because of various factors the effects of characterization are judged not to preclude the capability of the site to meet the total system performance objective. These factors include: (1) lateral separation of penetrations from waste emplacement areas, and (2) backfilling and sealing of openings. For certain scenarios there appears to be no significant correlation between the presence or effects of characterization facilities, and the exhumation of waste or the creation of pathways by those scenarios. In addition, the scenario of intentional groundwater withdrawal appears to have no 
significant relationship to site characterization activities.  

2.6.1.6.2 Analysis of flow in backfilled/sealed openings 

As stated above, the conclusion is reached in SCP Section 8.4.3.3.1.2 that backfilled/seaied openings could potentially serve as: (1) localized preferential drainage points above the repository; or (2) localized preferential 
pathways for liquid-phase (or gaseous) releases from the repository horizon.  
The following discussion is limited to liquid-phase releases, and will develop the idea that vertical penetrations (e.g, shafts, vertical boreholes) are more important than lateral ones (e.g., drifts, inclined drifts, horizontal 
boreholes) for estimating potential impacts.  

BASIC APPROACH FOR COMPARING FLOWPATHS 

Detailed calculations of flow in the CHn unit have been performed (e.g.  Sinnock et al., 1987; Dudley et al., 1988) but these describe only the major 
features of the flow field. They do not resolve the impact of small features 
such as drifts, or multiple discrete water producing zones.  

The measure of impact discussed below is a factor based on potential 
changes in flow and travel time through the CHn unit because of excavations.  The measure is calculated using conservative assumptions for the influence of 
excavations, backfill conductivity, sealing, retardation, flowpaths, and opening geometry. A letter report to the CHRBA task force (Hinkebein and Fernandez, written communication) suggested a simple approach to estimating impacts from underground openings. Elements of that approach are used here, but not as the 
sole basis for estimating potential impacts.
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At unsaturated conditions, as downward percolating water encounters an 
opening in the CHn unit, it will be diverted around because of capillarity. The 
opening acts as a barrier, and the rock mass adjacent to the opening becomes 
more saturated and hence more conductive. Calculations performed by Freshley et 
al. (1985) indicate that increased flux is localized near the opening. Other 
calculations show the potential for limited influx of water to an opening in an 
unsa:urated rock mass (Williams et al., 1990). Under the alternative assumption 
of conditions at or very near saturation, openings in the CHn unit can act as 
conductive regions through which water moves readily. For this analysis the 
region affected by the opening is assumed to have the same geometry for 
unsaturated and saturated conditions.  

The lateral dimensions of the affected region (in the vertical, 
perpendicular plane) can be adjusted to account for increased conductivity 
adjacent to the opening, or for the effect of convergent flow into the opening.  
The results of Freshley et al. (1985) show that the large scale features of the 
potential field are undisturbed at a distance of roughly one opening radius into 
the adjacent rock mass. Similarly, for a 2-D analysis of openings in the 
presence of distributed flow at or near saturation conditions, Fernandez et al.  
(1987) assume a lateral dimension of twice the maximum opening diameter to 
account for partial convergence. For shafts and vertical boreholes, an 
effective diameter may be assumed to account for increased conductivity in a 
zone around the openings (e.g., Fernandez et al. 1987, Appendix A-4). Based 
largely on Case and Kelsall (1987) the extent of the modified permeability zone 
has been taken as one opening radius into the wall rock.  

The height of the region disturbed by excavated openings can be adjusted to 
account for collection of water in openings, diversion to a lower part of the 
excavation, and reinfiltration to the rock mass. For this analysis the 
conservative assumption is made that all inflow to drifts and ramps e::its from 
the lowest part of the excavation regardless of backfill, seals, dams, drainr, 
etc. For shafts and access ramps the disturbed interval is taken from the urger 
CHn contact to the maximum penetration depth of the excavated facility. This 
conservative assumption is consistent with the idea that perched water is most 
likely at the upper contact. For drifts and inclined drifts entirely within the 
CHn unit, the disturbed interval is taken to be half this distance, i.e., the 
occurrence of inflow is assumed to be random over the depth extent of the 
copenings. For upholes drilled from the underground openings, the disturbed 
interval is taken from the upper CHn contact to the mid-point of the depth 
extent of excavations in the CHn unit. For downholes the disturbed interval is 
taken from the mid-point of the excavations, down to the water table.  

IMPACT OF BACKFILLED OPENINGS IN DISTRIBUTED FLOW 

The following discussion pertains to distributed flow such as the slow 
matrix (SM) and distributed fracture (DF) flow regimes (Section 2.5.1). The 
impact measure is estimated from the ratio of the disturbed plan area to the 
total repository area, multiplied by the ratio of the disturbed interval 
thickness to the undisturbed thickness of the CHn unit (Figure 2.6.1.6-1). The 
ratio cf backfill hydraulic conductivity to rock mass conductivity is assumed to 
be very large.
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The ratio of area disturbed by drifts to total repository area, accounting 
for two-fold flow convergence (double the opening diameter), is about 0.006.  
The ratio of area in the CHn disturbed by a CHn access ramp, to the total 
repcsitory area is taken to be 0.003 based on a ramp length of 1,500 m within 
the CHn unit. Maximum penetration of excavated openings is assumed to be 70 m 
above the water table (from Section 2.4 of this report), and CHn thickness is 
taken to be 200 m (an intermediate value). Other assumptions on opening 
configuration are given in Table 2.6.1.6-1.  

Based on this input the following results are obtained: 

a. Shafts and exploratory boreholes drilled from the underground facility.  
The ratio of disturbed area to total area is 100 to 1,000 times smaller 
than for other penetrations, and the computed effect is insignificant.  

b. Access ramp. The disturbed interval thickness is 130 m, and the impact 
measure is roughly 0.009.  

c. Drifts. The disturbed interval thickness is 65 m, and the impact 
measure is roughly 0.009. This result assumes that water enters the 
drifts along their entire length, and exits at the lowest point.  

The sum of these is about 2 percent, if an access ramp is assumed (Table 
2.6.1.6-1). Thus the presence of highly conductive openings without engineered 
barriers, with distributed flow, could increase transport through the CHn unit 
on the order of 2 percent. This result is based on several conservative 
assumptions including disturbed interval thickness and partially convergent 
flow. The result equates hydrologic advection with contaminant transport, 
neglecting retardation and other transport processes.  

PERCHED WATER CONCEPT 

Later sections will examine the interaction of backfilled openings with 
perched water, comparing this to the above result for distributed flow. As an 
introduction, the following discussion examines the conditions underwhich 
perched water occurs.  

The term perched water is associated with a range of hydrologic phenomena, 
including: 

a. A shallow water table may occur under certain flux conditions above a 
contiguous, subhorizontal impermeable layer, or a trap formed at an 
interface between regions with different properties. The perched water 
table may have significant outflow and recharge, or it may represent 
accumulation over an extended period with limited discharge. If the 
confining layer is penetrated or the water table is pumped, such a 
feature could possibly be drained, and the extent of subsequent flow or 
production would be limited by recharge.
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MEASURE OF IMPACT: (AREA RATIO)/iHEIGHT RATIO) <.005 

Figure 2.6.1.6-1. Schematic of impact measure for distributed flow.
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Table 2.6.1.6-1. Summary of impact estimates for distributed flow.  

Disturbed Computed 
Opening Interval Impact 
Type Thickness Measure (a) 

Shafts 130 m < 0.01 x impact for 
other types of openings 

Upholes 65 m < 0.01 x impact for 
other types of openings 

Downholes 135 m < 0.01 x impact for 
other types of openings 

Access ramp 130 m 0.009 
Drifts 65 m 0.009 

Total (ramp/shaft) - 0.02 

(a) Assumptions: 

CHn unit thickness 200 m 
Minimum undisturbed thickness 70 m 

Extent of exploratory drifting 3,650 m 
Drift diameter 5 m 
Ratio of disturbed area to total area 0.006 

Number of exploratory upholes 36, downholes 36 
Borehole diameter 0.15 m 

Shaft diameters 3 m and 5 m 
Configuration assumed to be either 2 shafts, or one shaft 
and one ramp, whichever gives the largest computed 
impact measure 

Ramp length in CHn unit 1,500 m 
Ramp diameter 6 m 
Two-fold flow convergence into ramps and drifts 

b. Downward percolation of recharge flux under highly saturated 
conditions, through a unit in which interstitial flow is predominant, 
and which has low conductivity. The magnitude of the average recharge 
flux may be close to the large-scale saturated conductivity of the rock 
matrix. Flow is distributed through a large volume. The vertical 
hydraulic gradient may be consistently less than unity. This case is 
similar to the fast matrix (FM) flow condition defined for this study.  

c. Complex flow through a low-conductivity unit where bulk conductivity is 
dominated by fractures, and matrix saturation is high, but fracture
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persistence and connectivity are limited so that fractures are highly 
saturated. A likely example of such conditions is at Rainier Mesa, 
particularly in the zeolitic, nonwelded facies that underlie the Grouse 
Canyon member (Thordarson, 1965).  

Rainier Mesa may be a good analogy for the hydrology of the unsaturated 
zone a7 Yucca Mountain under future pluvial conditions. The elevation is about 
600 m higher, and the average annual rainfall is about twice that at Yucca 
Mountain. Average recharge flux through the mesa top is roughly 10 to 
20 mm/yr (Russell, 1987; Russell et al., 1987). Saturated matrix conductivity 
of the nonwelded zeolitic tuff is 10-10 to 10-8 m/sec (Russell, 1987), and the 
interstitial porosity is in the range 25 to 38 percent (Thordarson, 1965).  

Several altered horizons in the tuff section at Yucca Mountain, rich in 
smectite and possibly impermeable, are known to exist. For example, alteration 
products are abundant near the base of the Tiva Canyon member, near the top of 
the basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring member, and near the base of the Prow 
Pass lithostratigraphic unit (Vaniman et al., 1984). The geometry of an 
alteration horizon may be affected by pre-eruptive topography and surface 
hydrology, ash flow thickness and temperature, water table fluctuation, 
distribution of infiltration flux, etc. Significant flux diversion may also 
occur at capillary interfaces such as the PTn nonwelded unit, or the top of the 
CHn unit (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). Any of these features could accumulate 
water downdip, possibly in conjunction with a fault offset or other irregular 
geometry, and produce a perched water body as described by item a. above.  

The interstitial flow mode described in item b. above is probably 
represented by local conditions in some parts of the Rainier Mesa tunnels. Many 
seeps occur in the tunnel walls where moisture is released from the rock matrix.  
Away from flows and seeps, the tunnel walls appear dry and moisture may be 
removed by ventilation. Exploratory boreholes show that the rock matrix a few 
meters back from the excavation is often at or near full saturation (Thordarson, 
1965). Flow into a backfilled/sealed opening under these conditions would 
probably be insignificant.  

The complex flow mode described in item c. could produce influx to 
backfiiled/ sealed openings. In the Rainier Mesa tunnels, water inflow Js 
limited to discrete features, and significant inflow points (>5 gpm initial flow 
rate) are associated with some faults. Flows typically subsided weeks or months 
after they were initiated by excavation. Faults and fractures are poorly 
inter-connected, as evidenced by observations: (1) rapid decline in discharge 
of water to drifts after excavation; and (2) little or no effect on discharge 
from nearby flows excavated previously or subsequently (Thordarson, 1965).  
Nevertheless, seasonal fluctuation is observed, and peak flow rates of 100 
m3 /day or more issue from some drifts (Thordarson, 1965). A backfilled/sealed 
opening in this rockmass would be virtually dry except where it intercepted a 
saturated fault or fracture. Inflow would be limited by available recharge, the 
properties of backfill, and the zone of modified permeability. The maximum area 
tnha could drain into the opening would be limited by the connectivity of the 
fracture network.  

The impact of backfilled/sealed shafts, ramps, drifts or boreholes is 
conceivabiy significant for any of these definitions of perched water. However, 
the impact f rom a perched water table could be larger than that associated with
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b. or c., for given recharge conditions, if natural flow concentration causes a 
large area to drain into the opening. The approach used below to estimate 
impacts is conservative for any of these perched water definitions.  

The perched water table case is analyzed in more detail to determine a 
range of conductivity for the confining layer which will be used in the impact 
estimates. The following situation is considered: steady-state lateral 
diversion of uniform vertical flux by a dipping horizon, with water accumulation 
downdip, and downward leakage into the underlying confining unit. The simple 
model presented in Figure 2.6.1.6-2 is used to examine the relationship between 
conductivity of the overlying unit (e.g., Topopah Spring welded tuff), 
conductivity of the confining unit (e.g., Topopah Spring member vitrophyre, or 
CHn unit), and accumulation of water at the interface. Steady state conditions 
are assumed, which tends to increase total flow of water in the openings during 
the postclosure performance period. Computations of perched water height for 
various conditions are presented in Table 2.6.1.6-2.  

The results confirm that for perched water to occur, confining unit 
conductivity must be less than the average flux, or less than about 10-9 m/sec, 
even with a 10 percent dipping interface. This limit is believed to be 
conservative because of the large flux value used (i.e., 10-9 m/sec = 30 mm/yr).  

For openings which may intersect fault zones, the influx of water from a 
natural conduit into the network of underground openings is limited by backfill, 
seals, and their relation to the hydrologic properties of the natural conduit.  
The only significant pathway for such flow may be along the modified-permea
bility-zone (MPZ) surrounding the opening. In any case, diversion of water from 
a natural conduit into engineered materials or along lateral pathways probably 
extends the path length and travel time, and may involve matrix flow that is 
slower and associated with greater retardation. More anal sis of this situation 
may be found in Section 2.6.1.6.4 of this report, and in sections 4.2.2.2, 
4.2.3, and 6.4 of Fernandez et al. (1987).  

IMPACT OF BACKFILLED/SEALED OPENINGS IN CONCENTRATED FLOW 

For fast matrix flow, the CHRBA task force considers that a velocity of 
>10 cm/yr would require locally high flux on the order of 10 to 30 mm/yr (for 
typical matrix porosity). For concentrated fracture flow, the definition 
provides for concentration of fracture flow in an area of <5 percent of the 
total repository area. Thus both flow regimes require a natural flux 
concentrating mechanism, which for this analysis is conservatively assumed to 

occur at or near the top of the CHn unit (thus the CHn unit is assumed to be 

"shunted" across the entire interval disturbed by excavation).  

Flux concentration could occur as a result of stratigraphic variation and 

the structural dip of the repository block. Irregular geometry of unit contacts 
or interfaces between regions with different properties could also concentrate 
water, but the stratigraphic/structural assumption potentially involves larger 

drainage area upgradient of penetrations, and is thought to be conservative 
(Figure 2.6.1.6-3).
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Figure 2.6.1.6-2. Perched water layer accumulation model, using the 

conservation law and assuming saturated flow in the 

accumulation zone and the underlying confining layer.



Table 2.6.1.6-2. Computations from perched water layer accumulation model.

Confining 
Unit 
Conduc
tivity, kb

Overlying 
Unit 
Conduc
tivity, k*C

Steady-State 
Perched Water 
Height (L=500m)

1.7E-9 m/sec

3 . 3E-10

1.7E-9

3.3E-10

1 .77-9

3.3E-10

8.0E-10 m/sec

1.7E-11 

1.7E-10 

3.3E-12 

8. 0-10 

1.7E-11 

1 .7E-10 

3.3E-12 

8 .0E-10 

1.7E-11 

1 .7E-10 

3. 3E-12

1E-4 m/sec 
IE-7 
1E-4 
1F-7 
1F-4 
IE-7 
1E-4 
I-7 
1E-4 
1E-7 
1E-4 
1E-7 
1E-4 
1E-7 
1E-4 
1E-7 
1E-4 
1E-7 
1E-4 
1F-7 
1E-4 

1E-7 
1E-4 
1E-7

aflux values of 
bconfininq unit

10 and 50 mm/yr are used 
conductivity is taken as 0.5 and 0.01 of the flux

Coverlying unit conductivity is taken from range of bulk 
fractured Topopah Spring member (Fernandez et al. 1987)

values for the

Maximum flow through a closed opening is estimated using a backfill/seal 
conductivity of 10-8 m/sec, which can be readily obtained using a fraction of 
clay in crushed tuff (Fernandez et al., 1987, Appendix D). The MPZ around the 
excavation is assumed to have a width of one opening radius, which is consistent 
with the result for welded tuff by Case and Kelsall (1987). The undisturbed 

conductivity of the rock mass penetrated by the excavation beneath the perched 
water is taken to be 10-9 m/sec, consistent with the analysis above. A 

conductivity modification factor of 80 is used for the damaged portion of the 

confining unit, which is the upper limit for the range published by Case and 

Kelsa:l (1987). A unit potential gradient is assumed for shafts, and a 15 

percent gradient for drifts and ramps. This is comparable to the condition that
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Confining 
Un it 
Thickness

Average 
Total 
Fluxa

I m

10

100

0.044 m 
1.1 
0.084 

57.0 
0.008 
0.94 
0. 016 

15.  
C .044 

11.  
0.084 

81.  
0.008 
5.4 
0.016 

16.  
0.044 

37.  
0.084 

84.  
0.008 
7.7 
0.016 

16.



the confining layer is much thicker than the accumulated height of a perched 
water table, should one exist. Based on these assumptions, maximum flow rates 
associated with shafts, ramps, and other openings are listed in Table 2.6.1.6-3.

Table 2.6.1.6-3. Maximum flow 
penetrations

rates associated with backfilled'seaded 
through a confining layer.

3-m 5-m 6-m 0.25-m 
shaft shaft ramp borehole 

Flow potential gradient 1.0 1.0 0.15 1.0 
Rock conductivity, 

undisturbed, m/sec 1E-9 1E-9 1E-9 1E-9 

Fill conductivity, m/sec 1E-8 1E-8 lE-8 1E-8 
Area of opening, m2  7.1 19.6 28.3 0.05 
Flow through opening, m3 /yr 2.2 6.2 1.3 0.016 

Permeability modifi
cation factor assumed 80 80 80 80 

Area of MPZ, m2  21.2 58.9 84.8 0.15 
Flow through MPZ, m3 /yr 53 148 32 0.38 

Total flow associated 
with excavation, m3/yr 56 155 33 0.4

The objective is to es 
penetration. The approach

timate the upgradient area that could drain through a 
is simply to compare the maximum flow rate for each

type of penetration, to the minimum area needed to accumulate this flow, for a 
range of values of average repository flux. Although the average flux parameter 
does not describe the possible variation of flux, it may be used to the extent 
that the aqueous release of radionuclides from a failed waste package is 
proportional to the total water contacting the waste package.  

Table 2.6.1.6-4 gives values for the maximum area that could be drained by 
different types of penetrations, as a proportion of the total repository area, 
under concentrated flow conditions. From this figure, the maximum area ratio 
for 1 mm/yr flux, for a 3-m shaft, 5-m shaft, 6-m ramp/drift network, and 36 
vertical boreholes combined, is about 5 percent of the total repository area.  

The 10-9 m/sec value for saturated conductivity of the confining layer is 
reasonable and conservative. As the bulk saturated conductivity increases above 
10-9 m/sec (greater than the average flux), matrix flow becomes more important, 
and matrix saturation decreases. Under these conditions, flux concentration 
would be reduced, and influx to a backfilled/sealed opening would be reduced.  
The MPZ contributes most of the maximum flow rates tabulated for openings in 
Table 2.6.1.6-3. As conductivity decreases below 10-9 misec, flow through the 
MPZ is diminished, and the potential impact is reduced.
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Table 2.6.1.6-4. Maximum area ratio for a 3-m shaft, 5-m shaft, 6-m diameter 
ramp/drift complex, a 0.25-m diameter upward borehole, and a 
0.25-m diameter downward borehole, for drainage under 
concentrated flow conditions. Total repository area is 
assumed to be 6 sq. kilometers.

6-m (36) (36) 
Average 3-m 5-m ramp/ 0.25-m 0.25-m 
Flux mm/yr shaft shaft drifts upholes downholes Total 

1 9.3E-3 2.6E-2 5.5E-3 2.4E-3 2.4E-3 4.6E-2 
3 3.1E-3 8.6E-3 1.8E-3 8.OE-4 8.0E-4 1.5E-2 
10 9.3E-4 2.6E-2 5.5E-4 2.4E-4 2.4E-4 4.6E-3 
30 3.IE-4 8.6E-4 1.8E-4 8.OE-5 8.0E-5 1.5E-3 

The area ratio is multiplied by the travel time ratio to obtain the impact 
measure (Figure 2.6.1.6-3). The travel time ratio is 2.79 for vertical 
penetrations, assuming: 80-fold difference in effective conductivity of the 
backfilled/sealed opening and MPZ, relative to the undisturbed confining layer; 
130-m disturbed interval; and 200-m unit thickness. (Flow through the 
backfilled/sealed opening produces a small contribution to the effective travel 
time, relative to flow in the MPZ.) For drift/ramp penetrations, the 
ratio is multiplied by the assumed grade (15 percent), and divided by the 
reciprocal of the grade (6.7) to account for increased path length.  

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS FOR DISTRIBUTED AND CONCENTRATED FLOW CONDITIONS 

From the computations described above, the impact measure for concentrated 
flow conditions is tabulated for various flux values in Table 2.6.1.6-5.  
Totaling the results for all pathways, the total effect is roughly 5 times 
larger than the effect computed for distributed flow.  

The following conservative aspects of the basic approach are identified: 

a. The model for impacts from perched water may be unrealistic because it 
assumes a steady-state process. Perched water may actually occur as a 
transient response to episodic recharge conditions, and the actual 
transport of radionuclides could compare to that from a small 
steady-state flux.  

b. A factor of 80 is used for conductivity modification around excavated 
openings, which is at the upper end of the range identified by Case and 
Kelsall (1987), and may be high for nonwelded tuff and/or mechanically 
mined openings.
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ACCESSES

MAX. FLOW THROUGH OPENINGS FLOW RATIO = TOTAL REPOSITORY AREA x AVERAGE FLUX 

EXPLORATORY 

UHn 'I 
UNIT ------

4
TRAVEL TIME RATIO =

UNIT THICKNESS ROCK kSAT

UNDISTURBED THICKNESS ROCK kSAT
+ DISTURBED THICKNESS.) 

EFFECTIVE OPENING kSAT

IMPACT MEASURE FOR CONCENTRATED FLOW = 

(FLOW RATIO) (TRAVEL TIME RATIO) 
Figure 2.6.1.6-3. Schematic of impact measure for concentrated flow.  
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c. For distributed flow, infinite conductivity is assumed for the 
backfill, and for the disturbed region which is assumed to have twice 
the opening radius. Both assumptions are very conservative.  

d. The exit point for water collected in openings is assumed to be the 
lowest point in the excavation. This is especially conservative for 
drifts and ramps, in which engineered measures (e.g., dams, drains, 
p`ugs) would limit flow along the openings (Fernandez et al. 1987).  

e. Flow along penetrations is assumed to. be restricted to the backfill and 
MPZ, although dispersion into the surrounding rock mass could occur, 
which could reduce saturation and increase travel time.  

f. Advective transport without retardation is assumed for engineered 
materials.  

A possible nonconservative aspect of the advective transport assumption is 
that retardation may be more effective along undisturbed pathways than in 
engineered materials. However, for conditions that could produce significant 
flow along penetrations, the prevalent mode of flow along undisturbed pathways 
would be fracture flow. If matrix flow through engineered materials, and flow 
along poorly connected fractures are produced by penetrations, then there is a 
possibility that retardation will be enhanced relative to undisturbed pathways.  

Another concern is that the effects from penetrations could change with a 
major rise in the water table. Such a rise might inundate much of the CHn unit 
depending on location, including the portion of the unit (and the underlying CFu 
unit) that is not disturbed by excavation. Water table rise would likely be 
associated with increased recharge and flux through the unsaturated zone. Under 
high-flux conditions, the upgradient area that could drain into a penetration 
would be limited by the saturated flow capacity as indicated in Table 2.6.1.6-3.  
Thus the relative impact of the penetration would be limited.  

In addition, greater impacts from downward boreholes are computed if a 
smaller unit thickness is used. For example, the impact measure computed for 
unit thickness of 100 m is about twice that reported for downholes in Table 
2.6.1.6-4. However, this should not be a concern because either: (1) there 
will be fewer boreholes in a "limited" exploration facility that is located 
where the CHn unit is thinnest; or (2) only part of an extensive facility would 
be located where the unit is thinnest (or where it is thickest). For other 
types of penetrations, the impact measure does not change much with reduced unit 
thickness. The impact measure increases somewhat with increased unit thickness, 
however, increased thickness is associated with updip locations, thus reducing 
the possible drainage area.  

Finally, the effects of excavation on the rock mass could be more 
pronounced than predicted by Case and Kelsall (1984) if the rock mass deforms 
plastically near the openings. The effect of such deformation on hydrologic 
properties, particularly for unsaturated conditions, is unknown.
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Table 2.6.1.6-5. Computed impact measure for 3-m shaft, 5-m shaft, 6-m diameter 
ramp/drift complex, an array of 0.25-m diameter upward 
boreholes, and an array of 0.25-m diameter downward boreholes, 
under concentrated flow conditions. CHn unit thickness is 
assumed to be 200 m, an intermediate value. The ratio of 
effective conductivity to undisturbed conductivity is assumed 
to be 80.

6-m (36) (36) 
3-m 5-m ramp/ 0.25-m 0.25-m 
shaft shaft drifts upholes downholes 

Disturbed inter
val thickness, m 130 130 130 65 135 

Travel time ratio 2.79 2.79 0.063 1.5 3.0 

Impact measure 
for average flux 

(mm/yr) Total 

1 2.6E-2 7.3E-2 3.5E-4 3.6E-3 7.2E-3 0.11 
3 8.6E-3 2.4E-2 I.IE-4 1.2E-3 2.4E-3 0.036 
10 2.6E-3 7.3E-3 3.5E-5 3.6E-4 7.2E-4 0.011 
30 8.6E-4 2.4E-3 1.1E-5 1.2E-4 2.4E-4 0.0036

SUMMARY 

Without a natural concentration mechanism, openings created by 
characterization conduct only a small portion of the total flux that flows 
through the repository. The impact of a vertical penetration is greater than 
from a horizontal one because of geometrical considerations. The results also 
show that even under multiple, conservative assumptions the potential impact of 
characterization is limited to a small fraction of the CHn unit performance (and 
the CHn unit is one of multiple barriers).  

The approach for estimating impacts under distributed and concentrated flow 
regimes is believed to be conservative, and to provide an approximate bound on 
the magnitude of impacts given the flow and transport phenomena considered.  
Low-probability events are considered in the next step, i.e., assessment of 
cumulative distributions for the impact measure.
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2.6.1.6.3 Discussion of transport phenomena and possible impacts 

LATERAL DIVERSION AND PERCHING 

Virtually all numerical simulations of flow in the unsaturated zone exhibit 
accumulation or perching conditions on the sequence of nonwelded beds above the 

repository (PTn hydrologic unit). Diversion appears to occur in the lower part 

of the Pin unit as the hydraulic potential increases with water buildup.  
Simulations of perching on the upper contact of the CHn are harder to achieve 
because of the flux distribution produced by perching at the upper horizon.  
Calculations are also sensitive to the hydrologic conditions at the eastern 

boundary of the model, downdip from the repository, which affect travel time and 

the role of the CHn unit as a barrier.  

Lateral diversion is observed in the Bandelier Tuff of north-:central New 

Mexico, at boundaries between regions of the rock mass with different hydraulic 

properties. The overprint of zeolitization, however, does not generally follow 

lit -. ostratigraphic trends, and tends to change the distribution of hydraulic 
properties. Based on this argument, there may be a greater chance of perched 

water occurring in the relatively unaltered tuff section in the southern part of 
the Yucca Mountain site area.  

Given that lateral diversion may be more likely above the repository than 

below it, the panel considered flow conditions which could affect the CHn unit., 

Even if flow is concentrated in fault zones above the host rock, hydraulic 
-spersion may redistribute the flow through the host rock. Recent, unpublished 
zsults obtained by modeling the hydraulic properties of the lithophysal zones 

within the Topopah Spring member (TSw) show that significant dispersion is 

possible. In the presence of diversion at the PTn unit, the flow boundary 

condition on the upper CHn is concentrated unless significant dispersion occurs 

in the host rock. This could impact the likelihood and extent of distributed 
flow in the CHn unit.  

The undisturbed pathways from which water could be diverted into a 

penetration are: (1) from a structure acting as a conduit; (2) from a diversion 
horizon along which water moves toward the water table, through intervening 
structures; or (3) percolation into the CHn as predominantly fracture or matrix 

flow. The impact of diversion from the first two pathways could be positive or 

negative depending on the relation of the artificial and undisturbed pathways.  

If CF flow pathways are short, diversion from the first two pathways could 

improve performance. If the third pathway is associated with FM flow, diversion 

to a penetration could have a negative impact depending on the amount and 
velocity of flow.  

WATER USE- IN CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION 

The mechanized mining method assumed for use in the CHn unit would probably 

require about 5 gpm of water. With face advance of about 24 ft/day (advance 
rate would probably exceed this figure), the result would be about 4 cubic 

meters of water per meter of heading. Much of this water would be imbibed into 

the rock matrix along surfaces newly exposed by excavation, and recovered in
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mucking operations. Leakage of water into the rock matrix will be limited by 
measures to control water during operations, and by the rock properties. West 
(1988) estimated the proportion of water used but not recovered during 
excavation to be about 10 percent, or about 4 cubic feet per foot of drift.  

Additional water, including connate water, will be removed by ventilation 
during facility operation. The panel assumed that the CHn facility would be 
ventilated in accordance with industry standards throughout the minimum 5-yr 
!ife. The net effect including water lost to the formation, but not including 
water that had occupied the excavated volume, will likely be drying of the 
formation. To achieve significant drying of the rock mass, ventilation must 
continue for several years at least (West, 1988). The drying effect could 
extend well into the formation through fractures or matrix pathways.  

RETARDATION DATA AND COLLOID TRANSPORT 

Colloids may be created from the products of construction, such as dust, 
diesel exhaust, other types of smoke, and particulate construction materials 
including clay. These colloids could transport radionuclides, particularly 
actinides, at significantly higher velocities through the CHn unit than by 
unassisted aqueous transport. Colloidal transport may explain the apparent 
mobility of Pu reported at Hanford, Los Alamos, and Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory.  

Olofsson et a!. (1981) report that true colloids are generally small (i.e., 
< 0.01 micron), and form when the aqueous solubility limit is exceeded. However, 
pseudocolloids may be significant if radionuclides are sorbed by moving 
particles. Pseudocolloids are generally larger (e.g., 0.5 microns) and may be 
reversible, i.e., radionuclides may diffuse away.  

Nuttall (1986) observes that colloids greater than 0.1 micron in size are 
generally affected by gravitational settling, and thus have limited mobility and 
may tend to be trapped by tortuous pathways. He observes that movement of 
colloids or pseudocolloids more than 0.1 micron tends to be restricted in rock 
matrix. Porosimetry data suggest 50 percent or more of pores in nonwelded tuff 
from Yucca Mountain are < 0.1 micron (Klavetter and Peters, 1987). The smallest 
radiocolloids (i.e., << 0.1 micron) may be reduced by diffusion of radionuclides 
from the particles onto mineral surfaces.  

Rundberg et al. (1989) report a series of laboratory tests using Pu, Am, 

and Np nuclides, columns filled with both crushed and intact tuff, and water 
from well j-13. The results for crushed tuff show that Np, and the higher 
valence states Pu-V and -VI, are essentially unretarded by crushed tuff. This 
is inconsistent with retardation factors calculated using distribution 
coeicients from batch experiments. Also, the experiments produced evidence of 

size exclu-sion whereby Pu and Am colloids traveled faster than the water.  

Rundberg et al. (1989) also report tests on fractured tuff with polystyrene 
colicidal particles, which showed-that the most mobile colloids are roughly 
1-mLcron in size. Tests on fractured samples with conservative tracers show 
that a retardation mechanism, possibly matrix diffusion is active.
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Mobility of colloids and pseudocolloids in fractures, and restriction in 
the rock matrix have been taken into account in assessments for the CHRBA, 
particularly of CHn unit performance (Section 2.6.1.4). For impacts 
assessments, little is actually known about the tendency for introduced 
particulate materials to form pseudocolloiLs which can transport radionuclides.  
Howeve:, some generalizations were made for CHRBA. The area of the CHn that 
will be disturbed by characterization is small relative to the overall area 
encompassing all pathways from the repository. The volume of introduced 
particulate materials will be small relative to the volume of the unit as a 
barrier. Also, smectite is present in amounts ranging from a few tenths of a 
percent to 50 percent or more, throughout the CHn and other units. Another 
argument used was that if radionuclides such as Pu are transported from the 
repository horizon to a backfilled/sealed opening in the CHn unit, they may be 
in soluble form or already attached to pseudocolloidal particles. In accordance 
with this discussion, the incremental effect of colloidal transport caused by 
penetrations is thought to be small, but uncertainty on this generalization is 
reflected in the assessed impact factors.  

BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY 

The impact of bacteria and viruses introduced to the subsurface environment 
by characterization and subsequent activities was considered by the technical 
panel. Viruses were considered by the technical panel to be likely to behave as 
anions and not bind well to metal ions. Bacteria are known to exist in deep 
groundwater in sedimentary formations and in granitic conditions. In some cases 
the density of bacteria in such waters approaches that in seawater (Pederson, 
1990). Microbes are difficult to sample without inoculation by contaminant 
species during drilling. Data on the existence of microbes under oxidizing 
conditions and in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, are sparse or 
nonexistent.  

Microbial growth under saturated conditions, possibly leading to formation 
of biofilms, has been reported and may give rise to organic complexes of 
radionuclides on fracture surfaces (Pederson, 1990). Radionuclides may be 
perrc.anently deposited on such films, or remobilized by detachment of organisms 
and reentry into the flow field. These processes have not been reported for 
unsaturated conditions. Bacteria can transport metal ions that could otherwise 
be retarded, but the bacteria may be retarded particularly if matrix flow is 
involved.  

West (1988) reports that microorganisms could change the redox potential in 
situ, possibly leading to increased sorption of radionuclides by microbes. The 
report recommends that for the ESF, organic materials which could nourish 
microbe populations be restricted to the surface, or to a designated area within 
the underaround facility, or to limited use. Increased sorption may not 
increase transport, however, because the net effect may be immobilization of 

radionr.clides.  

Hersman (in: West, 1989) isolated an aerobic bacterium from the subsurface, 
on the Nevada Test Site, and showed that it could sorb Pu-iV from solution at 
high rates. Cultures could be sustained from drilling fluid of the type that
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has been used at Yucca Mountain and vicinity. Younger cultures apparently sorb 
at a higher rate than older cultures. The panel considered that similar results 
are likely to be obtained from future studies using samples from Yucca Mountain.  

Clays used as sealing materials may provide nutrients for microbes, as 
reported by Christofi et a!. (1985). If dry clay is used as a sealing material, 
wetting may release carbon compounds bound to the clay, thus providing nutrients 
for microbe growth. However, certain deposits of the Boom clay (MCI) appear to 
be microbe-free.  

In summary, little is presently known about microbial transport, 
particularly under oxidizing and unsaturated conditions. Planned studi- will 
address the existence of microbes in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain.  
Bacteria have demonstrated capacity to sorb radionuclides, but the mobility of 
bacteria at the site is unknown. Like other transport processes, the 
incremental effect of microbial activity on CHn unit performance is thought to 
be small, but uncertainty on this generalization is reflected in the assessed 
impact factors.  

UNSEALED BOREHOLES 

A potentially large impact could be associated with vertical or slanted 
boreholes that cannot be properly sealed. The drilling engineer on the panel 
said his organization was prepared to drill dry, angled boreholes from the 
surface with good prospects for success. Such boreholes would be drilled at no 
more than about 35 degrees from vertical. A downhole pneumatic hammer would be 
used for penetration, and a coring string would be used on an intermittent basis 
to drill ahead, extracting 20 feet or more of core. During drilling, the 
boreholes would tend to deviate toward vertical under the weight of the string.  
For dry, angled boreholes drilled from the underground facility, different 
equipment would be used with reduced capability to recover failed holes. The 
most likely type of failure would be initiated by blocks of fractufed rock 
falling into the hole. Vertical borings were considered to be more recoverable, 
and less likely to fail than angle holes. Surface-based boreholes were 
considered to be more recoverable than those drilled from underground.  

The drilling engineer estimated the rate of "loss" for surface-based angle 
boreholes to be roughly 1 percent. The scenario giving rise to this estimate 
consisted of a 750 m borehole in which 300 m of drill pipe breaks off in the 
bottom, and the upper part of the hole collapses. Other panelists regarded the 
prospects for success, and for reworking "lost" holes, with skepticism. An 
independent estimate for irrecoverable failure was about 3 percent. Where 
boreholes are successfully completed over the full length, the panel judged that 
the efficacy of future sealing measures would be high.  

The most significant impact of a "lost" or unsealed borehole could be to 
drain perched water into the excavation, or to provide a transmissive connection 
between a perched water or diversion horizon, and a conduit through the CHn 
unit. It was assumed that deep holes drilled from underground openings and 
penetrating a significant portion of the CHn thickness, would be drilled from 
rooms isolated from the remainder of the excavation by ramps and sumps. Also,
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upholes and downholes would be separated in this manner to avoid creating a 
pathway through the unit. The panel expects that lateral boreholes would be 
more prevalent than vertical boreholes from the underground openings, and 
present a much smaller risk for creating a preferential pathway.  

To develop an estimate for the frequency of unsealed boreholes intersecting 
adverse conditions, a simple calculation was done. It was assumed that 5 
percent of boreholes drilled from the underground facility would encounter 
serious control problems (4 out of 72 upholes and downholes), but that only I 
percent would be "lost." The likelihood that any borehole will intersect a 
region where water will accumulate because of natural flux concentration was 
estimated to be about 30 percent. For an extensive facility in the CHn unit, 
these figures yield a 0.3 percent likelihood that an unsealed borehole will 
become a significant conduit. This is conservative because no one borehole 
drilled from the underground facility will penetrate the entire CHn unit, and 
because many boreholes will be oriented laterally.  

SEALING MEASURES AND THEIR EFFECTS 

The technical panel also considered the sealing of drifts and other 
openings where they intersect faults. Some openings may intersect faults 
obliquely, creating an intersection many times the drift diameter in length.  
The technical panel judged that seals will incorporate robust, engineered 
materials not subject to fracture or large changes in bulk properties as a 
result of shearing where they intersect faults. The Swedish high-level waste 
research program (Pusch et al., 1987c) has demonstrated and tested a tunnel 
sealing/plugging concept, including the use of plugs to isolate sealed zones 
from other parts of the underground facility.  

The decision methodology described in Section 2.5 exploits the fact that 

characterization can incorrectly identify the prevailing hydrologic conditions 
over 10,000 yr. This type of error could result in failure to design sealing 
and plugging measures specifically to function in the extant flow regime.  
Natural features which could cause significant impacts because of incorrectly 
closed openings were identified as a perched water table, a fault or major 
fracture zone, and a zone of fast matrix flow. The panel judged that incorrect 
closure would be limited to application of simple backfilling where sealing 
measures were appropriate. The likelihood of making these errors at locations 
where the impacts would be most significant was judged to be small, and the 
incremental effect of making these errors where they are most likely was judged 
to be insianificant.  

Although the impacts are likely to be small, the sealing consequences of 

characterization error can be addressed in two ways: (1) low-conductivity 
engineered backfill, plugs, etc. could be used throughout the facility; and (2) 

characterization error could be reduced through more effective characterization 
and performance confirmation strategies. The Yucca Mountain Project has made no 

commitment to comprehensive sealing measures, pending collection and analysis of 

site characterization data. Extensive sealing will still be available as an 

opticn at repository closure, if postclosure hydrologic conditions remain highly 
u ncrtai.
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Another possible impact from backfilling/sealing measures is the leaching 
of calcium salts from grout or concrete, which can increase pH to levels that 
impair retardation processes. This mechanism is discussed by West (1988), who 
concludes that bicarbonate buffering will precipitate calcite, localizing the 
affect on groundwater. Similar analyses for crushed tuff and other earthen 
materials are reported by Fernandez et al. (1987), who develop a concept for 
using earthen materials to the extent practicable, except where pumpability or 
high strength is required.  

Finally, the technical panel considered that such materials as bentonite 
could readily form pseudo-colloids for transport of sorbing species (see 
discussion under colloids above). Also, clays may not uniformly retard all 
radionuclides, as reported by Rundberg et al. (1989) who observed exclusion 
effect for pertechnetate ion in a column test with crushed tuff that was 
principally smectite clay.  

INUNDATION OF THE CHnz UNIT 

Another topic of discussion was the design and performance of backfill/ 
sealing measures for excavated openings where inundation is a possibility.  
Water table rise could be associated with the same recharge conditions that 
would be needed to produce the disturbed flow regimes considered in this study.  

Metastable vitric tuffs (particularly the vitric facies of the CHn unit) 
have existed below much of the repository area for 10 My, indicating that if 
these rocks have been inundated, the episode has been very brief. Present data 
on the extent of altered facies is limited to a few boreholes, which indicate 
that the transition from vitric to zeolitized CHn tuff is north of USW H-4, 
south of G-4, and traverses the vicinity of H-5. It is possible that only a 
small portion of the conceptual repository to the north and northeast, would be 
underlain by significantly zeolitic facies (Vaniman et al., 1984).  

Simulation of regional potentiometric response to 100 percent increased 
recharge (Czarnecki, 1985) predicts a maximum water table rise of 130 m at the 
site, based on an assumed conductivity structure and head-dependent discharge at 
a number cf postulated springs.  

A transition in the mineralogy of secondary authigenic minerals in 
fractures has been noted, which may be an indicator of past water table 
conditions. The occurrence of heulandite in fractures above 1381 ft depth in 
borehole USW G-4 (Carlos, 1985) may indicate the maximum extent of water table 
rise. This transition is about 110 m above the current water table. Below the 
transition, the mineralogy of the lower-most nonwelded beds of the Topopah 
Spring lithostratigraphic unit suggest former inundation. Glass shards above 
the transition suggest that it has never been inundated (Carlos, 1985).  

Mineralogic data and interpretation based on samples from boreholes USW 
H-3, H-4, and H-5 suggests that structural dip came before zeolitization 
(Vaniman et al., 1984). This wcold mean that structural deformation occurred 
before the sequence of events that produced the alteration. Illite/smectite 
clay thermometry based on x-ray diffraction study of samples from boreholes USW 
G-I and G-3, show a range cf alteration temperatures from a maximum of 40 C in
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G-3 to the south, to over 230 C at total depth in G-2 to the north (Vaniman et 
al., 1984). Combined with the observation that the observation of structural 
discordance between the Tiva Canyon member and the Rainier Mesa member of the 
Timber Mountain Tuff, this leads to the hypothesis that the structural 
deformation took place prior to the Timber Mountain eruptions 12 My ago (Vaniman 
et al., 1 994). A plausible extension of this hypothesis is that the water table 
rise and variations in alteration thermometry were caused by the Timber Mountain 
cauldron, 12 My ago.  

in summary, the available data suggest that the water table altitude has 
never been higher than the present extent of CHn vitric facies. The 
distribution of clinoptillolite in fractures, and possibly the highest water 
table rise to occur at Yucca Mountain, may have occurred in the Miocene. This 
is an alternative to the hypothesis that a water table rise of 100 m or more was 
associated with cooler, possibly wetter Pleistocene conditions.  

It was assumed that if necessary, to prevent long drifts and.shafts in the 
CHn unit from becoming preferential pathways under inundation conditions, seals 
would be installed at intervals along the drift layout. If the CHn saturated 
conductivity is small enough that significant flow could occur through the 
backfilled drifts, the effects associated with flow around these seals would 
substantially limit the flow velocity, and divert lateral flow in the saturated 
zone to more conductive strata below the CHn unit. Smectitic materials occur 
naturally in varying amounts in all facies at Yucca Mountain, are naturally 
stable, and offer a means to achieve effective sealing.  

2.6.1.6.4 Assessment of performance impacts associated with alternative 
strategies 

Assessments of the distribution of the impact measure were provided by six 
technical panelists representing each of the disciplines identified in the 
controlling plan (YMP/90-3), except the mining and drilling engineers. The 
panel included two qualified hydrologists. Although the six panelists are not 
equally qualified in all matters related to performance impacts, a multi
disciplinary approach was used to encourage discussion, particularly of concepts 
introduced by the hydrology and performance assessment specialists.  

The objective of the impacts assessments is to include the effects of 
characterization, in the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for 10,000-yr 
releases from the CHn unit. Rather than reassess CDF's for each flow regime and 
each alternative strategy, a simpler approach was adopted. A multiplier on the 
distribution for releases, k, was assessed for each flow regime, for each 
strategy. The multiplier was assumed to be probabilistically independent of the 
release level, for a given flow regime.  

The following assumptions concerning control of impacts during site 
characterization and repository construction, operation, and closure were made 
for the impacts assessments: 

a. ýefformance confirmation studies will be done to identify sealing 
materials that do not provide nutrients to microbes (Christofi et al.,
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1985) that can cause significant adverse impacts on waste isolation, or 
else materials that are barren of nutrients will be used (e.g. certain 
Mol clays).  

b. Shaft/ramps will be located preferentially with respect to surface 
hydrologic features, highly competent surface materials, and faults.  

c. incremental additional surface disturbance associated with the CHn 
exploration program, including waste pile, will be reclaimed with no 
significant impact to surface hydrology or infiltration processes.  

d. Ramp penetrations through known or suspected diversion horizons 
parailelor sub-parallel to structural dip, will be oriented so as to 
limit the extent of intersection of the mined opening with a perched 
water table.  

e. The grade plan for the CHN exploration facility will be designed to 
prevent hydraulic communication along excavated openings, and between 
drill rooms (where unsealed boreholes may be produced) and the 
remainder of the facility.  

f. Excavated openings will be backfilled using a crushed-tuff based 
material engineered to obtain needed hydrologic properties.  

g. Backfill/seals in potential.inflow areas (especially shaft/ramp 
penetrations) will use low conductivity material over an interval that 
is long compared to the interval in which significant water influx may
occur.  

h. Shaft/ramp backfill will be engineered to prevent water from collecting 
in the sump to a height that invades intersecting openings in the CHn 
unit, given credible rates of inflow.  

i. Rigid plugs will be emplaced at intervals along drifts or ramps in the 
CHn unit, in shaft penetrations at known or suspected diversion 
horizons, and at faults where they are intersected by excavated 
openings.  

j. Boreholes will be backfilled with an engineered material, such that all 
boreholes together can conduct no more than 1 percent of the total 
average flux through the repository (goal from Fernandez et al., 1987).  

k. To the extent practicable, hydrocarbons and solvents will be restricted 
to the surface, and recovered when losses occur (West, 1988).  

1. Instrumentation and other byproducts of testing will be removed prior 
to closure.  

m. Pilot borings will be used for stratigraphic control and to assess 
constructability, at least for shaft/ramp penetrations.  

n. Appropriate sealing measures such as low-conductivity plugs will be 
provided in openings where inundation is reasonably likely during the 
performance period.
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Table 2.6.1.6-6. Summary of major features of alternative strategies.  

Strategy Addl. 5 m Shaft # U/G Exploratory 
SBT or 6 m ramp 3 m raise Drifts Boreholes 

1 Yes 2 2 Ž12,000' + 36 + 
5,000' 15 

2 1 1 Ž12,000' 36 

3 1 1 5,000' 15 

4 1 1 5,000' 15 

5 1 1 Ž12,000' 36 

6 Yes 0 0 0 _2 

7 Yes 1 1 Ž12,000' 36 

8 Yes 1 1 5,000' 15 

Table 2.6.1.6-7. Summary of drift dimensions and extent, relative to repository 
and CHn unit dimensions.  

Drift Characteristics 

(Drift plan area,) 
inside block 

(Total repository) Drift height 
area Where CHn Thickness Unit thickness

1.2 E-3 NE 

3.1 E-3 N+S 

1.2 E-3 NE 

1.2 E-3 S 

3.1 E-3 N+ S 

0 SE-

8 0 SE -

-100 m 

100-225 m 

-100 m 

-225 m 

100-225 m 

70-200 

-125-200 m

Outside 

Outside
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2 

3 

4 

7

5% 

2-5% 

5% 

2% 

2-5% 

2-7%

2-4%



Table 2.6.1.6-8. Summary of matrix and bulk saturated hydraulic conductivity 
information for the Topopah Spring welded unit (TSw), and 
Calico Hills nonwelded vitric (CHnv) and zeolitic (CHnz) 
units.

Ksat (cgs) MATRIX BULK 

TSW Peters et al.a 2E-9 Peters et al. 3E-7 
Fernandez et al.b Fernandez et al.  
2.5E-9 - 3.5E-9 10-2 - 10-5 

CHnv 8.3.5.12 Peters et al. 3E-5 
6E-6 - .6 

Table 3-26 Fernandez et al.  
5E-6 - 2.9E-5 2.3E-4 - 10-3 

3.4 E-7 - 1.3 E-6 

CHnz 8.3.5.T2 Klavetter & Petersc 
3E-11 - 3E-7 9E-7 
Table 3-26 Fernandez et al.  
2E-9 - 9E-9 2.4 E-4 

Additonal information provided to the panelists is presented in Tables 
2.6.1.6-6 through 2.6.1.6-9. The discussion that follows refers to Table 
2.6.1.6-10, which presents estimates of percentiles of the performance impact 
factor distribution for each strategy and flow regime, aggregated from the 
technical panelist's input.  

PERFORMANCE IMPACTS FOR CONCENTRATED FRACTURE (CF) FLOW 

Estimated impacts under CF flow conditions are generally small, except at 
the 90th and 99th percentiles for strategies that involve excavation in the 
repository block. Estimated impacts at the 90th and particularly the 99th 
percentiles are heavily influenced by "lost" borehole scenarios. At low 
percentiles (10th and 50th) many estimates indicate a slight improvement in 
performance because of drying of the rock mass.  

The analysis of Section 2.6.1.6.2 produces the largest potential impacts 
with the smallest values of average repository flux. However, perched water 
conditions are inherently less likely at small values of the flux. Also, at 
flux values of 10 to 20 mm/yr which have been estimated for Rainier Mesa 
(Thordarson, 1965; Russell, 1987) the maximum impact estimated from Section 
2.6.1.6.2 is on the order of 1 percent or less of the undisturbed performance of 
the CHn unit. in addition, it is reasonable to assume that backfill and sealing 
measures will limit water flow along openings, and that many transport pathways 
will involve intervals of matrix flow through natural or engineered materials.
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Table 2.6.1.6-9. Assumed number of penetrations by excavated openings, of major 
features of the Yucca Mountain site as indicated. No 
assumption was made as to the proximity of multiple 
penetrations of any feature.

FAULT/FEATURE PENETRATIONS 

GHOST DANCE SOLITARIO DRILLHOLE IMBRICATE NORMAL 
FAULT CANYON FAULT WASH FAULT ZONE 

1 3 2 2 

2 3 2 2 2 

3 2 2 2 

4 2 

5 3 2 2 2 

6 0 0 0 0 

7 2 

8 2 

Accordingly, the impact measure is estimated to be much smaller than the 

conservative estimate, for the 10th and 50th percentile probability levels.  
This reflects a degree of confidence that even if flow conditions satisfy 
criteria for CF flow, the relative impact from characterization will be small.  

At the 90th percentile, impacts for some of the strategies approach the 

estimate developed in Section 2.6.1.6.2 for concentrated flow. However, that 

estimate is conservative, and a number of initiating events and disturbed 
conditions are also reflected in the assessments at this probability level 
(Table 2.6.1.6-10).  

Undetected faults, shear zones, or intrusive features, could result in 

inappropriate sealing measures. However, groundwater flow through openings will 

be limited even by measures such as crushed tuff backfill, that can readily be 

applied in all excavated openings. The panel assumes that all openings will be 

backfilled as a minimum measure, and that backfill conductivity and other 

measures (dams, plugs, etc.) will inhibit influx and flow along the openings, 

and tnha such measures will function over a wide range of possible flow 
conditions.
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Table 2.6.1.6-10. Values for impact factor (unity plus impact measure) for each 
strategy and flow regime. Values are arithmetically averaged 
from the technical panelist's inputs. Values less than unity 
indicate that under certain conditions, transport through the 
CHn unit may be reduced because of excavated openings and 
exploratory drilling.

Flow Prot. Average of Impact Measure Assessed for Strategy #: 
Regime Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

SM 0.99 1.00419 1.02834 1.00419 1.00021 1.02684 1.00168 1.00167 1.00167 
0.90 1.00010 1.00018 1.00008 1.00000 1.00018 1.00017 1.00002 1.00002 
0.50 0.99167 0.98168 0.99167 0.99833 0.98168 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.10 0.98163 0.94999 0.98166 0.99666 0.9500 0.99983 0.99983 0.99983 

FM 0.99 1.20035 2.60567 1.19202 1.17019 2.60567 1.20000 1.01667 1.01667 
0.90 1.01835 1.16885 1.01752 1.01684 1.16885 1.0100 1.00167 1.00167 
0.50 0.99852 0.99355 0.99843 0.9917 0.99355 1.00085 1.00017 1.00017 
0.l0 0.99168 0.98335 0.975 0.98333 0.98335 0.99842 0.99985 0.99985 

CF 0.99 1.20334 1.86335 1.11167 1.02183 1.86333 1.08353 1.02500 1.01669 
0.90 1.00383 1.09550'1.003 1.00067 1.0955 1.00868 1.0025 1.00167 
0.50 1.00017 1.00051 1.00009 0.99835 1.00051 1.00084 1.00018 1.00017 
0.10 0.98333 0.9667 0.98334 0.99667 0.96670 0.99675 0.99835 0.99835 

DF 0.99 1.29167 2.91667 1.23335 1.19352 2.91668 1.37017 1.0185 1.017 
0.90 1.09433 1.19383 1.0935 1.0845 1.19383 1.01034 1.00183 1.00167 
0.50 1.00034 1.00267 1.00026 0.99853 1.00267 1.00085 1.00017 1.00017 
0.10 0.99168 0.98345 0.99167 0.99167 0.98345 0.99675 0.99835 0.99835 

"Lost" boreholes could conceivably divert a major component of repository 

flux through a significant portion of the CHn unit, but the magnitude of the 
impact is offset by low likelihood (see foregoing discussion).  

Colloidal transport could increase the mobility of radionuclides in the CHn 
unit. Colloids (or pseudocolloids) could form in the engineered barriers or 
host rock, or in the CHn unit because of fluid/material residues or sealing 
materials. Conservatism is appropriate because relatively little is known about 
colloid formation and stability requirements, or transport through the rock 
mass.  

Colloid transport may be substantially inhibited along pathways that 
involve matrix flow, even over a few meters. Tunneling at Rainier Mesa produced 
evidence that open fractures in the thick, zeolitic tuff were highly saturated 
prior to excavation (Thordarson, 1965). This implies that these fractures are 
closed at their lower extremities, such that pathways for recharge flux involve 
matrix flow. However, colloid transport along matrix and fracture pathways has 
received only limited study so far, and fracture/fault zone connectivity and
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persistence have not been observed directly at Yucca Mountain, so there is much 
uncertainty regarding the importance of matrix flow and transport in a flow 
regime dominated by concentrated flow in fractures. Microbial transport could 
increase mobility of radionuclides, similar to the effect of colloids.  

Poor ground conditions could conceivably prevent appropriate sealing 
measures because of unstable openings. Although the use of pilot borings is 
assumed, lateral facies variation could produce localized ground control 
problems. Grouting could mitigate the impact of collapsed zones, but uncertainty 
would likely remain as to the extent of collapse, the efficacy of grouting, etc.  

Precipitation, solution, or alteration of minerals in fractures, possibly 
as a result of materials used in construction or sealing, could change hydraulic 
interconnection of fractures with the adjacent rock matrix. Although these 
effects may be localized in the vicinity of the waste packages or near 
cementitious materials, relatively little is known about the mechanism, and 
conservatism is appropriate.  

For the 99th percentile, the technical panel discussed an argument that the 
maximum credible impact for any strategy is around 20 percent. This is roughly 
twice the estimate developed in the Section 2.6.1.6.2 for strategies 2 and 5.  
The rationale would assume concurrent multiple, low-probability events and 
disruptive conditions. However, there are possible future conditions for which 
relatively little is known, and a more conservative approach is justified. In 
addition to the likely events/conditions discussed above, a number of other 
events and conditions are possible. Extreme climate change or anthropogenic 
climate control could produce major changes in the hydrologic and transport 
processes, which could conceivably change the phenomenology by which impacts 
could occur. Surface flooding or inundation could produce locally increased 
infiltration flux, with effects similar to climate change.  

Faulting or ground motion may change hydrologic structure, increasing the 
magnitude of impacts associated with excavations. For example, a fault offset 
could cause formation of perched water where none was before. Alternatively, 
fault offset or ground motion could open a conduit, producing a flow transient 
and permanent changes in the flow structure. Whereas faulting along transport 
parhways may be relatively likely over 10,000 yr, no significant change is 
likely in the condition of engineered backfill and seals, or the function of 
plugs and other measures used in openings adjacent to known faults. Local 
faulting or regional tectonic changes may cause the water table to rise. The 
technical panel acknowledges a slight possibility of significant water table 
changes resulting from faulting.  

For Strategy 3, impact estimates at the 10th and 50th percentiles are based 
loosely on geometric arguments, plus the expectation that some drying will 
occur. The higher percentile estimates reflect the idea that exploration will 
be limited in depth and lateral extent, and that if adverse conditions are 
discovered which could produce large impacts, the repository design can be 
adjusted accordingly. Estimates for Strategy 4 indicate roughly 5 times less 
impact than Strategy 3, mostly because of greater unit thickness, less 
repository area updip of the penetrations, and the smaller likelihood of
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fracture flow in the vitric facies. If CF flow conditions prevail at the site, 
there is a significantly greater chance that they will occur in the northeast 
location of Strategy 3. The potential drying effect of ventilation was 
considered to have several times more positive impact in the vitric facies than 
the zeolitic facies.  

For strategies 2 and 5, the estimated impacts are much greater than for 
strategies 3 and 4. The principal reasons are: (1) more features will be 
explored, (2) the depth extent of exploratory drifts will be greater, and (3) 
there is a smaller possibility of adjusting the repository layout to accommodate 
conditions which could produce large impacts. Extensive excavation increases 
the likelihood that a sensitive feature will be penetrated in a way that could 
divert significant flow into the openings. The impacts associated with 
strategies 2 and 5 are judged to be equivalent, given the attendant uncertainty 
and degree of conservatism in the estimates.  

Estimated impacts are small for strategies 7 and 8, which consist of 
surface-based drilling plus exploratory excavation outside the block. Because 
there is low likelihood that characterization activities will disturb transport 
pathways, the uncertainty of impacts attributable to colloidal, microbial, and 
other effects is reduced. The panel was conservative regarding the lateral 
extent of concentrated flow, however. Because of the potentially large 
proportion of the repository area which would be updip, and the association of 
diversion with the CF flow regime, a negative impact was estimated for the 50th 
percentile. By the same token, the 10th percentile estimate reflects a 
possibility that such flow could be inhibited by the drying effects of 
ventilation. At the higher percentiles the estimated impact is comparable to, 
but with less uncertainty than Strategy 4 (the different percentile values are 
more closely grouped). Although strategies 7 and 8 are located at least 600 m 
outside the block, the estimated impacts are comparable to Strategy 4 because of 
smaller unit thickness and distance to the water table, greater updip repository 
area, and the apparent abundance of faults southeast of the block which could 
act as conduits for CF flow. In addition, one member of panel theorized that 
lateral diversion may be more likely in the vitric facies, where the rock fabric 
has not been "overprinted" by alteration, than in the zeolitic facies.  
Estimated impact for Strategy 7 is only slightly greater than for Strategy 8, 
representing the effect of more extensive excavation, and the likelihood that 
shaft/ramp penetrations common to both are more important than the differences 
in the extent of drifting.  

Strategy 6 includes underground drilling not included in strategies 1, 7, 
or 8. Underground drilling is considered to be at least 2 to 5 times more 
likely to result in failure than surface-based drilling, for a comparable number 
and description of boreholes. Underground drilling would be conducted from the 
repository horizon, and would penetrate much of the host rock and CHn unit.  
Accordingly, estimated impacts are larger for Strategy 6 than for strategies 7 
and 8, for CF flow conditions. The magnitude of impacts estimated for Strategy 
6 is based approximately (to within about an order of magnitude) on the estimate 
of the frequency of failure developed in Section 2.6.1.6.3. A principal source 
of uncertainty is the magnitude of the impact associated with a "lost" borehole 
within the block. The assessments at various percentiles (Table 2.6.1.6-10) 
represent degrees of conservatism for that magnitude.
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PERFORMANCE IMPACTS FOR FAST MATRIX (FM) FLOW

FM flow conditions require a flux concentration mechanism, the nature of 
which depends on recharge conditions at the site. If the average flux is small 
(e.g., less than 1 mm/yr) significant lateral diversion and concentration may be 
necessary for flow conditions to meet the FM criteria. The panel discussed the 
use of Darcy's law to compute flow velocity under highly unsaturated conditions 
(e.g. < 50 percent water saturation), but determined that such conditions 
probably are not associated with flow velocity greater than 10 cm/yr in the CHn 
unit.  

If average flux is high there will be fewer limitations on where FM flow 
can occur. At Rainier Mesa an extensive region of zeolitized tuff is nearly 
saturated, or was before tunnel development (Thordarson, 1965). The range of 
saturated matrix conductivity reported for nonwelded, zeolitized tuff at Rainier 
Mesa (Russell, 1987) brackets the range that would support FM flow conditions.  
Fast matrix flow may therefore be important at Rainier Mesa, and matrix flow 
conditions there may represent phenomena that engineered barriers in the CHn 
unit at Yucca Mountain would be designed to control. Although observations at 
Rainier Mesa show that fracture flow occurs, the definition developed in this 
study for FM flow could apply.  

Fast matrix flow conditions in the CHn unit at Yucca Mountain are unlikely 
to exist at present, if flux conditions conform to expectations (Montazer and 
Wilson, 1984). Conditions for future occurrence of FM flow may be more 
difficult to identify than other flow regimes. Fast matrix flow could occur as 
a "fingering" effect which would be sensitive to variability of bulk properties.  
Incorrect sealing measures, for example use of backfill where sealing is more 
appropriate, may therefore be somewhat more likely than for other flow regimes 
(although backfill conductivity can readily be engineered to match a rock mass 
under fast matrix flow).  

For the 10th and 50th percentiles, the panel estimated that engineered 
measures would be effective, impacts would be small, and drying along transport 
pathways could improve performance slightly. At the 90th and 99th percentiles 
the estimates approach or exceed the estimates developed in Section 2.6.1.6.2 
for concentrated flow. Fast matrix flow is likely to occur in regions of the 
site where there is high flux, or which receive laterally diverted water. The 
extent of drifting in the block influences the likelihood that excavated 
openings will coincide with these regions.  

At the 90th percentile, impact estimates reflect the same events and 

conditions discussed for CF flow conditions, with exceptions. "Lost" boreholes 
could be important although matrix flow under a gravitational gradient may not 
be strongly diverted into unsealed openings. Fast matrix flow conditions may be 
associated with perching of free water such that naturally concentrated flow 
could be diverted into a borehole.  

Colioidal transport may be less important under FM conditions because of 
filtration, and the possibility of radionuclide exchange between advected 
particles and minerals exposed to the flow interstices. Microbial flow may be
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similarly affected. The effects of mineral precipitation, solution, and 
alteration along matrix pathways are not well understood, but would not lead to 
fracture flow unless such features are available as pathways.  

The occurrence of FM flow conditions may be correlated with the occurrence 
of poor ground conditions, because incompetent rock does not support open 
fractures. However, sealing measures under such circumstances could be designed 
to function principally under matrix flow conditions.  

For the 99th percentile, estimates for all strategies reflect roughly an 
order of magnitude increase relative to the 90th. This increment accounts for 
uncertainty on the prevalence and phenomenology of FM flow conditions.  
Localized FM flow could be produced by major changes in climatic conditions 
and/or surface hydrology. Another uncertainty is that the size of a region 
involved in present or future FM flow could be limited, such that the observable 
indications are undetected during characterization. Fault offset and ground 
motion tend to create or open fracture pathways, as shown by the observations of 
increased flow at Rainier Mesa following nuclear tests. The impact of 
backfilled/sealed openings could increase somewhat if they intersect new 
fracture pathways and are not specifically engineered to control inflow.  

For strategies 3 and 4, comparable impacts were estimated. Although FM 
flow conditions may be more likely in the relatively permeable vitric facies, 
the CHn unit is thicker there. For strategies 2 and 5, the chances of 
encountering a region that will be involved in future FM flow conditions is 
considered much greater than for other strategies. In addition, because of the 
extent of excavation and the features explored, there is higher likelihood that 
effects such as undetected features, poor ground conditions, and faulting could 
increase impacts.  

Small impacts were estimated for strategies 8 and 7, outside the repository 
block. The prospect of lateral diversion from the repository, through one or 
more faults, supplying FM flow in the vicinity of the excavations, was 
considered remote. Strategy 6 was thought to result in generally low impacts 
except for the 99th percentile at which uncertainty as to the possibility of a 
"lost" borehole interacting with future FM flow conditions was an important 
factor.  

PERFORMANCE IMPACTS FOR DISTRIBUTED FRACTURE FLOW 

For the DF flow regime, interaction of openings with distributed flow is 
limited by the areal and depth extent of openings as discussed in Section 
2.6.1.6.2. Excavated openings could provide pathways for matrix flow through 
backfill and other engineered materials, and flow in the modified permeability 
zone. However, this could have little performance impact depending on the 
travel time and transport phenomena along disturbed pathways, relative to 
undisturbed (pre-excavation) pathways.  

if conditions that could lead to DF flow conditions are discovered in only 
a porticn of the CHn unit at Yucca Mountain (e.g., zeo 1 itic facies), there is a 
possibility that waste emplacement could be restricted to areas that are not
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upgradient from such conditions. However, this conjecture leads to ambiguity in 
the current decision basis for CHn unit characterization, and was not emphasized 
in the impact assessment process.  

The ability to seal openings under DF conditions may be similar to the 
sealing capabilities already demonstrated by the Swedish program (Pusch et al., 
1987a,b,c). Plugs inhibit flow in either direction between known natural 
conduits and waste emplacement areas.  

In general, for 50th percentile estimates the impacts are thought to be 
small, and less than the estimate produced in Section 2.6.1.6.2 for distributed 
flow. That estimate is thought to be highly conservative, particularly because 
it assumes infinite backfill conductivity and diversion of all influx to the 
lowest part of the underground openings.  

One possible flow phenomenon leading to significant impact could occur if 
there is much influx of water from open, highly saturated fractures into 
backfilled/sealed openings. If the backfill is conductive enough relative to 
the rock matrix conductivity, and possibly the bulk rock mass conductivity, then 

it is conceivable that heavy influx could occur and follow backfilled openings 
for significant distances. The potential consequences could resemble the 
infinite backfill conductivity assumption made in Section 2.6.1.6.2, however, 
flow along openings could be mitigated by sealing or plugging measures (e.g., 
Pusch et al., 1987a,b,c), grade plan, etc.  

The estimate developed in Section 2.6.1.6.2 may be nonconservative with 

respect to the assumed radius of flow convergence around the openings. For 
fracture flow in a connected, highly saturated network of fractures the 
convergent radius could be larger than the two-fold effect assumed. However, 
the existence of DF flow conditions at Yucca Mountain would not necessarily 
imply saturated fractures such as were observed at Rainier Mesa. The potential 
for convergent flow over extended distances from the openings is incorporated in 

the uncertainty on impacts, at the higher percentiles. In a related matter, the 

technical panel expressed concern that perched water could accompany DF flow, 
but agreed that perched water would be unlikely over an area approaching half of 
the repository area.  

At the 90th percentile, for reasons including those stated above, the 
estimated impacts are generally much greater than the 50th percentile, and 
greater than the estimate for distributed flow developed in Section 2.6.1.6.2.  
A comparison of impact estimates in Table 2.6.1.6-10 shows comparable 
magnitudes, but more uncertainty for DF than FM flow conditions. At the 90th 

percentile, a number of reasonably likely conditions are considered potentially 
important.  

Geochemical precipitation, solution, or mineral alteration effects are 

particularly important for fracture flow. Colloidal and microbial transport 
could be important for fracture flow conditions, either because of processes 
occurring at the engineered barriers or host rock, or because of fluid/ material 
residues or sealing materials used in the CHn unit.  

Undetected faults (for example, if not distinguished from hydrologically 
insignificant fractures) could be important conduits under DF flow conditions.  

A conservative approach to plugging, sealing, and other engineered measures
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could be needed to limit effects of incorrect sealing measures (e.g., backfill 
where a low-conductivity seal is appropriate), possibly in conjunction with 
inundation from extreme changes in the water table that could be associated with 
DF flow conditions.  

As with concentrated flow conditions, "lost" boreholes are considered by 
the technical panel to potentially be the largest impact from characterization.  
Whereas the potential to drain large areas of the repository in conjunction with 
a natural flow concentrating mechanism is not great for DF flow conditions, the 
connectivity and saturation of the fracture network are not well understood at 
present, for future conditions at Yucca Mountain. Thus the 90th percentile 
impact estimates are heavily influenced by the possibility for "lost" boreholes.  

For the 99th percentile, additional effects were considered in developing 
impacts estimates. Extreme climate change from natural or anthropogenic causes 
might produce major changes in the phenomenology of fracture flow and transport.  
Flooding possibly associated with surface disruptions such as prevalent slope 
failure or faulting, could increase infiltration flux beyond estimates for 
pluvial conditions at Yucca Mountain (e.g., Czarnecki, 1985) or analog sites 
such as Rainier Mesa (Russell, 1987). Faulting or ground motion could change 
hydrologic structure or cause the water table to rise, in conjunction with 
hydrologic effects such as increased flux and water table changes that could be 
expected to occur with DF flow conditions.  

Impacts estimates for strategies 3 and 4 are comparable with slightly less 
impact ascribed to excavation in the thicker, vitric facies. Estimated impact 
at the 90th percentile is several times the estimate developed in Section 
2.6.1.6.2, because of uncertainty as discussed above.  

Strategies 2 and 5 are estimated to produce impacts that are about an order 
of magnitude greater than for 3 or 4. Drifting and fault exploration planned 
for the extensive strategies increases the likelihood of intercepting fracture 
flow conditions, and for concentrating influx into natural conduits.  

For the strategies involving excavation only outside the repository block, 
the likelihood of exceeding the impact estimate based on geometric 
considerations (Section 2.6.1.6.2) was judged to be very small.  
Phenomenological uncertainty was offset by the low probability of significant 
lateral diversion, for outside excavations. As with other flow conditions, the 
impact of Strategy 6, which includes underground drilling within the block and 
penetrating much of the CHn unit, is judged to be significant at low probability 
levels consistent with the estimated likelihood that such borings would be 
"lost." 

PERFORMIANCE IMPACTS FOR SLOW MATRIX FLOW 

Generally, impacts associated with SM flow conditions are judged to be very 
small. The amount of water entering the drifts would be substantially limited 
for unsaturated, matrix flow conditions. For saturation increase near the 
underground openings, some localized increase of flux can be expected from the 
results of Philip (1985) and Freshley et al. (1985), however, this effect is 
locacized. The panel appeals to the arguments reviewed in Section 8.4.3 of the
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SCP, and to analyses such as Fernandez et al. (1987), to support the idea that 
possible impacts are encompassed by the impact estimate of Section 2.6.1.6.2, 
even at the 99th percentile of cumulative probability.  

Drying effects are judged by the panel to be marginally significant for 
strategies involving excavation within the repository block. Analysis of this 
effect under hydrologic conditions corresponding to SM flow conditions is 
presented by Hopkins et al. (1987).  

Significant magnitudes for the impact measure were assessed for slow matrix 
flow, principally because according to the definition, other modes of flow may 
be present in relatively small amounts. Limited fracture flow, or flow in fault 
zones, were identified as possible contributors of additional flow under SM flow 
conditions. Differences among the strategies are explained in the discussion of 
impact estimates for the other flow regimes.  

2.6.1.6.5 Summary of potential impacts 

The impacts estimates presented in Table 2.6.1.6-10 and discussed above are 
heavily influenced by the geometric/flux-based arguments developed in Section 
2.6.1.6.2. The technical panel used its knowledge of flow and transport 
phenomena, and available published information, to provide additional resolution 
of impact magnitude. The impact measure is presented in Table 2.6.1.6-10 as the 
percentiles of cumulative distributions for each alternative strategy, for each 
flow regime. In this way the panel quantified its uncertainty as to impact 
magnitude. The uncertainty is associated with incomplete understanding of basic 
processes, and acknowledgment of low-probability events and conditions which may 
disrupt the function of the CHn unit as a barrier.  

At several junctures in the assessment process, the technical panel stated 
that the resolution of these estimates is on the order of ±0.01, so comparisons 
between strategies should be made only for differences in the impact measure 
which exceed this amount. In general, impacts are estimated to be small. Where 
the magnitude of the impact measure varies from unity by less than 0.01, the 
panel distinguishes no significant impact to performance.  

As defined in Section 2.5.1.2, the impact measure is a factor that is 
multiplied by the measure of radionuclide inventory transported through the CHn 
unit. Table 2.6.1.6-10 reports the cumulative distributions developed for the 
relative impact measure, for each test strategy, and each flow regime. The 
impacts for all flow regimes are combined with assessments of available 
inventory, CHn unit performance, and saturated zone performance, using the 
updated (posterior) probabilities of those regimes. The result is a measure of 
aqueous releases from the total system that differs slightly from the measure of 
releases with impacts from charcaterization.  

Characterization impacts are factored into estimates for transport through 
"the CHn unit, and the resulting distributions represent aqueous releases from 
-he total system, including the effects for the four flow regimes. Because the 
probabilistic system model is linear, the difference in performance because of 
cnaracterization impacts can be separated as a distribution for each strategy.  
The resulting cumulative distributions for net difference in releases, including
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the four flow regimes, are tabulated in Table 2.6.1.6-11. These distributions 
are calculated from the discretized distributions so that although impacts were 
elicited from the technical panel at the 10th, 50th, 90th, and 99the percentiles 
(Table 2.6.1.6-10), the cumulative distributions are tabulated at the 10th, 
90th, and 99th. Note the extreme skewness of the distributions in Table 
2.6.1.6-11, such that the expected value is greater than the 99th percentile in 
every case. Estimates of the type described in in Section 2.6.1.6.2, based on 
geometric and flow limiting considerations, were generally considered in the 
elicitation process to represent impacts at around the 90th percentile. For 
50th and 99th percentiles, assessed impacts were significantly less than and 
greater than those estimates, respectively.  

The expected value for aqueous releases without characterization impact of 
any kind is R=l.5xl0- 4 . Expected aqueous releases with characterization impacts 
are presented in Table 2.6.1.6-12 for each of the eight strategies. The table 
also shows a relative impact calculated from the difference between expected 
release with and without characterization, normalized by the expected release 
without characterization. The significance of the magnitude of expected release 
is discussed in Section 2.6.1.8.
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Table 2.6.1.6-11. Effects of each of the eight test strategies on aqueous
releases from the total system; estimated 
net difference in performance measure R.

distributions on

Percentile from Discretized Net Impact/Release 
Cumulative Distributions 

Expected 

Strategy # 10th 90th 99th Value 

1 -7.10 x 10-9 6.00 x 10-8 3.22 x 10-6 4.71 x 10-6 

2 -1.32 x 10-8 2.62 x 10-9 8.30 x 10-6 2.01 x 10-5 
3 -6.98 x 10-9 1.13 x 10-10 3.02 x 10-6 4.16 x 10-6 
4- -2.13 x 10-9 1.08 x 10-10 2.66 x 10-6 3.52 x 10-6 

5 -1.32 x 10-8 2.84 x 10-9 8.30 x 10-6 2.01 x 10-5 
6 -4.20 x 10-11 2.82 x 10-10 8.25 x 10-7 2.95 x 10-6 

7 -6.37 x 10-11 3.54 x 10-11 8.85 x 10-8 1.60 x 10-7 

8 -5.00 x 10-11 5.38 x 10-11 8.50 x 10-8 1.33 x 10

System 
Performance 
w/no Impacts 3.04 x 10-12 2.03 x 10-6 4.70 x 10-4 1.51 x 10-4 

Table 2.6.1.6-12. Expected aqueous releases from the total system, with 
characterization impact from alternative strategies.  
(expected releases without characterization = R' = 
1.5xl0^-4.) 

Strategy # Description R-R' (R-R')/R' 

2 (or 5) Extensive, inside 2.0x10-5  13% 
Extensive, outside SE; plus 

limited, inside NE; plus 
add'l. SBT 4.7x10- 6  3% 

3 Limited, inside NE 4.2x10- 6  3% 
4 Limite, inside S 3.5x10- 6  2% 
6 SBT (in additon to SCP 

program) 3.0x10- 6  2% 
7 Extensive, outside SE; plus 

add'l. SBT 1.6x10-7  <1% 
8 Limited, outside SE; plus 

add'l. SBT 1.3x10- 7 <1%
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2.6.1.7 Value Inputs to the VOI Study

Two types of value inputs were used in the VOI study: (1) direct cost of 
each characterization strategy (see Appendix B), and (2) value input reflecting 
possible changes in future decisions which may come about because of results 
from CHn unit characterization. The cost figures from Appendix B are used to 
develop and analyze VOI model results in Section 2.6.1.8. The second category 
of value inputs is discussed below.  

Once the results from a testing strategy are known, an updated (posterior) 
performance distribution can be created. This new information augments the 
basis for an "act as if" decision (see Section 2.5.1.1). Briefly, the "act as 
if" decision concept is used to represent the complicated decisions that will be 
required of the DOE in the process of license application, licensing, const
ruction, operation, and closure of a Yucca Mountain repository (Figure 
2.6.1.7-1). Although many decisions are actually involved, future use of the 
results from CHn unit characterization is aggregated into one decision for the 
purpose of the VOI model.  

The "act as if" decision is defined as determination of the license 
application design of the repository, including configuration of the engineered 
barriers, and subsequent con~truction, operation, and closure of the repository.  
If the "act as if" decision is wrong, then there is the possibility that Yucca 
Mountain would be abandoned and another site would be sought. Further, if the 
"act as if" decision is wrong the repository could be built, but ultimately 
decormjissioned upon discovery of critical information.  

The test strategies considered by the CHRBA differ with respect to the 
potential to reduce uncertainty. In principle, with sufficient reduction of 
uncertainty regarding CHn unit performance, there is reduced likelihood of 
making an inappropriate "act as if" decision. The "act as if" decision is 
further defined according to the numerical expectation of waste isolation 
performance that is used as the basis for repository design, construction, etc 
(Figure 2.6.1.7-2). The following intervals for the performance measure 
(defined in Section 2.5.1.2) were defined: 

R < 0.01 
0.01 < R < 0.1 
0.i < R < 1.0 
1.0 < R 

The numeric values above (e.g., R > 1.0) refer to the regulatory release 
limits defined in 40 CFR 191, App. A. Whereas the 40 CFR 191 standard is 
probabilistic at the 0.1 and 0.001 complementary probability levels, the R value 
used in the value input portion of the VOI model refers to the expectation. It 
is assumed that this approximation is adequate for a decision model given the 
approximate nature of the performance model and the uncertainty of the 
geotechnical and managemenet inputs.  

Because the four ranges above apply to both the actual releases and the 
"act as if" decision basis, there are a total of 16 possible combinations to be 
evaluated. A management panel was convened in Denver on June 7, 8, and 9, 1990, 
to provide value input to the VOL model. The assessment process did not
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directly assess all 16 combinations, but rather compared them four at a time to 
facilitate consistency and discussion. First, the possible combinations 
corresponding to each "actual" release interval were ranked, and scaled between 
(and including) 0 and 100. The four "best" and the four "worst" of the 16 
combinations were ranked and scaled relatively. Then several intermediate 
combinations were scaled relative to the overall "best" and "worst" combinations 
to check the scale. In this manner a utility scale was developed, based on the 
preferences of the management panel.  

Because the result of a correct decision (R "act as if" = R "actual") is 
correct action, these outcomes were given a value of 100 on the utility scale, 
and assigned a consequential cost of zero. Severe (more than 100-fold) 
underprediction of releases was regarded as the "worst" overall outcome and 

assigned 0 on the utility scale and consequential cost of $25 billion. This 

very rough cost estimate accounts for possible regulatory rejection, lost spent 
cost of a constructed repository, retrieval of waste from an operational 
repository, decommissioning, and siting of an alternative disposal system.  

Combinations that were intermediate on the utility scale, were assigned 
consequential costs proportional to the utility value, normalized between 0 and 

$25 billion. The resulting scale is indicated in the third column of Table 
2.6.1.7-1. Further discussion resulted in refinement and adjustment of the 

utility values and interpolated costs associated with intermediate combinations.  
The results are posted in the two righthand columns of Table 2.6.1.7-1, and fall 
into four general categories: 

1. The "worst" category for underpredicting releases that actually exceed 
the regulatory limits, or predicting that releases will exceed the 
limits when they actually will not.  

2. The "intermediate" category for greatly underpredicting releases that 
are close to, but do not actually exceed the limits 

3. The "low" category for moderately underpredicting releases that 
actually do not exceed the limits, or overpredicting releases such that 
the prediction does not exceed the limits.  

4. The "zero" consequential cost category for correct results.  

The greatest estimated costs were explained as the result of rejection of 

the Yucca Mountain site either because of underestimating or overestimating 
releases. The manner and timing for such rejection could differ for 
underprediction and overprediction, but spent cost and the cost of siting an 

alternative system were judged to be similar. For combinations involving 
underpredicting releases that are actually above the regulatory limits, it was 

assumed that the error would be recognized during construction/operation of the 

repository, and possibly early during this period. The consequences of 
overpredicting releases such that the site would be rejected incorrectly, were 

judged to be equally undesirable by the management panel. The panel responded 

strongly that carrying out the program in a timely way is necessary for growth 

in the nuclear power industry, and public acceptance of nuclear power. The 

panel judged that the importance of nuclear power, and thus the imoortance of 

accurate information for licensing a repository, could increase significantly 

over the next few decades because of energy security issues.
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Table 2.6.1.7-1. Value inputs from the management panel (June 1990) for 16 
combinations of "actual" releases and "act as if" predicted 
releases. The measure of expected performance (R) is defined 
in Section 2.5.1.1.

"Actual" "Act as if" Utility Consequential 
Release Release Scale Adjusted Cost, $biilions 
Level Prediction Value Utility (Adjusted) 

i.0 < R R < 0.0 0 0 25 
R < 0.01 1.0 < R 1.2 1.2 24.7 

0.01 < R < 0.1 1.0 < R 1.6 1.6 24.6 
0.1 < R < 1.0 1.0 < R 2.0 2.0 24.5 

1.0 < R 0.01 < R < 0.1 5.3 5.3 23.7 
1.0 < R 0.1 < R < 1.0 10.7 10.7 22.3 
0.1 < R < 1.0 R < 0.01 31.4 40.0 15.  
0.1 < R < 1.0 0.01 < R < 0.1 69.0 88.0 3.  

R < 0.01 0.1 < R < 1.0 75.3 92.0 2.  
0.01 < R < 0.1 R < 0.01 78.7 92.0 2.  

R < 0.01 0.01 < R < 0.i 85.2 95.0 1.3 
0.01 < R < 0.1 0.1 < R < 1.0 88.5 95.0 1.3 

R < 0.01 R < 0.01 100. 100. 0.  
0.01 < R < 0.1 0.01 < R < 0.1 100. 100. 0.  

0.1 < R < 1.0 0.1 < R < 1.0 100. 100. 0.  
R > 1.0 1.0 < R 100. 100. 0.  

The intermediate category represents some disagreement among the panelists 
as to how low the performance threshold for licensability of the repository 
really is relative to the regulatory limits. One faction maintained that if 
releases are predicted to be very small (and this is used as the "act as if" 
decision basis), and later discovered to "actually" be just below the limits, 
then this will be perceived by the regulatory community such that the effect 
will be the same as if the "actual" performance exceeded the limits.  
Accordingly, a high cost ($15 billion) is associated with this combination even 
though neither the actual releases nor the "act as if" prediction involves R > 
1.0.  

The low category includes the cost of possible delays because of the 
discovery of information that shows the "act as if" basis is a moderate 
underprediction. In addition this category includes the cost of overdesigning 
the engineered barriers (e.g., waste container) because of overprediction of 
releases. It is generally assumed that the Yucca Mountain site is not 
abandoned, but the cost of implementing a disposal system there is increased 
significantly.
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By this simple method, a cost was associated with each outcome on the 
decision tree represented by Figure 2.5.1.1-2. The tree was then "rolled back" 
using Bayes' rule as discussed in Section 2.5.1.1, summing to include all 
branches for each strategy in the decision tree, yielding an aggregated 
probabilistic cost associated with each strategy. The final total cost was 
obtained by adding the direct cost of each strategy to the probabilistic 
consequential cost. All costs are expressed in nondiscounted dollars.
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2.6.1.8 VOI Model Results and Sensitivity

This section summarizes the geotechnical, cost, and value inputs and 
presents the VOI model results which combine all of these inputs. The VOI model 
results, including the different categories of inputs, were presented to the 
Nuclear Waste Technical Board and staff from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
in July, 1990. In addition, this material was discussed again at technical 
exchanges with the Board, and with the NRC staff, which were held in October, 
1990.  

Description of the VOI decision model, and of the geotechnical conceptual 
models underlying the geotechnical inputs, is provided respectively in Sections 
2.5.1.1 and 2.5.1.2. Recommendations from the overall risk/benefit analysis, 
which also includes a multi-attribute utility analysis, are presented in Section 
2.7.  

DISCUSSION OF MODEL INPUTS 

The categories of geotechnical inputs are: prior probabilities of flow 
regimes ("priors"), test likelihood estimates, available inventory, CHn unit 
transport, saturated zone reduction of cumulative 10,000-yr releases, and 
relative impact from characterization on transport through the CHn unit. These 
categories are discussed respectively in Sections 2.6.1.1 through 2.6.1.6.  

The inputs which correspond to the undisturbed behavior of the natural 
setting are the priors, available inventory, CHn unit transport, and saturated 
zone reduction of cumulative releases. These have been combined to produce 
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for cumulative 10,000-yr releases to 
the accessible environment (Figure 2.6.1.8-1). The curves show the contribu
tions of available inventory, CHn transport, and saturated zone reduction, as 
these are cascaded in the model. The curves can be interpreted as showing that 
each of the barriers modeled (engineered barriers/host rock, CHn unit, saturated 
zone) separately provides significant waste isolation performance. In other 
words, only a portion of the site performance can be allocated to the CHn unit, 
and expected aqueous releases from the total system will likely be well below 
the regulatory standard whether or not the CHn unit is characterized.  

Figure 2.6.1.8-1 represents the aggregation of results over all four flow 
regimes, using weights which are based on the priors. A standard method was 
used To produce these curves, and involves discretizing each elicited CDF (see 
Section 2.6.1.3), and using the probability "weights" and corresponding values 
of the performance measure to recast the CDF as a "mass function" with discrete 
"mass-points" corresponding to the branches on a tree such as Figure 2.5.1.1-6.  
This function may be integrated to reproduce a CDF that represents the elicited 
inputs. As more discretized functions are cascaded in the model, the resultant 
CDF appears smoother because the number of mass-points (branches) contributing 
to the result increases.
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It is important to point out that the technical inputs represented by 
Figure 2.6.1.8-1 do not constitute a performance assessment (PA), as the term is 
presently used by the high-level waste management community. Although 
expert judgment is an important and possibly indispensable part of PA (National 
Research Council, 1990; Bonano et a!., 1990) the CDFs generated by the CHRBA 
probably rely too much on expert judgment to be construed as PA. However, the 
process used to develop these CDFs is appropriate as part of the present 
decision aiding methodology in support of CHn unit characterization.  

The two categories of assessments not incorporated in Figure 2.6.1.8-1 are 
relative impact from characterization, and test likelihood. As pointed out in 
Section 2.6.1.6, the estimated impact from CHn unit characterization produces 
only a very small change in the CDF for aqueous release from the total system 
(Figure 2.6.1.8-2). Incorporating impact estimates makes little difference in 
results such as Figure 2.6.1.8-1.  

Although there appear to be significant differences among the strategies 
with respect to the probability of achieving correct results (see Section 
2.6.1.2), the information gained from testing does not have a large impact on 
the prediction of site performance. Figure 2.6.1.8-3 illustrates this point by 
comparing the CDF for aqueous release from the total system under the DF flow 
regime (greatest releases), with the CDF based on the prior probabilities of 
all the flow regimes. The latter curve represents the current knowledge of the 
technical panel. The DF curve represents the maximum change that could result 
from testing. The two curves are very close together, and both plot well below 
the regulatory release limits. Thus while testing reduces uncertainty, the 
reduction is unimportant relative to the difference between current 
understanding of site performance (as developed for the VOI study) and the 
regulatory limits.  

Value inputs described in Section 2.6.1.7 are plotted against alternatives 
for the "act as if" decision, in Figure 2.6.1.8-4. The figure is a graphical 
depiction of the relationship between values for combinations of actual and "act 
as if" (predicted) releases, and is annotated with the probabilities associated 
with each actual release interval. By far the most significant interval is R < 
0.01; the sum of probabilities for all other intervals is less than 3 x 1C-4.  
This is partly due to the selection of intervals near the R = 1 level 
corresponding to the regulatory limits. However, these intervals define the 
range where the "act as if" decision should be most sensitive to CHn test 
result.C 

RESULTS OF VOI MODEL 

The VOI model results combine geotechnical inputs (discussed above), cost 
estimates (Appendix B), and value inputs from Table 2.6.1.7-1. The results are 
depicted in Figure 2.6.1.8-5, and consist of a cost value associated with each 
strategy, and a cost associated with the option to do no CHn testing beyond the 
SCP program. These results were obtained by "rolling back" the decision tree 
(Ficure 2.5.1.1-6) as described in Section 2.5.1.1. These costs are the sum of 
nondiscounted direct cost estimated for each strategy (zero for no testing), and 

the probabi'istic cost calculated from the VOI model. The results indicate that 
no test is preferred.
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The no-testing result may be attributed to several possible causes.  
Expected aqueous releases from the total system are orders of magnitude below 
the regulatory limits, and test results are not likely to change that view.  
Test costs are relatively high, such that cheaper tests may be optimal. The 
accuracy of CHn unit testing is limited by interpretive errors related to flow 
regim.es that do not presently exist at the site. Even the most "accurate" tests 
are constrained by uncertain boundary conditions over the 10,000-yr performance 
period, such that the maximum probability of achieving correct results is 
roughly 0.8 for Strategy 2 or 5.  

SENSITIVITY OF VOI RESULTS 

An analysis was conducted to identify possible sensitivity in the VOI model 
that could permit plausible changes in methodology or conceptual orientation to 
shift the outcome. The sensitivity testing effort was undertaken partly as a 
standard element of decision-aiding methodology, and partly in response to 
comments received at public meetings where the material was presented.  

Sensitive methodology was investigated by employing alternative schemes for 
aggregating the judgments of experts from the technical panel, including the use 
of alternative panel viewpoints (optimist, pessimist). During the elicitation 
process aggregation was performed using arithmetic averaging for priors, test 
likelihood, and relative impact factor, and using geometric averaging for 
available inventory, CHn transport, and saturated zone cumulative release 
reduction factor. The CDF for aqueous releases from the total system was 
recomputed using arithmetic aggregation for CHn transport and the saturated zone 
reduction factor. The results are plotted in Figure 2.6.1.8-6, and indicate 
that arithmetic aggregation does not change the VOI model result when applied to 
either of these inputs. (Nor would a change result if applied to both.) 
Arithmetic aggregation was not applied to the available inventory input because 
the comparison would necessitate reelici-tation of the CHn transport function.  

Sensitive methodology was also investigated by defining "optimist" and "pessimist" viewpoints for aggregation of test likelihood assessments. For the "optimist"/"pessimist" views respectively, the highest/lowest probability among 
the panelists was selected for each result, and results that are required to be 
complementary were normalized. The recalculated values are tabulated in Tables 
2.6.1.2-2 and -3. Figure 2.6.1.8-7 plots CDFs for aqueous releases from the 
total system (which are computed from posterior probabilities) using the 
"optimist," "pessimist," and arithmetically averaged test likelihood functions 
for Strategy 2 or 5. The curves differ slightly, indicating that the VOI model 
result is insensitive to plausible changes in test likelihood estimates.  

Sensitivity of conceptual orientation was tested in two ways: (1) by 
determining the smallest factor by which aqueous releases from the total system 
would be multiplied, in order to support a recommendation for testing; and (2) 
by investigating combinations of extreme model inputs. The first exercise found 
that releases would have to be roughly 108 times greater, for the 
value-of-information (as defined) to support a recommendation for any of the 
eight test strategies.
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For the second exercise a series of cases was run wherein the available 
inventory, flow regime, CHn transport, and saturated zone performance, were 
fixed at various "bad" values or treated as uncertain (i.e. represented by a 
weighted combinations representing all possible flow regimes). The results are 
presented in Table 2.6.1.8-1. Each row of this table represents a sensitivity 
test in which certain elements of the probabilistic model are held fixed at 
extreme levels. Columns 2 through 5 represent those elements of the model, which 
are manipulated as follows: 

Column 2: The available inventory ("source term") is set to the highest 
level from its discretized distribution ("High") except for case 3, in 
which the available inventory is set to a level that includes the 
dependence on flow regime, and the attendant uncertainty, as elicited 
from the technical panel ("Uncertain").  

Column 3: The flow condition (flow regime) is set to distributed 
fracture flow ("DF") except for case 5, in which the all the four flow 
regimes are considered ("Uncertain").  

Column 4: Transport through the CHn unit (given the available inventory 
on the top of the unit)'is set to the highest level from its discretized 

distribution ("High") except for case 4, in which CHn transport is set 
to a level that includes the dependence on flow regime and available 
inventory, and the attendant uncertainty, as elicited from the technical 
panel.  

Column 5: The factor for reduction of cumulative releases in the 
saturated zone is set to 1.0 indicating no reduction, except for case 2, 
in which the factor is set to a level that includes uncertainty as 
elicited from the technical panel ("Uncertain").  

The final two columns of Table 2.6.1.8-1 give the expected release E(R) for 
the case, and the probability that releases will be less than the EPA limits, 
p(R<=I). The results from the five tests are as follows: 

Case 1 is a "worst" case with high available inventory, DF flow regime, 
high CHn transport, and no perfor- mance contribution from the saturated 
zone. Because the inputs are all held fixed, the output is a 
non-distributed, deterministic value as noted.  

Case 2 is the same as the "worst" except the assessed performance of the 
saturated zone is taken into account. The probability that R<=1 is 
greater than 90%. The case shows that the saturated zone is expected to 
reduce releases by more than two orders of magnitude.  

Case 3 is the same as the "worst" except the assessed distribution of 
the available inventory is included. This case shows that the 
engineered barriers and host rock are expected to reduce releases by one 
to two orders of magnitude. The probability that R<=l is >99.9%, which 
is higher than case 2 because of differences in the shapes of the 
distributions for available inventory and the saturated zone reduction 
fatctr.

2.6.1.8-1l



Case 4 is the same as the "worst" except the assessed distribution for 
CHn unit transport is included. The CHn unit is expected to reduce 
releases by more than an order of magnitude. The probability that R<=l 
4s >>99.9%, which again is higher than case 2 because of differences in 
-he shapes of the distributions for CHn transport and the saturated zone 
reduction factor.  

Case 5 is like the "worst" except that the influence of the different 
flow regimes is taken into account. Releases are computed for each flow 
regime, setting the available inventory and CHn unit transport at "high" 
levels for that flow regime. The results for all four flow regimes are 
combined based on probabilities elicited from the technical panel. This 
test shows that the flow regime concept reduces the expected release by 
a factor of 5 or 6. The probability that R>=l is >>99.9%, which again 
is higher than case 2 because of differences in the probabilistic 
dependence.  

These results show the relative contributions of the major barriers 
identified in the study: engineered barriers/host rock (availble inventory), CHn 
unit, and saturated zone. According to the model, the CHn unit is an effective 
barrier but does not dominate system performance as assessed. Note also that 
while the maximum reduction in expected releases is provided by the saturated 
zone element of the model, the uncertainty is relatively high, so that the 
probability p(R<=l) is actually less than for the other barriers.  

DISCUSSION 

Saturated zone performance, and to some extent the performance of the 
engineered barriers and host rock, reduce the sensitivity of total system 
performance to the characteristics of the CHn unit. Thus decision makers are 
permitted extra confidence that impacts from characterization of the CHn unit 
will not compromise the ability of the site to isolate waste. Moreover, the 
additional information from characterization may lead to the conclusion that 
impacts to CHn unit performance are very small.  

After being presented with the VOI model results (i.e., no-testing 
recommendation), both the technical panel and the management panel (convened in 
June 1990) expressed a preference for testing. This suggests one or both of the 
following: 

1. Decision makers place high value on high confidence, even at extremely 
low levels of releases (e.g., R = 10- 8 ). However, this level of 
sensitivity was not noted in the value assessments discussed in Section 
2.6.1.7.  

2. Alternatively, there is a value to testing that is not captured well by 
the VOi model.
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Based on the geotechnical inputs, the technical panel formulated a 
preliminary recommendation that was transmitted to the Exploratory Shaft 
Facility Alternatives Study (ESFAS) according to prior agreement. Both the 
agreement and the preliminary recommendation transmittal are included in 
Appendix C.  

PRELIMINARY CHRBA RECOMMENDATION (JUNE 1990) 

The panel used the geotechnical inputs to develop a position that there are 
important differences in test accuracy among the strategies, and waste isolation 
impacts from even the most intrusive strategy are probably minor, therefore the 

ESFAS should plan for extensive excavation within the repository block (i.e.  

Strategy 2 or 5). The recommendation states clearly that extensive excavation 
is not necessarily recommended, rather, that the capability should be designed 

into the facility. The reasons given for ignoring the VOi model result are also 

clearly stated, and include recognition of subsystem performance objectives in 

addition to total system performance, evaluation of alternative conceptual 
models, and the need to develop scientific and regulatory consensus.  

Table 2.6.1.8-1. Sensitivity study of extreme VOI model inputs.  

Case Avail. Flow CHn Sat. Single Variable Results: # 

Inventory Condition Transport Zone E(R) p(R<=1) 

1 High DF Hiah None 32 (see note 4) N/A 
2 High DF High Uncertain 0.11 0.95 

3 Uncertain DF High None 0.47 0.9998 
4 High DF Uncertain None 2.2 0.9999 
5 High Uncertain High None 5.5 0.9999 

Notes: 1. E(R) = expected magnitude of release measure R 
2. p(R<=-) = probability that the release measure is less than or 

equal to one 
3. Case 1 = "worst" case; Case 2 = includes saturated zone performance 

with "worst" case; Case 3 = include distribution on available 
inventory with "worst" case; Case 4 = include CHn performance with 
"worst" case; Case 5 = aggregate "worst" conditions over all flow 
regimes 

4. Deterministic point value
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2.6.2 THE MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITY ANALYSIS

2.6.2.1 Overview of the Analysis 

Section 2.5.2.4.1 presented an overview of the multiattribute utility 
analysis approach. The next few sections describe how the approach was applied 
and the results. Figure 2.6.2.1-1 repeats the overall flowchart of the analysis 
first presented in Section 2.5.2, since it is a graphical outline of this 
section. As indicated in the figure, the analysis is essentially a process of 
developing performance data on each of five attributes, or dimensions, for each 
of the eight test strategies, then evaluating those five-element vectors with a 
multiattribute utility function. For three of the five attributes, residual 
risk, phasing potential and cost, the data were developed ancillary to the MUA 
effort. The bulk of the effort for the MUA was spent collecting and analyzing 
the judgmental data that is the basis for the other two attributes: scientific 
confidence and delay. That effort was divided between two primary sources of 
expertise: a technical panel and a regulatory/management panel.  

The technical panel was consulted to develop the measure of scientific 
confidence. In addition, the structure of that measure was used by the 
regulatory/management panel in their development of a different measure of 
scientific confidence used to estimate regulatory delay. The regulatory/ 
management panel, on the other hand, assessed delay, and assessed the 
multiattribute utility function for evaluating the test strategies. The MUA 
effort consisted mostly of asking structured sets of questions of the members of 
the two panels, then processing the results. The next two sections are 
organized along the lines of the two main analysis activities: assessing 
scientific confidence using the technical panel, and evaluating the test 
strategies, using the regulatory/management panel and inputs from the technical 
panel. While Section 2.5.2 presented the methodology, this section presents the 
actual methods employed, the data collected, how it was analyzed, and the 
results.
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2.6.2.2 SCIENTIFIC CONFIDENCE

2.6.2.2.1 Inputs and Calculations 

Figure 2.6.2.2.1-1 presents the flowchart for the scientific confidence 
multiattribute utility analysis. It was discussed in Section 2.5.2, and is used 
here as a guide to the inputs and data development of the analysis. The results 
of every step in the flowchart are presented in the tables included in this 
section. Note also that every box but one in the flowchart involves an 
assessment or elicitation from the technical panel.  

The technical panel was selected for expertise in the specialties 
identified in the plan (YMP/90-3): geology, hydrology, performance assessment, 
geophysics, regulatory, and mining engineering. Members were asked several 
different types of questions, in different formats, in each of the different 
steps of the analysis. The process began at the bottom of the flowchart, with 
the identification of the twelve features and fifteen issues that form the 
backbone of the scientific confidence assessment.  

A feature was defined as a physical location where one learns something 
about a technical issue. Table 2.6.2.2.1-1 lists the features as new titles.  
The first five features represent structural discontinuities within and adjacent 
to the repository block. Feature F represents unknown features, such as basaltic 
dikes, perched water, ore bodies, and fault zones that have not been encountered 
during current site investigations, but may be present and undetected within the 
repository block. The next three features, G through I, account for the major 
stratigraphic facies within the Calico Hills unit. Feature J represents 
locations where contrasting permeabilities are encountered. Site hydrochemistry 
(feature K) represents locations to extract pore water in the unsaturated zone 
for water chemistry analyses. Finally, feature L represents locations of 
similar rock outside of the repository block for aggressive testing that would 
be prohibited inside the block. This suite of features is intended to provide 
access to the types of data needed to address the set of technical issues 
described below. Table 2.6.2.2.1-1 provides an assessment of how well each of 
the eight testing strategies access each of twelve features of the Calico Hills 
unit.  

For purposes of the evaluation, the test strategies were used as defined in 
Section 2.4 of this report. Therefore, if a test strategy comes near a feature, 
but does not intercept the feature, no credit was given to the strategy for 
accessing this feature. Each test strategy was ranked to evaluate the extent to 
which the strategy provides access to each feature (see Table 2.6.2.2.1-1). A 
ranking of 0 means that the test strategy would provide no access to a feature 
so the strategy would provide no benefit over the baseline SCP program. One 
check indicates that the test strategy would provide limited access to a feature 
by analogy or limited means, such as similar rock outside the block, or by 
borehole access to the feature. A ranking of two checks means the feature would 
be accessed by drifting, but only to a limited extent in the repository block.  
Three checks indicates that the testing strategy provides the maximum reasonable 
access to the feature. For example, extensive drifting within the block provides 
the maaximum amount of information on the stratigraphic facies within the 
repository block consistent with reasonable scope of characterization.
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-i. Mapping from strategies to site characterization.

TABLE 1. MAPPING FROM STRATEGIES TO SITE CHARACTERISTICS.

Date:Name: 
Round:

Site features explored/ Alternative strategies 
characteristics5 
investigated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

A. Ghost Dance fault #N V+q 4N, 

B. Drill Hole wash q f'd'd4 q i 4'I'f 4 ' ' 

C. Solitario Canyon fault N I 

D. Abandoned Wash fault 'I' 77 

E. Imbricate normal fault v'' *' 'I'd 
zone (east) 

F. Unknown features (incl. 4-; 
PW, dikes, orebodies, etc.) 

G. Vitric facies 4' +I' I _1 ' i 

!H. Zeolitic facies ý 4  44 4I 4I 

I. CHn facies transition I -i ' 

iJ. Permeability contrasts/ 1 N4' " ' 44I 4 4 

capillary barriers 

K. Site hydrochemist vNc IN 

. Si-ilar rock conditions 444 '444 V4 
outside the block

Nomenclature 
ýýN' = Strategy incorporates an approach that is the maximum reasonable 

(e.g., extensive drifting, as defined, for study of facies).  
ý'V = Feature is directly investigated but to limited extent in the block 

(e.g., limited excavation of Ghost Dance fault, only in the north).  
= Feature is investigated by analogy or limited technique (e.g., 

borehole investigation of faults).  
= Strategy offers no benefit over baseline SCP program (e.g., limited 

outside excavation to the north, for study of Abandoned Wash fault).

Remarks:
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Scientific confidence defines the ability to answer questions that may be 

asked during licensing about the performance of the site. The technical panel 
defined three sets of technical issues to represent a measure of scientific 
confidence. These are maximize characterization, detect/characterize 
alternative conceptual models, and support performance confirmation Figures 

2.6.2.2.1-2a through -2c list the fifteen issues. The figures are in the form 

of placards, which were used to rank the relative importance of the issues.  

Tables 2.6.2.2.1-2 through 2.6.2.2.1-4 document the results of the technical 

panel assessments of the extent to which investigation of a feature may increase 

scientific confidence with respect to technical issues. Three rankings were 

possible: weak, investigating the feature has neglible influence on scientific 

confidence for the issue; intermediate, investigating the feature provides some 

increase in scientific confidence about the issue; and strong, investigating the 

feature provides a significant increase in scientific confidence for the issue.  

Having assessed the linkage between test strategy and feature, and between 

feature and issue, the two were put together to assess how well each test 

strategy provides a "look" at each issue via each feature. This was done by 

assessing a utility function over the different levels of possible "looks." 

Clearly, the best look is provided by the highest levels of the two linkages: 

maximum access to a feature that provides a strong linkage to the issue, i.e., 

that significantly increases confidence concerning the issue. That look is 

called, in shorthand, a "max-strong look," and becomes the basis for the index 

of scientific confidence. The weakest look would involve the lowest levels on 

the two linkages: access that offers no benefit over the baseline SCP to a 

feature that has negligible influence on confidence concerning the issue. The 

four levels of access multiplied by the three levels of influence on confidence 

result in twelve possible linkages between a feature and an issue. While logic 

dictates some of the ordering of those twelve, it does not dictate all of it.  

Beyond that, the logic of the utility evaluation requires knowledge of the 
relative value of the different levels.  

The relative values of different levels of "looks" were elicited in a 

classical von Neumann Morgenstern utility elicitation. The method is described 

in Howard Raiffa's classic Decision Analysis (Addison-Wesley, 1968), or the book 

by Keeney and Raiffa already mentioned, or any other good decision analysis 

text. The best and worst levels of looks were defined as discussed, then a 

"lottery" was specified between those two outcomes, that is, a situation where 

you have some probability "p" of getting the best look and the complementary 

probability "l-p" of getting the worst look. The technical panel was presented 

with a choice between that lottery and one of the intermediate levels for sure.  
A sample question would be: 

"Suppose we have a choice between two characterization plans, "A" and 

"B." Plan "A" would provide us with the best ("max-strong") look, 

but it may be rejected with a probability of 50 percent, leaving us 

with a fallback plan that only provides a worst look. Alternatively, 

Plan "B" is more conservative, and will provide this intermediate 

increase in confidence for sure. That is, we are sure it will be 

approved as proposed. Which plan would you prefer?"
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-2. Maximize characterization.

TABLE 2. MAXIMIZE CHARACTERIZATION 

Name: 
Date: Round: 

Issue from narrative for Site characteristics from TazleI maxim/zing characterization 
(section 1.1.1) A ýB CD E F G IH I iJ' K IL 

Collect sufficient data to statisi- ]•4IV 4V N" -q4 4 %V N,• 

cally characterize unit to standards 
of the discipline (MC-I) 

Flexibility: access to features where V• 4V t4 4 4V ,'V4 +i N!N'N N can collect data to react to obser
vations (MC-2) 

Access features important for 4 <' 'v 4 ' 4 " '4 '•'• 4 in situ, active testing of transport 
(MC-3) 

Characterize physical boundaries of 4 V 4 44 ' v' Y V 

CHn barrier, as boundary conditions 
for modeling (MC-4) 

Nomenclature 
The influence of this feature/characteristic on the particular 
aspect of confidence is: 

= Strong, investigation of this feature significantly increases confidence in the issue (e.g., access to Ghost Dance fault is important for in situ transport testing).  
= Intermediate, investigating this feature provides some increase of confidence in the issue (e.g., access to the Abandoned Wash fault may provide only limited benefit to transport testing).  = Weak, this feature has negligible influence on confidence in the 

issue 

Remarks:
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-3. Derived from discussion of alternative conceptual models.  
(paue I of 2) 

TAELE 3 (DERIVED FROM DISCUSSI-N OF ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTUAL MODELS) 

Nane: _ Date: 

Round: 

Category from narrative on Site characteristics from Table 1 

on alternative conceptuall 
modes (sect on 1 .1.2): A B C DEIF G H JI K 

Detect and characterize nonsystematic I'4 '4 v 4' i , 

spatial variability (ACM-I) 

Detect/characterize fracture/matrix ' , - ''4 
system response (ACM-2) 

Flow: detect/characterize system response 

of faults, and fractures directly influ
enced by faults (e.g., to episodic re
charae, lateral flow, etc.) (ACM-3) 

--------------- ------------------

iDetect/characterize structural or litho- N4 

logic features that could cause lateral 
flow under existing or future conditions 

(ACM-4) 

Detect/characterize structural and litho- ' ' 4 N!i 

logic features, and/or chemical and 

physical processes, causing lower retar

dation than expected, under existing or 

future conditions (ACM-5) 

'Detect/characterize Quaternary water 'NN N 

table instability (ACM-6) 

Detect/characterize impermanent rock/ ' '4 

structural characteristics due to 

n atural causes, i.e., tr:tonic and 

climatic changes (ACM-7, 

Detect/characterize potential changes in ' '' 

physical properties, geochemistry, and 

mineralogy of CHn due to repository heat 

and stress effects, and impacts from 

characterization (ACM-8) 

TABLE 3 NOMENCLATURE ON NEXT PAGE
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-3. Derived from discussion of alternative conceptual models.  
(page 2 of 2) 

'TABLE 3. CONTINUED.  

I I I ' ' I 

Ncmenclature 
The influence of this feature on the aspect of confidence is: 

44 = Strong, if this feature is investigated, confidence will be 
significantly increased (e.g., investigation of the Ghost Dance 
fault for issue ACM-3 on fault system response).  

= Intermediate, investigating this feature may improve confidence 
(e.g., investigation of Drill Hole wash, for issue ACM-3).  

= Weak, this feature has negligible influence (e.g., investigation 
of Drill Hols wash, for issue ACM-6 on Quaternary water table 
stability).  

Remarks:
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-4. Support performance confirmation.

TABLE 4. SUPPORT PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION 

Name: 
Round:

Date:

Site characteristics from Table 1 
issue from narrative for capability to 
support performance confirmation A B C D E F KG H I J iK L 

Access to features appropriate for long- -Y N' N V N' N -' V'' -Y' N Ný •! 

term testing that can be extended 
through operations: active experiments 
to study natural processes and man
caused changes to the site (SPC-1) 

Access to baseline data where man-caused N' -V ' N N N • N 
changes may occur: passive monitoring 
of direct effects of repository char., 
construction, and operation (SPC-2) 

Access to features where testing may be N I N N N N N N ' 

requested by other parties in the 
future (SPC-3)

Nenclature 
The influence of this feature on the aspect of confidence is: 

ýN' = Strong, if this feature is investigated, then confidence in this 
issue is significantly increased (e.g., investigation of Ghost 
Dance fault would facilitate long term testing).  

S = Internediate, investigating this feature may improve confidence 
(e.g., investigation of Drill Hole was could provide some benefit 
in terms of access for long-term testing).  

= Weak, this feature has negligible influence (e.g., investigation of 
the Solitario Canyon fault may provide no significant information 
where changes are likely to occur through operations).

Remarks:
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The panel was asked a structured sequence of such questions, varying the 
probabilities for Plan "A" and varying which look was available as Plan "B." 

The answers were used to derive the utility function presented in Table 
2.6.2.2.1-5. Where panel members disagreed, a majority rule was followed.  

Note from the table that if either the test-feature link or the feature
issue link is at its lowest level, the value of the total look is zero. This 
makes sense in that the lowest level of access would provide no better access 
than the baseline SCP program, so that whatever the level of feature-issue 
linkage, there can be no incremental benefit from the strategy. Likewise, the 
lowest level of feature-issue linkage is negligible influence on confidence, so 
no matter what the level of access, the value of the overall look is effectively 
zero. A von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function only carries shape 
information, and so can be arbitrarily scaled from zero to one. That scaling is 
used in this analysis. Therefore the max-strong look utility, the lower right 
hand corner of Table 2.6.2.2.1-5, is by definition 1.0. The five intermediate 
values are shown in the table.  

Each utility value in Table 2.6.2.2.1-5 has a well-defined meaning. For 
example, from the table we see that the look with a level-i test-feature link 
and a level-i feature-issue link has a utility of 0.5. That means it is worth 
half as much as a max-strong look. But more precisely, it is worth the same 
thing as a 50 percent chance "at a max-strong look. In fact, the elicitation 
included exactly that judgment. The panel felt that a 50 percent chance at a 
max-strong look, with a minimal look as the alternative, is worth the same thing 
as a level-i - level-i look for sure. The intermediate levels of utility 
provide us with "equivalent max-strong looks." That is, the level-i level-l 
look just mentioned is "equivalent to 0.5 max-strong looks." The utilities of 
various looks can be added to get the equivalent number of max-strong looks.  

The utility values of Table 2.6.2.2.1-5 were used to transform the linkage 
levels of the first four tables in this section into equivalent max-strong 
looks. The results are shown in Tables 2.6.2.2.1-6a through -6h, one for each 
test strategy. Each table very completely describes what that test strategy 
does for scientific confidence: it specifies how good a look the strategy gives 
us at each issue via each feature, in terms of equivalent max-strong looks.  
Note that each row of each table can be summed to give the equivalent number of 
max-strong looks each strategy gives for each issue. Take for example 
Table 2.6.2.2.1-6a, row 1. Test Strategy 1 would yield a set of 12 looks at 
issue 1 which are equivalent to*9.3 max-strong looks. The right-hand column of 
that table is a 15-element vector describing the scientific confidence provided 
by Test Strategy 1.  

The eight right-hand columns of Tables 2.6.2.2.1-6a through -6h are 
summarized in Table 2.6.2.2.1-7. The performance of each of the eight test 
strategies is presented in terms of a 15-element vector. The two right-hand 
columns of that table present the minimum and maximum for each row. Note that 
the strategies typically provide from 3 to 8 or from 4 to 9 max-strong looks, 
though in two cases an issue would be examined with as few as about 2 max-strong 
looks.
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-5. Utility funciion for test-issue link.

Feature- Test-Feature Link 

Issue 0 1 2 1 3 
LinkO0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0.5 0.7 0.8 
2ý 0 0.7 0.8 1 

Table 2.6.2.2.1-6a. Test Strategy 1 U(Scientic Confidence).  

ts~at: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A-1B IC ID IE I F iG I HI I I I-IKj-L I Sun 

2 .8 .8 .7 1.0 1.0 .8 .8 1.0 .8 .7 .8 1.8 10.0 

7 .8 .7 .7 1.0 1.0 . .80 .0 .0 .5 .8 .80 7"0 

8 .7.0 .5 . .8 .7.7 .8.8 .7 .7 .8 9.0 
9 .8 .7 .5 .8 .8 .7 .8 1.0 .8 .7 .8 1.0 9.  

10 .7 .0 .5 .8 .8 .7 .8 1.0 .8 .0 .8 1. 9.3 
11 .7 .7 .7 .8 1.0 .. 0. 7. -5 .7 .8 8.  
12 .7 .0 .0 .0 .8 .7 .7 .8 .7 .5 .7 .8 86.4 
93 .8 .7 .5 .8 1.0 .7 .8 1.0 .8 .7 .8 1.0 9.4 

11 .7 .7 .7 .8 1.0 .7 .7 .8 .7 ,Z .7 .8 6.8 

15 .7 .7 .5 .8 .8 .7 .7 .8 .7 .5 .7 .8 6.4 

Table 2.6.2.2.1-6b. Test Strategy 2 U(Scientific Confidence).  

F at: 2 . 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 Isue I A I B ClD I El IFI-G HI I I T I 1 Y, I ,- Lun 

1 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 9.1 
2 1.0 .8 .8 .0 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 9.4 
3 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 9.1 
4 1.0 .8 .8 .0 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 1.0 .8 .0 8.4 

5 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 9.1 
6 .8 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 8:7 

7 1.0 .7 .8 .0 .8 .8 .0 .0 .0 .8 1.0 .0 5.9 
8 .8 .0 .7 .0 .7 .8 .8 .8 1.0 1.0 .8 .0 7.4 
9 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 8.9 

10 .8 .0 .7 .0 .7 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 1.0 .0 7.0 
11 .8 .7 .8 .0 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .0- 7.9 
12 .8 .0 .0 .0 .7 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .0 P6.3 
13 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .8 .82.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .8 .10 8.8 
14 .8 .7 .0 .0 .7 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .0 7. 0 

1 15 .8 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .0 7.7



Tabile 2.6.2.2.1-6c. Test Strategy 3 U(Scientific Confidence).

Feat: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

S.8 
.7 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 . .0 .7 .8 .0 5.2 

2 .8 .7 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .8 .0 .7 .8 .0 5.4 
3 .8 .7 .0 .0 .7.7 .0 .8 .0 .7 .7 .0 5.2 4 .8 .8 .0 .o .8 .5 .0 .7 .o .7 .7 .0 5 .o 
5 .8 .7 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .8 .0 .7 .8 .0 5.z 
6 .77 .0 .0 .7 .5 .0 .9 .0 .7 . .o0 4.9 7 .8 .7 .0 .0 .8 .5 .0 .0 .0 Z .8 .0 •4.1 
1 .7 .0 .0 .0 .7 - .0 .7 .0 .7 .7 .0 4.0 
1 .8 .7 .0 .0 .7 .5 .0 .8 .0 .7 .7 .0 5.0 

10 .7 .7 .0 .0 .7 .5 .0 .7 .0 .5 .7 .0 34 11 .7 .7 .0 .0 .8 .5 .0 .7 .0 .5 .7 .0 14.6 
1 .7 .0 .0 .0 .7 .5 .0 .7 .0 .5 .7 .0 3.8 
13 .8 .7 .0 .0 .8 .5 .0 .8 .0 .7 .7 .0 5.0 
14 .7 .7 .0 .0 .7 .5 .0 .7 .0 .5 .7 .0 AS 
15 .7 .7 .0 .0 .7 .5 .0 .7 .0 .5 .7 .0 4.5 

Tatle 2.6.2.2.1-6d. Test Strategy 4 U(Scientific Confidence).  

Feat: I1. 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

bs-.-. A7I B I 7 I 0 D I E J.7 I G I HI I I T I II L I IS= 
1 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 4.  
2 .0 .0 .8 .8 .0 .7 .0 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 4.5 
3 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .7 . 0 .0 .o .7 .7 .0 43 4 .0 .0 .8 .8 .0 -5 .7 .0 .o .7 .5 .0 14.0 
s .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 4.3 
6 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 - .8 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 4.1 
7 .o .0 .0 .8 .0 - .0 .7 .0 . .7 .0 3.3 
8 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .5 .7 .0 .0 . .5 .0 .2 

9 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .5 . .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 ,4.  
10 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .5 .8 .0 .0 .0 .7 .0 3.A 
11 .0 .0 .8 .7 .0 S .7 .0 .0 5 .5 .0 3.7 
12 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 .0 .0 .5 .5 .0 2.2 
13 .0 .0 .7 .7 .0 .5 .8 .0 .0 .7 .5 .0 '3.9 

S14 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 .0 .0 .5 .5 .0 q42.2.  
15 .0 .0 .7 ,7 .0 .5 .7 .0 .0 .5 .5 .0 m 3.6
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2.6.2.2.1-6e. Test Strategy 5 U(Scientific Confidence).

Feat: 1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 211 2 | .Iss.7 A IB I c LD I E I F I G Il I I I I I K IL I s,, 
1 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 - 9.1 
2 1.8 .7 .8 .0 . .81.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 . 9.7 

S1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 1. 1.0 1.0 1.0 . 1 .0 .0 9.5.  
4 1. .8 . .7 .. 8 .8 .8 .0 1.0 .8 .0 8.4 
9 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 9.1 
1 .8 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 8.7 
7 1.0 .7 .8 .0 . . o . .0 . .8 1..0 o 5.9 
8 .8 .0 .7 .0 .0 .7 .8 .8 1.8 1.8 .8 .0 7.4 
9 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.8 .0 89.  10 .8 .0 .7 .0 .7 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0 1.0 .o 7.0 

n• .8 .7, .8 .0 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .0 7'.9 
12 .8 .0 .0 .0 .7, .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .0 6-3 
1.3 1.0 .7 .7 .0 .8 .8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .8 .0 8.8 
14 .8 .7 .0 .0 .7 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .0 7.0 
15 .8 .7 .7 .0 .7 .8 .8 .8 .. 8. .8 .0 7.7 

Tatle 2.6.2.2.1-6f. Test Strategy 6 TJ(Scientific Confidence).  

ea: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2S11 1 

1 .7 .5.5 .0.0.0 .7 .7.7 .7 .7 5 5 7 

3I.7 Z, .5.0 .0 .0 .7 .7 .7.7 .7 .7 .5.9 
4 .7 .7.7.0.0 .0 5 .5 .7.5.5 5.3 

7.7 .5 .7.0.0.0.0.0.0.5.7 S3.6 
8 .5 .0 .5 .0 .0 .0 .5 .5 .7 .7 .5 .5 4 4 
9 .7 .5.5.0.0 .0.7 .7.7 .7 .7.7 ~5:9 

10 .5.0 .-5.0.0 .0.7 .7.7 .0.73 -5 4.3 
11.Z-5.5.7.0.0.0.5.5.5 .5 .5 - A7 
12 . .0 .0 .0 .0 .5.5 .5.5 
13 .7 .5-5.0 .0 .0 .7 .7.7.7 -5.7 ~5.7 
14 .5.5 .0.0 .0.0 3-5 .5 3-5 .5-5.0 ~3.5 
15.5 .5 .5 .0 .0.0.5.5 5 .53 .5 .5 ~4.5
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-6g. Test Strategy 7 U(Scientific Confidence).

fet1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

S.7 .5 .5 .8 .7 .8 .8 .7 .8 .7 .8 .8 8.6 
2 .7 .7 .7 1.0 .8 .8 .8 .7 .8 .7 .8 .8 9.3 

3 .7 .5 .5 .8 .7 .8 .8.7.8 .7 .8 1.0 8.8 
4 .7 .7 .7 1.0 .8 .7 .7 .5 .7 .7 .7 .8 8:7 
5 .7 5.5 .8 .7 .8 .8 .7 .8 .7 .8.8 -8.6 
6 .5 .5 .5 .8 .7 .7 .8 .7 .8 ..7 .8 1.0 8,5 
7 .7 -5 .7 1.0 .8 .7 .0 .0 .0 .5 .8 .8 6.,5 

8 .5 .0 .5 .8 .7 .7 .7 .5 .8 .7 .7 .8 7.4 
9 .7 .5 .8. .7 .8 .7 .8 .7 .8 1.0 8.7 

10 .5 .0 .5 .8 .7 .7 .8 .7 .8 .0 .8 7 8 7.1 
11 .5.5 .7 .8 .8 .7 .7 .5 .7 .5 .7 .8 79 
12 .5 .0 .0 .0 .7 .7 .7 .5 .7 .5 .7 .8 5. .  
13 .7 .5 .5 .8 .8 .7 .8 .7 .8 .7 .7 1.0 8.7 
14 .5 -5 .0 .0 .7 .7 .7 .5 .7 .5 .7 .0 5.5 

AM15 .5 .5 -7 .8 .7 .7 .7 .5 .7 .5 .7 .8 7.6 

Table 2.6.2.2.1-6h. Test Strategy 8 U(Scientific Confidence).  

Feature: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Issue 5A I B C0I D. E0 F.G5 I H 5 I .I K .L 4S 
MC-I .7 .5 .5 .8 .0 .7 .8 .7 .0 .7 .8 .7 6.9 
MC-2 .7 .7 .7 1.0 .0 .7 .8 .7 .0 .7 .8 .7 7.5 
MC-3 .7 .5 .5 .8 .0 .7 .8 .7 .0 .7 .8 .8 7.0 

MC-4 .7 .7 .7 1.0 .0 .5 .7 .5 .0 .7 .7 .7 6.9 
ACM-1 .7 .5 .5 .8 .0 .7 .8 .7 .0 .7 .8 .7 6.9 
ACM-2 .5 .5 .5 .8 .0 .5 .8 .7 .0 .7 .8 .8 6.6 
ACM-3 .7 .5 .7 1.0 .0 .5 .0 .0 .0 .5 .8 .7 5.4 
ACM-4 .5 .0 .5 .8 .0 .5 .7 .5 .0 .7 .7 .7 5.6 
ACM-S .7 .5 .5 .8 .0 .5 .8 .7 .0 .7 .8 .8 6.8 
ACM-6 .5 .0 .5 .8 .0 .5 .8 .7 .0 .0 .8 .7 5.3 
ACM-7 .5 .5 .7 .8 .0 .5 .7 .5 .0 .5 .7 .7 6.1 
ACM-8 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 .5 .0 .5 .7 .7 4.1 

SPC-1 .7 .5 .5 .8 .0 .5 .8 .7 .0 .7 .7 .8 6.7 
SPC-2 .5 .5 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 .5 .0 .5 .7' .0 3.9 
SPC-3 .5 .5 .5 .8 .0 .5 .7 .5 .0 .5 .7 .7 5.9
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-7. Summary of tables 2.6.2.2.1-6a through h.

Test 
Issue I i 

MC-1 9.3 
MC-2 10.0 
MC-3 9.5 
MC-4 9.4 

ACM-1 9.3 
ACM-2 9.3 
ACM-3 7.0 
ACM-4 8.0 
ACM-5 9.4 
ACM-6 7.7 
ACM-7 8.8 
ACM-8 6.4 

SPC-1 9.5 
SPC-2 6.3 
SPCr-3 8.4

Strategy: 
21314

9.1 
9.4 
9.1 
8.4 
9.1 
8.7 
5.9 
7.4 
8.9 
7.0 
7.9 
6.3 
8.8 
7.0 
7.7

5.2 
5.4 
5.2 
5.0 
5.2 
4.9 
4.1 
4.0 
5.0 
3.5 
4.6 
3.8 
5.0 
4.5 
4.5

4.3 
4.5 
4.3 
4.0 
4.3 
4.1 
3.3 
3.8 
4.1 
3.4 
3.7 
2.2 
3.9 
2.2 
3.6

1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1
9.1 
9.4 
9.1 
8.4 
9.1 
8.7 
5.9 
7.4 
8.9 
7.0 
7.9 
6.3 
8.8 
7.0 
7.7

5.7 
6.1 
5.9 
5.3 
5.7 
5.7 
3.6 
4.4 
5.9 
4.3 
4.7 
3.5 
5.7 
3.5 
4.5

8.6 
9.3 
8.8 
8.7 
8.6 
8.5 
6.5 
7.4 
8.7 
7.1 
7.9 
5.8 
8.7 
5.5 
7.6

6.9 
7.5 
7.0 
6.9 
6.9 
6.6 
5.4 
5.6 
6.8 
5.3 
6.1 
4.1 
6.7 
3.9 
5.9

Min Max
4.3 
4.5 
4.3 
4.0 
4.3 
4.1 
3.3 
3.8 
4.1 
3.4 
3.7 
2.2 
3.9 
2.2 
3.6

9.3
10.0 
9.5 
9.4 
9.3 
9.3 
7.0 
8.0 
9.4 
7.7 
8.8 
6.4 
9.5 
7.0 
8.4
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The next step is to develop a multiattribute utility function combining 
performance on each of the fifteen issues into a single performance index. This 
was done in a typical four-step MUA elicitation: 

1. Elicit a single-attribute utility function along each issue. That 

is, a utility function over equivalent max-strong looks.  

2. Rank the fifteen issues by relative importance.  

3. Elicit relative importance of the more important issues.  

4. Test for preference interaction between the issues.  

The next paragraphs describe each of these steps, in turn.  

Figure 2.6.2.2.1-3 presents an example elicitation page used to elicit the 
single-attribute utility functions along each issue. The elicitation questions 
followed the same pattern as those described earlier to elicit the utility 
function for different combinations of linkages. Each page was designed so that 

the respondent would probably, but not necessarily, prefer alternative A on line 
1 and B on line 9. He or she could then start at the top of the page checking 
A, then work down the page, checking A until switching over to B. Where that 
switch occurs determines the respondent's indifference point, which is then used 
to determine a point on the utility function. The elicitation was conducted in 
a conference phone call in which the decision analyst guided the responses, to 
attempt to have each respondent "bracket" his or her indifference point and then 
"home in" on it from both sides, to minimize anchoring effects. Three 
elicitation pages were used for each of four issues. The lottery endpoints, the 

values for B, and the issues used were selected using the results of an earlier 
elicitation, which found that the issues could be divided into about four groups 
by how many looks are required before a relatively high level of confidence is 
attained.  

The results of the utility elicitation are presented in Tables 2.6.2.2.1-8a 
through -Sf. Each respondent is associated with fifteen utility functions, one 
for each issue. The fifteen functions were inferred from the four functions 
elicited, and the patterns of utility function shapes specified in the earlier 
elicitation. The values in the table vary widely from issue to issue, in part 

because each utility function was scaled to range from zero to one between its 

minimum and maximum values, and the issues differ in minimum and maximum values.  

Note that the functions also differ in shape. Take for example respondent A, 
whose utility on MC-l is linear, yet whose utility for MC-4 is highly nonlinear.  

The utility functions of Tables 2.6.2.2.1-8a through -8f were used to 
transform Table 2.6.2.2.1-7 into tables such as Table 2.6.2.2.1-9, where each 

equivalent number of max-strong looks is transformed into the utility value for 
that number.
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CHRBA Sci Conf c Name: Date: Utility Set 1 

Utility function on MC-1: Statistical characterization PZ 1 of 3 

Collect sufficient data to statistically characterize site unit variability to standards of the discipline 
(e.g., scale-dependent data) "Two-check" features: Ghost Dance, Unknown. Vitric Facies, 

Zeolitic Facies, CHn Facies Transition, Permeability Contrasts/capillary barriers, hydrochemistry A 

90%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 
Versus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

10%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

80%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 

2 Versus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

20%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

70%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 
SVersus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

30%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

60%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 
SVersus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

40%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

50%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 
Versus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

50%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

40%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 
Versus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

60%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

30%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 

7 Versus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

70%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

20%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 
Versus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

80%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

10%: 9 Max-Strong Looks 

Versus 4 Max-Strong Looks 

90%: 3 Max-Strong Looks 

Figure 2.6.2.2.1-3. Utility elicitation sheet for multiple looks.
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-8a. Scientific confidence single-attribute utility functions.  

Respondent A 
INumber of Max-Strong Looks 

Issue 121 3 1 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 
MC-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
MC-2 -.09 .09 .27 .45 .64 .82 1.00 
MC-3 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
MC-4 .00 .55 .66 .78 .89 1.00 1.11 

ACM-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-2 .00 .55 .66 .78 .89 1.00 1.11 
ACM-3 .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 
ACM-4 .00 .41 .52 .68 .84 1.00 
ACM-5 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-6 .00 .30 .46 .64 .82 1.00 
ACM-7 -.15 .15 .38 .55 .73 .91 1.09 
ACM-8 .00 .48 .65 .77 .88 1.00 

SPC-1 -.20 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
SPC-2 .00 .52 .65 .77 .88 1.00 
SPC-3 -.15 .15 .38 .55 .73 .91 1.09 

Table 2.6.2.2.1-8b. Scientific confidence single-attribute utility functions.  

Respondent B 
INumber of Max-Strong Looks 

Issue 1 | 3 1 4 1 51 6 L 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 
MC-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
MC-2 -.09 .09 .27 .45 .64 .82 1.00 
MC-3 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
MC-4 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-2 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-3 .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 
ACM-4 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
ACM-5 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-6 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
ACM-7 -.10 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 1.10 
ACM-8 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 

SPC-1 -.20 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
SPC-2 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
SPC-3 -.10 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 1.10 
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:able 2.6.2.2.1-8c. Scientific confidence single-attribute utility functions.  

Respondent C 
INumber of Max-Strong Looks 

Issue 12 1 3 1 4 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 9 10 
MC-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
MC-2 -.09 .09 .27 .45 .64 .82 1.00 
MC-3 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
MC-4 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-2 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-3 .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 
ACM-4 .00 .41 .47 .65 .82 1.00 
ACM-5 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
ACM-6 .00 .30 .44 .62 .81 1.00 
ACM-7 -.15 .15 .37 .53 .72 .91 1.10 
ACM-8 .00 .46 .60 .73 .87 1.00 

SPC-1 -.20 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
SPC-2 .00 .46 .60 .73 .87 1.00 
SPC-3 -.15 .15 .37 .53 .72 .91 1.10 

:able 2.6.2.2.1-8d. Scientific confidence single-attribute utility functions.  

Respondent D 
IN umber of Max-Strong Looks 

Issue 12! 3 3 4 I 5 I 6 1 7 I 8 1 9 1 10 
MC-1 .00 .50 .63 .75 .88 1.00 1.13 
MC-2 -.09 .09 .27 .45 .64 .82 1.00 
MC-3 .00 .35 .51 .68 .84 1.00 1.16 
MC-4 .00 .50 .63 .75 .88 1.00 1.13 

ACM-1 .00 .35 .51 .68 .84 1.00 1.16 
ACM-2 .00 .50 .63 .75 .88 1.00 1.13 
ACM-3 .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 
ACM-4 .00 .76 .96 .97 .99 1.00 
ACM-5 .00 .35 .51 .68 .84 1.00 1.16 
ACM-6 .00 .48 .68 .79 .90 1.00 
ACM-7 -.24 .24 .58 .74 .85 .95 1.05 
ACM-8 .00 .74 .80 .87 .93 1.00 

SPC-1 -.35 .00 .35 .51 .68 .84 100 1.16 
SPC-2 .00 .71 .85 .90 .95 1.00 
SPC-3 -.24 .24 .58 .74 .85 .95 1.05
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-8e. Scientific confidence single-attribute utility functions.

Respondent E 
Number of Max-Strong Looks 

Issue I 2 1 3 4I 5I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 
MC-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

MC-2 -.09 .09 .27 .45 .64 .82 1.00 

MC-3 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 .1.00 1.20 

MC-4 .00 .25 .44 .63 .81 1.00 1.19 

ACM-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-2 .00 .25 .44 .63 .81 1.00 1.19 

ACM-3 .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 
ACM-4 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
ACM-5 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-6 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
ACM-7 -.10 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 1.10 
ACM-8 .00 .60 .95 .97 .98 1.0.0 

SPC-1 -.20 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 
SPC-2 .00 .35 .65 .77 .88 1.00 
SPC-3 -.10 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 1.10 

Table 2.6.2.2.1-8f. Scientific confidence single-attribute utility functions.  

Respondent F 
INumber of Max-Strong Looks 

Issue 2 1 3 1 4 I 5 I 6 1 7 1 8 I 9 I 10 

MC-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

MC-2 -.09 .09 .27 .45 .64 .82 1.00 

MC-3 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

MC-4 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-1 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-2 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-3 .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 
ACM-4 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
ACM-5 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

ACM-6 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 

ACM-7 -.10 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 1.10 

ACM-8 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
SPC-1 -.20 .00 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 

SPC-2 .00 .20 A40 .60 .80 1.00 

SPC-3 -.10 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 1.10
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-9. Utility transform of Table 2.6.2.2.1-7, utility of 
Respondent A.

iTest Stral 
Issue i 1 a1 2 

MC-1 1.06 1.02 
MC-2 1.00 .89 
MC-3 1.10 1.02 
MC-4 1.05 .93 

ACM-1 1.06 1.02 
ACM-2 1.03 .97 
ACM-3 1.00 .73 
ACM-4 1.00 .90 
ACM-5 1.08 .98 
ACM-6 .95 .82 
ACM-7 1.05 .89 
ACM-8 .93 .92 

SPC-1 1.10 .96 
SPC-2 .92 1.00 
SPC-3 .98 .86

5egy: 13 14 1 5 1 6 1 7 [1 8

.24 .06 1.02 

.16 .00 .89 

.24 .06 1.02 

.55 .00 .93 

.24 .06 1.02 

.50 .06 .97 
.28 .08 .73 
.41 .33 .90 
.20 .02 .98 
.15 .12 .82 
.32 .06 .89 
.62 .10 .92 
.20 -.02 .96 
.71 .10 1.00 
.30 .03 .86
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.34 
.29 
.38 
.58 
.34 
.63 
.15 
.45 
.38 
.35 
.33 
.57 
.34 
.59 
.30

.92 

.87 

.96 

.97 

.92 

.94 

.88 

.90 

.94 

.84 
.89 
.86 
.94 
.83 
.84

.58 

.55 

.60 

.76 

.58 

.73 

.60 

.62 
.56 
.51 
.57 
.66 
.54 
.64 
.53



RANKING OF ISSUES

We next elicited the rank order of importance of the issues by ranking the 

placards presented in Figures 2.6.2.2.1-2a through -2c. The placards were 
large, cardboard rectangles, about 20 in. wide, with velcro on the back so that 

we could physically rearrange a list of placards in a meeting format. The issue 

ranking was not used explicitly in the methodology, but was used to: (1) 

expedite the process of weighting the issues; (2) force the panel to reconsider 

the issue definitions; and (3) train the technical panel in the definitions 
prior to the next step in the analysis.  

The issues are those listed in Tables 2.6.2.2.1-2 through -4. They include 

four derived from the Maximize Characterization objective (MC-i through -4), 

eight derived from Alternative Conceptual Models tables in the SCP sections on 

hydrology, geochemistry, and rock characteristics (ACM-i through ACM-8), and 

three representing performance confirmation issues (SPC-i through -3). The 

derivation of those issues is discussed in Section 2.5.2.5.  

The question asked repeatedly of the technical panel took the form: "given 

the choice of raising either of two particular issues from negligible increase 

in confidence (relative to the baseline SCP program) to strong increase in 

confidence, which would be preferred?" Where there were disagreements among 

panel members, majority rule-was used. The pair-wise comparisons produced the 

ranking presented in Table 2.6.2.2.1-10.  

This ranking was intended to be approximate and should be viewed that way.  

It is presented only as a step in the process. (This ranking is not the same as 

that based on the weights assessed later.) During the ranking exercise several 

issues were eliminated or combined with others, and the issues were subsequently 
renumbered. Some of the main points raised in this exercise are as follows.  

The ACM-derived issues were ranked initially. Fault/fracture response, 

fracture/matrix system response, and features that could cause lateral diver

sion were thought to be very close in importance, and more important than 

statistical characterization issues. Because transport depends on flow 

conditions, description of the flow field tended to dominate transport related 

issues. Water table instability, impermanent rock characteristics, and reposi

tory effects on the CHn unit were thought to be less important for scientific 

confidence because of relative likelihood and consequences.  

With regard to the MC issues, statistical characterization is addressed by 

much of the exploration program whereas flexibility involves "looking around" as 

needed. The importance of boundary conditions is related to anticipated future 

reliance on performance assessment models which have rigorous boundary 

definition requirements.  

The technical panel was sensitive to the fundamental correctness and 

consistency of basic understanding of site processes, hence the ACM-derived 

issues concerned with flow were ranked above the MC-series.  

Quaternary water table instability is important because the water table 

configuration is likely to be an important way to verify and validate models of
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-10. Final ranking of issues, with placards.

fl2-l, 1 le. 1Qkr%,4 NJ2 1 iP

2. C".2 .2 . -

1 ACM-3 Fault System 

2 ACM-2 Fracture / Matrix System 

3 ACM-4 Lateral Flow 

4 MC-2 Flexibility 

5 MC-1 Statistical Characterization 

6 MC-4 Boundary Conditions 

7 SPC-1 Long-Term Active Monitoring 

8 MC-3 In Situ Active Testing 

9 ACM-5 Retardation 

10 ACM-1 Spatial Variability 

11 ACM-6 Water Table Instability 

12 ACM-7 Natural-Cause Rock Changes 

13 ACM-8 Man-Caused Rock Changes 

14 SPC-2 Passive Monitoring of Man-Caused Effects 

15 SPC-3 Accomodate Others' Requests

a



system performance. However, the importance of ACM-6 is limited because the SCP 
baseline program is likely to provide useable information on Quaternary water 
table instability.  

State-of-the-art flow, transport, and hydrochemistry models were identified 
as possible issues, but subsumed into other flow and transport issues as a 
result of discussion of the ranking process. In addition, hydrochemical 
modeling was eliminated as an issue because it is modeled as a feature.  
Capability to perform long-term tests was identified as a performance 
confirmation issue, defining such tests to extend indefinitely, possibly into 

repository operation. Although SPC-2 could represent irrecoverable data, the 

capability to support an appropriate testing program was considered more 

important for scientific confidence. Also, it is likely that an appropriate 

characterization program will constitute the necessary baseline monitoring.  
SPC-l ranked relatively high because long-term testing is regarded as about as 

important as characterizing the physical boundaries of the CHn barrier, which 

was judged to be difficult to undertake in a comprehensive manner. Support of 

long-term tests was considered slightly more important than access to particular 
features for in situ testing.  

The placard ranking does not necessarily (and did not) correspond to the 

final ranking of weights. That is because while the placard ranking is based on 

the relative importance of going from the minimum to maximum feature-to-issue 
linkage for each issue, the actual weights depend on the ranges from minimum to 

maximum from Table 2.6.2.2.1-7. Also, the response modes are different enough 

between placard ranking and weight elicitation to lead to different response 

biases. Finally, in the course of the elicitation, definitions of the issues 

and the concepts behind the relative weighting were refined, leading to 
differing actual weights. All things considered, the weighting elicitation 
yields more reliable assessments of weight ordering than do the placards.  

Still, the placard ranking was useful because it'forced the panel to better 

define the placards, and gave each respondent enough experience with the issues 

to provide a reasonable basis for the weight elicitation. In addition to these 

advantages, the placard ranking identified the more important issues, so that 

the weight elicitation could focus on the highest-weighted issues.  

Figure 2.6.2.2.1-4 presents an example elicitation page for importance 

weights between the issues. The evaluation content of the weights is contained 

in the ratio of weights between each pair of attributes. The elicitation pages 

are arranged in pairs, one pair for each pair of issues being assessed. The 

pairs of pages are arranged so that the respondent either prefers "A" on line 1 

on the first page, or "A" on line 1 on the second page. The respondent examines 

the page where he or she prefers "A" on line 1. The page is arranged so that a 

respondent must prefer "B" on the bottom line, and so that he or she will stay 

on the "A" side part way down the page, then switch over to "B" and stay there.  

Where that switchover point occurs determines, or at least bounds, the ratio of 

weights for the two issues considered. Elicitation pages were filled out for 

the nine adjacent pairs of the top ten issues, as identified by a preliminary 

weight elicitation. Three additional pairs were elicited as cross-checks on the 

adjacent-pair elicitation: the first and third ranked, the second and fourth 

ranked, and the third and fifth ranked issues. The cross checks are quite 
important, since there are usually pronounced inconsistencies in responses among 

th.e Cairs. The inconsistencies were resolved through a series of systematic 

reconciliation steps designed to average out response biases.
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Figure 2.6.2.2.1-4. Weight elicitation sheet for scientific confidence.
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As a final step in multiattribute utility elicitation, the degree of 
preference interaction among the issues was elicited. Figure 2.6.2.2.1-5 
presents an example elicitation page. The circular nodes with two branches are 
symbols for lotteries, with the number on each branch indicating its 
probability. These pages are also arranged in pairs, each pair examining one 
pair of issues. As with the other elicitation, the respondent is apt to prefer 
"A" at the top of the page and switch over to "B" somewhere down the page, or 
perhaps not switch until the second page. Three pairs of issues were examined.  
In each case, an answer of indifference (or switchover) at line 5 is indicative 
of no interaction, and other answers indicate positive or negative interaction.  
This elicitation is quite challenging for the respondent. Often answers are 
obtained which can only be regarded as very general indicatibns of interaction.  
The six respondents ranged from two additive, two with positive interaction and 
two with negative interaction. However, analysis of the effect of the 
interaction term on the actual ranking of the test strategies by scientific 
confidence found no effect. This fact, combined with the fact that the 
respondents as a group were generally balanced around additive responses, led to 
the use of an additive approximation to the MUA function.  

Having completed the MUA elicitation over issues, the respondent ratings of 
the strategies were tabulated. This is presented in Tables 2.6.2.2.1-hia 
through -11f. Each of the six tables presents one respondent's ratings. The 
body of the table, i.e., the 15-issue by 8-strategy matrix, is Table 
2.6.2.2.1-7, the number of max-strong looks each strategy provides for each 
issue, transformed by the respondent's utility functions along each of the 
issues (presented in Tables 2.6.2.2.1-8a through -8f), as presented in Table 
2.6.2.2.1-9. The respondents MUA function is represented by the weights 
presented in the right-hand column of Table 2.6.2.2.1-11a through -11f. Those 
weights were used to generate the weighted column sums of the utilities in the 
body of the table, which are the respondent's MUA ratings for each strategy, 
presented in the row below the body of the table. The last row in each table is 
labeled "ULE" for "uniform-look equivalent." That is the number of max-strong 
looks such that, if that number of looks were provided for each one of the 15 
issues, it would result in the same MUA rating as the actual rating. Take, for 
example, respondent A, Table 2.6.2.2.1-iia, Test Strategy 1. Test Strategy 1 
provides 1.06 max-strong looks at issue 1, 1.00 such looks at issue 2, 1.10 such 
looks at issue 3, etc. That 15-element vector is rated at a MUA of 1.04.  
According to the table, a 15-element vector where every element is 8.49 would 
have the same MUA: 1.04. The ULE is a transform of the MUA rating onto a scale 
that has more meaning than "utiles."
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Figure 2.6.2.2.1-5. Interaction elicitation sheet for scientific confidence.
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-11a. Utility transform of Table 2.6.2.2.1-7, utility of 
Respondent A.

Test Strat 
Issue . 1 1 2 

MC-1 1.06 1.02 
MC-2 1.00 .89 
MC-3 1.10 1.02 
MC-4 1.05 .93 

ACM-1 1.06 1.02 
ACM-2 1.03 .97 
ACM-3 1.00 .73 
ACM-4 1.00 .90 
ACM-5 1.08 .98 
ACM-6 .95 .82 
ACM-7 1.05 .89 
ACM-8 .93 .92 

SPC-1 1.10 .96 
SPC-2 .92 1.00 
SPC-3 .98 .86

egy:. A 
3141516 718 1 Wt.
.24 .06 1.02 .34 
.16 .00 .89 .29 
.24 .06 1.02 .38 
.55 .00 .93 .58 
.24 .06 1.02 .34 
.50 .06 .97 .63 
.28 .08 .73 .15 
.41 .33 .90 .45 
.20 .02 .98 .38 
.15 .12 .82 .35 
.32 .06 .89 .33 
.62 .10 .92 .57 
.20 -.02 .96 .34 
.71 .10 1.00 .59 
.30 .03 .86 .30

.92 .58 

.87 .55 

.96 .60 

.97 .76 

.92 .58 

.94 .73 

.88 .60 

.90 .62 

.94 .56 

.84 .51 

.89 .57 
.86 .66 
.94 .54 
.83 .64 
.84 .53

.05 

.01 

.15 

.05 

.20 

.05 

.19 

.15 

.03 
.02 
.01 
.03 
.03 
.03 
.01

1.00
MA:U= 1.04 .927 .317 .098 .927 .365 .913 .607 

ULE= 8.49 7.92 4.75 3.81 7.92 4.96 7.84 6.24

Table 2.6.2.2.1-lIb. Utility transform of Table 2.6.2.2.1-7, 
Respondent B.

utility of

[Test Strat, 
Issue I 11 2 

MC-1 1.06 1.02 
MC-2 1.00 .89 
MC-3 1.10 1.02 
MC-4 1.08 .88 

ACM-1 1.06 1.02 
ACM-2 1.06 .94 
ACM-3 1.00 .73 
ACM-4 1.00 .88 
ACM-5 1.08 .98 
ACM-6 .94 .80 
ACM-7 1.06 .88 
ACM-8 .88 .86 

SPC-1 1.10 .96 
SPC-2 .86 1.00 
SPC-3 .98 .84

egy: 6 B 3 4 5 16 17 18 1
.24 .06 1.02 
.16 .00 .89 
.24 .06 1.02 
.20 .00 .88 
.24 .06 1.02 
.18 .02 .94 
.28 .08 .73 
.20 .16 .88 
.20 .02 .98 
.10 .08 .80 
.22 .04 .88 
.36 .04 .86 
.20 -.02 .96 
.50 .04 1.00 
.20 .02 .84

MAU= 1.02 .937 .237 .046 .937 .312 .880 .529 
ULE= 8.67 8.25 4.76 3.81 8.25 5.13 7.96 6.22

2 .6.2.2. 1-3

.34 .92 

.29 .87 

.38 .96 

.26 .94 
.34 .92 
.34 .90 
.15 .88 
.28 .88 
.38 .94 
.26 .82 
.24 .88 
.30 .76 
.34 .94 
.30 .70 
.20 .82

.58 

.55 

.60 

.58 

.58 

.52 

.60 

.52 
.56 
.46 
.52 
.42 
.54 
.38 
.48

.15 

.08 
.06 
.03 
.08 
.16 
.04 
.07 
.07 
.04 
.03 
.07 
.03 
.07 
.03

1.00

I I I

10 .02 .94



Table 2.6.2.2.1-l1c. Utility transform of Table 2.6.2.2.1-7, utility of 
Respondent C.

[Test Strategy: 
Issue 1l 2131 

MC-1 1.06 1.02 .24 
MC-2 1.00 .89 .16 
MC-3 1.10 1.02 .24 
MC-4 1.08 .88 .20 

ACM-1 1.06 1.02 .24 
ACM-2 1.06 .94 .18 
ACM-3 1.00 .73 .28 
ACM-4 1.00 .89 .41 
ACM-5 1.08 .98 .20 
ACM-6 .94 .81 .15 
ACM-7 1.06 .89 .31 
ACM-8 .92 .91 .57

41•161
.06 1.02 
.00 .89 
.06 1.02 
.00 .88 
.06 1.02 
.02 .94 
.08 .73 
.33 .89 
.02 .98 
.12 .81 
.06 .89 
.09 .91

SPC-1 1.10 .96 .20 -.02 .96 
SPC-2 .91 1.00 .67 .09 1.00

.34 

.29 

.38 

.26 

.34 

.34 

.15 

.43 

.38 

.34 

.33 
.53 
.34 
.53

7181 IWt.
.92 .58, 
.87 .55 
.96 .60 
.94 .58 
.92 .58 
.90 .52 
.88 .60 
.89 .58 
.94 .56 
.83 .49 
.89 .55 
.84 .61 
.94 .54 
.80 .59

SPC-3 1.0 0.8 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.5

.07 

.18 

.13 

.04 

.13 

.08 

.02 

.02 

.12 
.02 
.02 
.04 
.07 
.04 
.02

1.00
MAU= 1.04 .952 .250 .044 .952 .352 .905 .565 

ULE= 9.16 8.70 5.01 3.92 8.70 5.54 8.45 6.66

Table 2.6.2.2.1-lid. Utility transform of Table 2.6.2.2.1-7, utility of 
Repondent D.

Test Strategy:. D 
Issue I112131415161718 1wt

MC-1 1.04 1.01 .53 
MC-2 1.00 .89 .16 
MC-3 1.08 1.02 .38 
MC-4 1.05 .93 .50 

ACM-1 1.05 1.02 .38 
ACM-2 1.04 .96 .45 
ACM-3 1.00 .73 .28 
ACM-4 1.00 .99 .76 
ACM-5 1.06 .98 .35 
ACM-6 .97 .90 .24 
ACM-7 1.03 .94 .50 
ACM-8 .% .95 .79

.15 1.01 .59 

.00 .89 .29 

.11 1.02 .49 

.00 .93 .54 

.11 1.02 .46 

.05 .96 .59 

.08 .73 .15 

.61 .99 .84 

.04 .98 .49 

.19 .90 .54 

.10 .94 .52 

.15 .95 .77
SPC-1 1.08 .97 .35 -.04 .97 .46 
SPC-2 .97 1.00 .88 .14 1.00 .78 
SPC-3 .99 .92 .48 .05 .92 .48

.95 .74 

.87 .55 

.97 .68 

.96 .74 

.94 .66 

.94 .70 

.88 .60 

.99 .97 

.95 .65 

.91 .71 

.94 .75 

.92 .81 

.95 .63 

.93 .84 
91 .72

.15 
.01 
.01 
.04 
.02 
.24 
.43 
.10 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.01 
.00 
.00

1.00
MAU= 1.02 .871 .413 .128 .871 .417 .919 .688 
ULE= 7.85 6.98 4.65 3.87 6.98 4.67 7.26 5.90
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Table 2.6.2.2.1-iie. Utility transform of Table 2.6.2.2.1-7, utility of 
Respondent E.

Test Strategy: E 
Issue II1 2 1 3 1 4 6 1 7 1 8 wt.

MC-1 1.06 1.02 .24 .06 1.02 
MC-2 1.00 .89 .16 .00 .89 
MC-3 1.10 1.02 .24 .06 1.02 
MC-4 1.08 .89 .25 .00 .89 

ACM-1 1.06 1.02 .24 .06 1.02 
ACM-2 1.06 .94 .23 .03 .94 
ACM-3 1.00 .73 .28 .08 .73 
ACM-4 1.00 .88 .20 .16 .88 
ACM-5 1.08 .98 .20 .02 .98 
ACM-6 .94 .80 .10 .08 .80 
ACM-7 1.06 .88 .22 .04 .88 
ACM-8 .99 .99 .88 .12 .99 

SPC-i 1.10 .96 .20 -.02 .96 
SPC-2 .92 1.00 .71 .07 1.00 
SPC-3 .98 .84 .20 .02 .84

.34 

.29 

.38 
.31 
.34 
.38 
.15 
.28 
.38 
.26 
.24 
.78 
.34 
.50

.92 .58 

.87 .55 

.96 .60 
.94 .61 
.92 .58 
.91 .55 
.88 .60 
.88 .52 
.94 .56 
.82 .46 
.88 .52 
.98 .95 
.94 .54 
.83 .62 
8.2 -4A

.26 

.22 

.01 

.06 

.08 

.10 

.05 

.03 

.04 

.02 

.02 

.03 

.02 

.03 

.02

MAU= 1.03 .942 .252 .041 .942 .336 .903 .577 
ULE= 9.15 8.66 4.99 3.93 8.66 5.43 8.45 6.72

Table 2.6.2.2.1-11f. Utility transform of Table 2.6.2.2.1-7, utility of 
Respondent F.

ITest Strategy: F 
Issue I 1 1 213 1 415 1 61 711 I Wt.  

MC-1 1.06 1.02 .24 .06 1.02 .34 .92 .58 .17 
MC-2 1.00 .89 .16 .00 .89 .29 .87 .55 .03 
MC-3 1.10 1.02 .24 .06 1.02 .38 .96 .60 .03 
MC-4 1.08 .88 .20 .00 .88 .26 .94 .58 .10 

ACM-1 1.06 1.02 .24 .06 1.02 .34 .92 .58 .02 
ACM-2 1.06 .94 .18 .02 .94 .34 .90 .52 .26 
ACM-3 1.00 .73 .28 .08 .73 .15 .88 .60 .27 
ACM-4 1.00 .88 .20 .16 .88 .28 .88 .52 .04 
ACM-5 1.08 .98 .20 .02 .98 .38 .94 .56 .01 
ACM-6 .94 .80 .10 .08 .80 .26 .82 .46 .01 
ACM-7 1.06 .88 .22 .04 .88 .24 .88 .52 .01 
ACM-8 .88 .86 .36 .04 .86 .30 .76 .42 .02 

SPC-1 1.10 .96 .20 -.02 .A .34 .94 .54 .01 
SPC-2 .86 1.00 .50 .04 1.00 .30 .70 .38 .02 
SPC-3 .98 .84 .20 .02 .84 .20 .82 .48 .01 

1.00 
MAU= 1.04 .887 .229 .048 .887 .274 .895 .558 
ULE= 8.44 7.74 4.65 3.80 7.74 4.87 7.78 6.2-0

I ......

20 1.00O
^



2.6.2.2.2 Results of Scientific Confidence Assessment

Three aspects of the scientific confidence assessment are of interest: the 
relative importance of the different issues, the relative value of the different 
features for providing confidence, and--the primary goal--the relative 
nerformance of the test strategies in providing scientific confidence. Each of 
these aspects is considered in turn.  

Table 2.6.2.2.2-1 presents the relative importance weights assigned to each 
of the fifteen issues by each technical panel respondent. The weights were not 

directly assigned, but were imputed from each respondent's answers to the 
structured set of questions described earlier. For reasons of efficiency, only 

the relative weights of the top ten issues were assessed quantitatively.  
Weights for the bottom five issues not directly elicited were assumed to be 
equal to the weight of the lowest-weighted of the ten issues, before 
normalization. This is a reasonable assumption since the lower-weighted of the 
top ten issues have very small weights, as seen from Table 2.6.2.2.2-1.  

The lower half of Table 2.6.2.2.2-1 orders the issues by weight, averaged 
over the six respondents, and compares that ordering with the one produced by 

the regulatory/management panel. While agreement on weights among the technical 

panel members does not seem particularly high, once averaged the resulting 
ordering is in reasonable agreement with the ordering assigned by the 
regulatory/management panel. Recall that the orderings for the two panels do 

not have to be the same. The technical panel assessed scientific confidence 
from the perspective of the scientific community, while the regulatory/manage
ment panel assessed it from the point of view of the regulatory community. Yet 

of the fifteen issues, only four differ between the two lists by more than two 

places in rank. The most dramatic of the differences are in the direction one 

might expect. The largest difference is with ACM-6, Water Table Instability, 
ranked much higher by the regulatory perspective. This is quite reasonable, 
given the level of general concern surrounding the issue, while that concern may 

not be shared to as great a degree by much of the scientific community. The 

next greater difference between the two lists concerns MC-2, Flexibility, 
differing by four places in the list. Again, it is not surprising that the 

regulatory/management panel weighed this concern higher than did the technical 
panel.  

It is not uncommon in multiattribute utility assessments to have as wide a 

range in weights as seen in Table 2.6.2.2.2-1, with only a few attributes having 

most of the weight. If there are significant ratios between weights of the more 

highly-weighted attributes, the mathematics dictates that only a few of the 
attributes can have much weight.  

The scientific confidence assessment calculations were run with several 

hypothetical inputs designed to reveal how each of the features contributes to 

scientific confidence. This was simply a matter of running the assessment 

assuming maximum access to a feature, then running it again assuming minimum 

access, and taking the difference. This was done two ways, once assuming that 

all the other features are at their normal levels of access for the Strategy 2,5 

case, and once assuming all other features are at minimum access. Table

2.6.2.2.2-1



:able 2.6.2.2.2-1. Issue weights for scientific confidence.

Responden 
IssueI A I

MC-1 

MC-2 

MC-3 

MC-4 

ACM-1 

ACM-2 

ACM-3 

ACM-4 

ACM-5 

ACM-6 

ACM-7 

ACM-8 

SPC-1 

SPC-2 

SPC-3

.05 

.01 

.15 

.05 

.20 

.05 

.19 

.15 

.03 

.02 

.01 

.03 

.03 

.03 

.01

Tech 

t: Panel 

B C D E F issue Av.Wt.

.15 

.08 

.06 

.03 

.08 

.16 

.04 

.07 

.07 

.04 

.03 

.07 

.03 

.07 

.03

.07 

.18 

.13 

.04 

.13 

.08 

.02 

.02 

.12 

.02 

.02 

.04 

.07 

.04 

.02

.15 

.01 

.01 

.04 

.02 

.24 

.43 

.10 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.01 

.00 

.00

.26 

.22 

.01 

.06 

.08 

.10 

.05 

.03 

.04 

.02 

.02 

.03 

.02 

.03 

.02

.17 
.03 

.03 

.10 

.02 

.26 

.27 

.04 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.02 

.01 

.02 

.01

MC-1 
MC-2 

MC-3 

MC-4 

ACM-1 

ACM-2 

ACM-3 

ACM-4 

ACM-5 

ACM-6 

ACM-7 

ACM-8 

SPC-1 

SPC-2 

SPC-3

.14 

.09 

.07 

.05 

.09 

.15 

.16 

.07 

.04 

.02 

.01 

.03 

.03 

.03 

.01

Technical Panel 
Av'g

Short Namel Wt. ssue Is

Regulatory / Management Panel 

Av'g 

ue Wt. IShort Name

Fault System 

Fracture / Matrix System 

Statistical Characterization 

Spatial Variability 

Flexibility 

Lateral Flow 

In Situ Active Testing 

Boundary Conditions 

Retardation 

Man-Caused Rock Changes 

Passive Mon'g: Man-Caused Eff s 

Long-Term Active Monitoring 

Water Table Instability 

Natural-Cause Rock Changes 

Accomodate Other's Requests

.16 

.15 

.14 

.09 

.09 

.07 

.07 

.05 

.04 

.03 

.03 

.03 

.02 

.01 

.01

ACM-3 
ACM-2 

MC-1 

ACM-1 

MC-2 

ACM-4 

MC-3 

MC-4 

ACM-5 

ACM-8 

SPC-2 

SPC-1 

ACM-6 

ACM-7 

SPC-3

MC-2 

MC-1 

ACM-2 

ACM-3 

ACM-6 

ACM-1 

MC-4 

ACM-4 

MC-3 

ACM-5 

SPC-2 

ACM-7 

ACM-8 

SPC-1 

SPC-3

.24 

.15 

.10 

.09 

.08 

.08 

.06 

.05 

.04 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02

Flexibility 

Statistical Characterization 

Fracture / Matrix System 

Fault System 

Water Table Instability 

Spatial Variability 

Boundary Conditions 

Lateral Flow 

In Situ Active Testing 

Retardation 

Passive Mon'g: Man-Caused Effs 

Natural-Cause Rock Changes 

Man-Caused Rock Changes 

Long-Term Active Monitoring 

Accomodate Other's Requests
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Reg / 
Mgmt 
Panel 
Av.Wt.

.15 
.24 

.04 

.06 

.08 

.10 

.09 

.05 

.02 

.08 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02
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2.6.2.2.2-2 presents the results. The features do not differ greatlv in their 
contribution to scientific confidence. Taking the average between the two ways 
to assess their contributions, the least-contributing feature, Drill Hole Wash, 
has an index of contribution over 75 percent as large as the index of the 
mos-contributing feature, hydrochemistry. While at first glance this may seem 
surprising, an examination of Tables 2.6.2.2.1-2, -3 and -4 reveals that each of 
the features offers many opportunities to increase confidence in many issues, 
enough so that the results in Table 2.6.2.2.2-2 are understandable.  

The last two tables in this section present the final results of the 
scientific confidence assessment. Table 2.6.2.2.2-3 presents the confidence 
index--the equivalent number of max-strong looks at every one of the fifteen 
issues--for each test strategy as assessed with the judgments of each respondent 
individually. The bottom row of the table presents the averaged indices. Table 
2.6.2.2.2-4 presents the rank orders of those indices. That table shows that 
there is agreement across the respondents that Strategy 1 provides the most 
scientific confidence, followed by Strategy 2 or 5, and that Strategies 8, 6, 3 
and 4 occupy the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh places, respectively. While 
indices based on four of the respondents rate Strategies 2 and 5 in second 
place, ahead of Strategy 7, indices based on the other two respondents rate the 
strategies in the opposite order.  

It may seem surprising that Strategy 1, without extensive drifting inside 
the repository block, should be considered to potentially provide a higher level 
of confidence than Strategies 2 or 5, which include that drifting. There are 
several reasons for this effect. Perhaps most important is that Strategy 1 
accesses the Abandoned Wash Structure, and provides access outside the block for 
"aggressive" testing, whereas neither Strategy 2 nor Strategy 5 provides these 
accesses. Although Strategy 2 or 5 scores higher (level=3) than Strategy 1 
(level=2) on several features in Table 2.6.2.2.2-2, the nature of the utility 
function is that these instances are dominated by the utility function in that 
these instances are dominated by the zero scores for Strategy 2 or 5 on features 
D and L (Table 2.6.2.2.2-2). Another reason for the higher confidence index 
rating of Strategy 1 is that this strategy would provide more drifting overall 
(recardless of location), and more dollars for testing than any other strategy.  
Strategy 1 is also more expensive than any other, based on the estimates in 
Appendix'B. Finally, it is important to realize that there is granularity, or 
limited relative accuracy attendant to the confidence index. Small difference 
(e.g., 8.6 versus 8.0) might disappear if the elicitation process were repeated 
with a different technical panel, although the major differences would very 
likely remain.

2.6.2.2.2-3



Table 2.6.2.2.2-2. Scientific confidence provided by each feature.

Difference between zero and maximum access, all other features at Strategy 2,5 levels.  

Average also given for case where all other features at level = 0.  

Measure: equivalent number of "maximum strong looks" at everyone of 15 issues.  

Feature: A B C D E F G H I J K L ISU 
Respon'tI 1 1 2 , 3 I 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 I 10.1 12 ISUM 

A .95 .68 .82 .82 .86 .88 .71 .71 .73 .92 .94 .80 9.81 
B .90 .68 .73 .72 .84 .87 .89 .89 .90 .91 .93 .81 10.06 
C .95 .78 .80 .80 .86 .90 .94 .94 .95 .95 .95 .86 10.69, 
D .96 .80 .93 .93 .93 .83 .36 .36 .36 .87 .99 .84 9.15 
E .96 .81 .85 .85 .88 .92 .90 .90 .91 .95 .96 .82 10.69 
F .94 .78 .87 .87 .90 .85 .65 .65 .66 .92 .97 .85 9.89 

Averages 
oth=2,5 .94 .75 .83 .83 .88 .87 .74 .74 .75 .92 .96 .83 10.05 
other=0 .92 .70 .78 .78 .86 .87 .80 .80 .82 .93 .94 .82 10.02 

Average .93 .72 .81 .80 .87 .87 .77 .77 .79 .92 .95 .82 10.03

2.E.2.2.2-4



abie 2.6.2.2.2-3. Scientific confidence results.  

Equivalent Number of Maximum-Strong Looks at Every One of the 15 Issues Root Sum Squared 
Strategy: Difference From: 

Respondent 1 - 2,5 3 4 6 7 8 Average D 
A 8.5 7.9 4.8 3.8 5.0 7.8 6.2 .31 1.65 
B 8.7 8.3 4.8 3.8 5.1 8.0 6.2 .32 2.17 
C 9.2 8.7 5.0 3.9 5.5 8.5 6.7 1.32 3.24 
D 7.9 7.0 4.7 3.9 4.7 7.3 5.9 1.93 .00 
E 9.2 8.7 5.0 3.9 5.4 8.5 6.7 1.26 3.18 
F 8.4 7.7 4.7 3.8 4.9 7.8 6.2 .59 1.38 

Average: 8.6 8.0 4.8 3.9 5.1 8.0 6.3 .95 1.94 

Table 2.6.2.2.2-4. Scientific confidence results: rank order.  

Strategy: 
Respondent 1 2,5 3 4 6 7 8 

A 1 2 6 7 5 3 4 
B 1 2 6 7 5 3 4 
C 1 2 6 7 5 3 4 D 1 3 6 7 5 2 4 
E 1 2 6 7 5 3 4 
F 1 3 6 7 5 2 4 

Average: 1 2 6 7 5 3 4 

2.6.2.2.2-5



2.6.2.3 Main Test Strategy Evaluation (Five-Attribute)

2.6.2.3.1 Inputs and Calculations 

Figure 2.6.2.3.1-1 presents the flowchart for the five-attribute 
muitiattribute utility analysis to evaluate the overall performance of the eight 
test strategies. The methodology behind the flowchart was discussed in Section 
2.5.2, and so will not be discussed here. The flowchart is included here as a 
guide to the inputs and data of the analysis. Note that every step in the 
flowchart has a table associated with it where results are presented. The major 
evaluation judgment input for this part of the analysis was the elicitation of 
multiattribute utility evaluation functions from the regulatory/management 
panel. That panel was composed of people selected for their expertise and 
experience in interactions with the regulatory process, and persons representing 
strategic management responsibility for conduct of the characterization.  

The flowchart describes an orderly process: assemble the data into a 
direct performance data table, elicit single-attribute utility functions, use 
them to transform the table into a table of utilities, elicit importance 
weights, then use them to calculate multiattribute utilities. Each of those 
steps is described in turn.  

The regulatory/management panel considered five attributes to evaluate 
appropriate site characterization: residual (postclosure) risk, scientific 
confidence, phasing potential, service date (unplanned delay), and cost (direct 
cost of characterization). The following text discusses each of these 
attributes, its scale, how the attribute was defined, and how the panel assessed 
each attribute.  

Residual risk is defined as the increment in expected postclosure releases 
due to each testing strategy. The expected aqueous releases from the total 
system were defined for each testing strategy as part of the VOI analysis (see 
section 2.6.1.6.6). Using this part of the VOI analysis, three equivalent 
scales of incremental risk were provided to the regulatory/management panel for 
assessment. These scales included expected change in releases from the impact 
of CHn characterization, expected incremental fatalities, and a percentage 
increase in the expected release considering the multibarrier system. The 
residual risk was also used as a proxy measure for intrusiveness (the more 
extensive the testing program within the repository block, the greater the 
residual risk) as part of the assessment of potential for delay.  

To address scientific confidence, the regulatory/management panel reviewed 
and accepted the technical issues defined by the technical panel (see Section 
2.6.2.2). The regulatory/management panel then ranked the technical issues from 
a regulatory delay perspective using pair-wise comparisons of the placards 
presented in Figures 2.6.2.2.1-2a through -2c. For example, "if you could 
significantly increase the level of confidence in issue a or issue b from the 

level of confidence in the SCP baseline considering potential regulatory delay,

2.6.2.3.1-1



Condusions, Recommendations 

(Contrasts of top 2 test strategies Tables 2.6.2.3.2
-18, -19 

Tables 2.6.2.3.2
-8 through -17

Sensitivity Analyses

f
3 Multiattribute Utility Tables: 1 table for each value perspective, 

MAU ratings for each of 8 test strategies, Tables 2.6.2.3.2
1 set of ratings for each of 6 or 7 respondents, and their average, -1 through -7 

(In this case, MAU rating = weighted sum of single-attribute utility levels.) 

IDOE IRegulatory I Regulatory-confidence /risk only

Elicited from 
Regulatory / 
Management 

Panel

Relative importance weights for each of 5 attributes.  
3 sets: DOE, non-DOE, and non-DOE-confidence/risk only 

(= 3 "value perspectives")

Utility Table: Utility levels on each of 5 attributes, for each of 8 test strategies 
Elicited fromI 
Regulatory / Single-attribute utility functions, one for each of 5 attributes 
Management 

Panel 

Data Table: Performance measures on each of 5 attributes, for each of 8 test strategies

I -LA.  

Data Collection

Table 
2.6.2.3.1-5 

Table 
2.6.2.3.1-4 

Table 
2.6.2.3.1-3 

Table
.L1..-2

Figure 2.6.2.3.1-1. Flowchart of five-attribute MUA.
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which issue would you improve?" Where the panel disagreed, majority rule was 
used. Thus the regulatory/management panel weighted the technical issues by 
value tradeoff judgments based on implications for regulatory delay. The 
results of the technical panel assessments on scientific confidence (see Section 
2.6.2.2) were used to familiarize the regulatory/management panel with previous 
assessments of scientific confidence.  

Phasing potential (see Figure 2.6.2.3.1-2) describes the ability to start a 
testing strategy in a way that maintains flexibility to switch to another 
strategy part way through testing. For example, test strategy 1 is planned in 
such a way that it is possible to plan intermediate decision points and finish 
the program in any of four different ways. Testing strategies with the highest 
phasing potential may be ranked higher to give credit for flexibility to replan 
the testing strategy as additional data become available. Figure 2.6:2.3.1-2 
defines the phasing potential for each strategy. The regulatory/ management 
panel assessed the phasing potential for each of the eight testing strategies.  
The panel found that there are four levels of phasing potential, each labeled by 
the number of options, or the number of ways each program could be ended 
coherently. Strategy 1 has for ways, Strategy 7 has three ways, Strategies 2, 5 
and 8 have two ways, and the remaining strategies have only one way to end 
coherently.  

The service date attribute refers to delay in the initial service date for 
the repository. For the purposes of evaluating the test strategies, that was 
considered to be equivalent to delay in docketing of the License Application 
with the NRC as the result of a specific testing strategy. The regulatory/ 
management panel used several assumptions to address potential delay in the 
service date. Planned delay was not used as a decrement. The panel assumed that 
each testing strategy would be scheduled to be completed with no impact on 
docketing of the license application. It was also assumed that once a testing 
strategy was selected, the strategy would be implemented without changing to 

another test strategy. Two types of unplanned delays were considered: 
pre-docketing delays and delays in the regulatory review process. Delays between 
submittal of the license application and docketing could occur if the DOE did 
not collect sufficient data during site characterization and was required to 
provide additional data prior to docketing. Depending on the location and 
extent of data collection for a given testing strategy, a pre-docketing delay 
could result in the need to extend drifts for additional testing. If a test 
strategy did not include drifting in the repository block, pre-docketing delay 

could include the development of an underground test facility in the CHn within 
the repository block. Regulatory delay was assumed to account for delays due to 
technical "surprises" that would require additional data collection after 
docketing.  

To assess regulatory delay for each test strategy, the regulatory/ 
management panel assessed a measure of scientific confidence, the two minimum 

tehnical issues (the two issues that are least well addressed by the testing 
strategy), and intrusiveness (using residual risk as a proxy measure) for each 

strategy (see Table 2.6.2.3.1-1). A pairwise comparison was completed to group 

and rank each of the testing strategies with respect to regulatory delay. As 

can be seen from Table 2.6.2.3.1-1, the strategies were grouped into five ranked

2.6.2.3.1-3



categories. The fact that Strategy 7 is grouped with Strategies 3 and 4 does not 
mean that those three strategies are similar, but only that they are rated 
similarly with respect to potential for delay. While naming one of the 
considerations "intrusiveness" makes it sound negative, in fact, its net effect 
on potential for delay is positive. That is because a more intrusive strategy 
would handle later requests for in-block data with less delay than a less 
intrusive strategy. The ranking in Table 2.6.2.3.1-1 can be largely explained 
by a weighted combination of the scientific confidence index (regulatory 
perspective) and intrusiveness. Exceptions can be explained by nonlinearities 
in the implications of each of those two indices for delay potential, or perhaps 
more simply explained by citing specific details of the strategies 

Cost is simply the current estimate of executing each of the test 
strategies (see Appendix B). The scale for evaluating cost is incremental, so 
the cheapest test strategy is set at zero and the most expensive is set at $174 
million, for a range of $174 million. Whether that is a large amount or a small 
amount depends on the size of the changes on the other attributesit is traded 
off against.  

Table 2.6.2.3.1-2 summarizes the results of these assessments.  

Table 2.6.2.3.1-3 presents the utility functions for each of the five 
attributes. The utility function for scientific confidence was elicited the 
same way that it was with the technical panel, except in this case the 
performance measure is not the equivalent number of max-strong looks at one 
issue, but that number for every one of the fifteen issues. Choices were made 
between a lottery over 4 versus 9 max-strong looks, and a certainty of 6 
max-strong looks. The regulatory/management panel's indifference probability, 
i.e., where the members were indifferent or voted equally on either side, was 
between 0.70 and 0.75. As indicated in the table, the utility function was 
approximated by a piecewise linear function assuming the indifference 
probability was 0.72. While other shapes of utility functions could have been 
used, minor changes in the shape of the utility function are unlikely to affect 
the results. Utility functions for residual risk and cost were found to be 
linear. The other two attributes consisted of four and five discrete levels, 
respectively. In each case, the utility of each of the levels was elicited by 
finding the panel's indifference probability between that level for sure and a 
lottery between the minimum and maximum on the scale. In some cases, 
cross-checks were conducted using different lottery endpoints. The results are 
displayed in the table.  

Note from Table 2.6.2.3.1-3 that the five levels of delay are unequally 
spaced in utility, with the second and fourth levels much closer to the 
enapoints than to the middle. The symmetry in the function is coincidental.  
The utility function for phasing potential indicates that almost all of the 
value of phasing is gained in going from one option to two options, with very 
little difference in benefit between two, three and four options. Another way 
of looking at it is that almost all of the disadvantage of lack of phasing 
potential is found in going from two options to one.

2.6.2.3.1-4
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Table 2.6.2.3.1-1. Delay data scale.

Sdent'c 
Delay Confid'c 
Scale (Reg. Mg

Two 
Minimum
Confidence

Intrusiveness 
(change in R 
as a "rnrv)

5 2,5 8.4 5.9 6.3 2.0E-5 13.00% 
4 1 8.9 6.3 6.4 4.7E-6 3.10% 
3 3 4.8 3.5 3.8 4.2E-6 2.80% 
3 7 8.2 5.5 5.8 1.6E-7 0.11% 
3 4 4.0 2.2 2.2 3.5E-6 2.30% 
2 8 6.5 3.9 4.1 1.3E-7 0.09% 
1 6 5.3 3.5 3.5 3.OE-6 2.00%

Table 2.6.2.3.1-2. Direct performance data.

_Stratelrs. 1 2,51L 3 .. 4 I6 7 I8 Iunits 
Sci Cordf': 

base case 8.6 8.0 4.8 3.9 5.1 8.0 6.3 equivalent number of 

sens anI 1 7.9 7.0 4.7 3.9 4.7 7.3 5.9 "maximum-strong looks' 
sens anl 2 9.2 8.7 5.0 3.9 5.5 8.5 6.7 at every one of 15 issues 

Resid Risk .031 .13 .028 .023 .020 .0011 .00087 fraction increment 

Delay 4 5 3 3 1 3 2 levels defined in text 
Cost 174 116 52 52 0 113 78 $MM differential 
SPhasign 4 2 1 1 1 3 2 number of options



at.le 2.6.2.3.1-3. Single-attribute utility functions on the five attributes.

l~ttr.bute I[_ Utility functon lUn~ts 
Confidence u(x) = 0 (linear) 0.72 (linear) I 
Confidence x- 4 6 9 max-strong looks at each of 15 issues 
Resid Risk u(x) - 0 (linear) 1 
Resid Risk x = 0.13 0.00087 fraction increment 
Delay u(x) 0 .125 0.5 .875 1 
Delay x = 1 2 3 4 5 levels defined in text 
Cost u(x) = 0 (linear) I 
Cost x = 174 1 0 Migon, differential, undiscounted 
Phasing u(x) - 0 .95 .98 1 
Phasin.z x - 1 2 3 4 number of options

Table 2.6.2.3.1-4. One-dimension utility values.  

I tategV: 1 1 2,.5 [3 4 6 7 ° 8

Sci Conf'c 
base case .97 .91 .29 -.05 .40 .90 .75 
sens anL I .89 .81 .23 -.05 .24 .84 .68 
sens ani 2 1.01 .97 .36 -.03 .55 .95 .78 

Resid Risk .77 .00 .79 .83 .85 .998 1.00 
Delay .88 1.00 .50 .50 .00 .50 .13 
Cost .00 .33 .70 .70 1.00 .35 .55 
Phasing 1.00 .95 .00 .00 .00 .98 .95



The performance data in Table 2.6.2.3.1-2 were combined with the utility 
functions of Table 2.6.2.3.1-3 to generate utility values on each attribute for 
each test strategy, presented in Table 2.6.2.3.1-4. Note that some of the 
values lie outside the zero-to-one scale nominally set for each attribute. That 
is because the utility scale for scientific confidence was elicited between 4 
and 9 max-strong looks, while the actual data ranged from 3.9 to 9.2. The 
utility function can reasonably be extrapolated into such a minor increase in 
range, so there is no mathematical problem evaluating the performance over that 
range.  

The final step in evaluation calls for a multiattribute utility function to 
combine the utility values on each of the five attributes into a single, overall 
index of desirability. As discussed in Section 2.5.2, the assumptions necessary 
for the functional form of the multiattribute utility function were checked in 
the course of the elicitation. The additive form was found to be appropriate.  
It should be emphasized that the appropriateness of the additive form was 
evaluated over the ranges of performance presented in Table 2.6.2.3.1-2. For 
example, there could be some preference interaction between scientific 
confidence and residual risk if the residual risk scale extended to within two 
orders of magnitude of the EPA release limits. As it happens, however, adopting 
the risk numbers generated in the VOI study, the expected releases without 
characterization are l.5x10- 4 (or 15/100,000) the EPA standard and the largest 
incremental impact is 2x10- 5 (or 2/100,000) of the EPA standard. It is doubtful 
that preferences regarding scientific confidence would change if the performance 
changed slightly (e.g., from 15/100,000 to 17/100,000 of the EPA standard), or 
that there would be any preference for correlation between confidence and risk 
over that range. Therefore, the finding that the additive form is appropriate 
over this range is not surprising.  

With the additive form for multiattribute utility, the inputs to be 
elicited were the relative importance weights among the five attributes. As 
with scientific confidence, the weights were elicited in two steps, first by 
ranking placards, then by using tradeoff elicitation sheets (Figure 
2.6.2.3.1-3). The elicitation sheets were of the same form as those used to 
assess scientific confidence weights. That is, for each pair of attributes 
there was a pair of weight elicitation pages, designed such that each panel 
memboer would choose the "A" alternative on line 1 of one of the two pages, then 
somewhere on that page he or she would switch over to preferring "B". Where the 
switchover occurred bounds the ratio of importance weights for the two 
attributes. The responses to the weight elicitation pages were collected orally 
in the course of the regulatory/management panel meeting, then presented 
visually. Large differences between panel members were discussed, and 
opportunities provided for individuals to change their responses after hearing 
the discussion.  

The weight elicitation procedure, including both placard ranking and weight 
elicitation pages, was conducted twice: once for the DOE perspective, eliciting 
weights appropriate for DOE decision making, then again for the non-DOE 
regulatory perspective, eliciting weights that would be indicative of the 
perspective of the regulatory community. The latter set of weights was not 
meant to "second guess" the reactions of the regulatory process. It was meant
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to provide a basis for scaling a sensitivity analysis on the importance weights 
by specifying a reasonable alternative set of weights that might be different 
than those of the DOE. The regulatory weight elicitation was used to generate 
two sets of weights: one involving all five attributes, and one more extreme 
case, where all weight was allocated among residual risk and scientific 
confidence, and no weight given to delay, cost or phasing potential. The 
elicitation process provided ratios of weights between pairs of attributes, so 
the latter perspective was assessed simply by using only the assessed ratio of 
weight between risk and confidence and assuming the other three weights to equal 
zero.  

Table 2.6.2.3.1-5 presents the results of the weight elicitation. One of 
the respondents was not able to attend the part of the panel workshop when the 
regulatory perspective was elicited, resulting in a blank column in the lower 
parts of the table. The most important thing to keep in mind when looking at 
weights such as these is that the weight given an attribute is a function both 

of the intrinsic importance of that attribute, and of the range from the highest 
to lowest performance of that attribute. This becomes clear when we see in the 

table that residual risk is given a weight of 0.06 in the DOE perspective, and 
is in fact the lowest-weighted attribute. Of course, risk is paramount to the 
DOE. Nothing is more important to the DOE than the risk associated with nuclear 
waste management. However, among these alternatives, risk only varies from 
1.5xlO- 4 to l.7x10- 4 of the EPA limits, corresponding to a range from 0.15 to 
0.17 expected fatalities, or a difference of .02 expected fatalities over 
10,000 years. The logic of the multiattribute utility analysis takes that small 
range into account in a way that results in the relative weight of 0.06. Note 
from Table 2.6.2.3.1-5 that even in the regulatory perspective, and even in the 
confidence/risk-only perspective, risk is weighted second after scientific 
confidence, though it is given a higher weight than in the DOE perspective.  

There is some concern that the importance weight for risk is a high 
estimate, for all three value perspectives. That is because the respondents 
made weight assessment judgments concerning risk using elicitation materials 

that presented risk data in terms of increment in risk caused by the strategy.  
That measure ranges from 0.00087 to 0.13. It emphasizes the differences between 
the alternatives without reference to the absolute difference in risk. The 
respondents were provided with no readily available graphics or text presenting 

the deferences in risk in an absolute sense, i.e., presenting that the risk 

ranges from 15/100,000 to 17/100,000 of the EPA standard, a range equivalent to 

0.02 expected fatalities over 10,000 years. All of the other attributes used 
date formats that focus on the absolute differences among alternatives. That 
means that the formats used may have introduced a systematic bias resulting in a 
hign estimate of weight for risk. Further elicitation work would be required to 
find out if this is in fact the case.  

If further elicitation work could be performed, other refinements of the 

risk dimension could be investigated. In particular, the risk dimension could 
be parsed into two aspects of risk: 

1. Technical, normative aspect: absolute differential risk.  

2. Political, descriptive aspect: relative risk differences among the 
zalternatives considered.
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Figure 2.6.2.3.1-3. Placards used for initial ranking of importance of five 
attributes.  

CHRBA 5-D Perspective: Name: Date:_ Wt. Pair 5 

Scientific Confidence vs Cost Pg l1 

A I

Scientific 
Confidence 
(reasonable 
assurance) 

9 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

8 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

7 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

6 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

5 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

5 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks

Cost 
(differential, 

undiscounted)

180 
million 

180 
million 

180 
million 

.180 
million 

180 
million 

180 
million 

180 
million

Scientific 
Confidence 
(reasonable 
assurance)

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks 

4 
Max-Strong 

Looks

Cost 
(differential, 

undiscounted)

$zero 
million 

$zero 
million 

$zero 
million

$zero 
million 

$zero 
million 

$zero 
million 

$zero 
million
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Table 2.6.2.3.1-5. Weights on each of the five attributes, from three 
perspectives.

DOE Perspective 
Respondent: &g+,-ihuI• Al B I C I i I P I V I D l Av'•

Confidence .45 .47 .42 .61 .36 .35 .44- .44 
Resid Risk .05 .06 .10 .03 .. 05 .06 .06 .06 
Delay .22 .23 .19 .25 .29 .23 .28 .24 
Cost .19 .15 .19 .08 .23 .29 .15 .18 
Phasing .09 .08 .10 .04 .07 .07 .07 .07 

Regulatory Perspective 
Respondent: 

Attribute I A I B C C I I P I V D IAv'g
Confidence .50 .41 .37 .47 .41 
Resid Risk .35 .39 .37 .19 .28 
Delay .08 .13 .18 .22 .26 
Cost .04 .05 .04 .07 .04 
Phasing .04 .02 .03 .04 .01

.33 .42 

.42 .33 

.15 .17 

.08 .05 

.02 .03

Regulatory Perspective, Conifidence and Risk Only 
Respondent: 

Attribute I A I B I C I I P I V I D IAv'2 
Confidence .57 .51 .50 .58 .58 .46 .53 
Resid Risk .43 .49 .50 .42 .42 .54 .47 
Delay 
Cost 
!Phasing

Ss2 • 1-I1i



This more complete treatment of risk would certainly result in a lower 
weight on the technical, normative aspect of risk, compared to the weight 
elicited from risk in general in the current study. Value elicitation sessions 
would be required to work out how to treat the two different aspects of risk in 
the mT:tia:tribute utility function.  

It is interesting to observe from Table 2.6.2.3.1-5 that scientific 
confidence is qiven essentially the same weight in the DOE and regulatory 
perspectives, and that delay, cost and phasing retain the same relative order of 
weighting in the two perspectives. The main difference between the two 
perspectives is the relative position of risk among the four attributes other 
than confidence. Having said all this, it is important to realize that the 
weights themselves are only analytical constructs, or intermediate variables in 
a multi-step process to evaluate the test strategies. The weights do not have 
any meaning in themselves, except in their implications for the relative 
evaluation of the overall performance of the test strategies, the topic of the 
next section.
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2.6.2.3.2 Main Results 

The primary results of the MUA analysis are presented in Tables 2.6.2.3.2-1 
and -2. The first table presents the multiattribute ratings of each of the 
eight test strategies, using the MUA functions elicited from each of the seven 
respondents in the regulatory/management panel. The bottom row of the table 
averages those ratings over respondents. Table 2.6.2.3.2-2 simply converts the 
numbers in the first table into rankings. As with scientific confidence, the 
average among the respondents is used in the base case analysis. The bottom 
line in the latter table, shows that Test Strategy 2 or 5 rates first, followed 
by Strategy 1, then 7, then 8, then 3, 6 and 4, in that order. This means that 
according to the judgments of the regulatory panel members, the particular data 
that were presented to them, and considering scientific confidence, residual 
risk, delay, cost and phasing potential as factors, Strategy 2 or 5 is the most 
desirable to pursue. Of course, there is more to the results. This section 
describes the results of sensitivity analyses designed to characterize the 
robustness of the primary result to variations in the importance weights, risk 
differences, and to uncertainty in the scientific confidence assessments. The 
section also presents contrast analyses designed to characterize the magnitude 
of the difference in desirability between Strategy 2 or 5 and Strategy 1, the 
second-ranked strategy.  

SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 

Three possible sources of uncertainty are explored to characterize the 
robustness of the finding that Strategy 2 or 5 is the most desirable: the 
importance weights among the five attributes, the range of the risk differences 
among alternatives, and the scientific confidence assessment. We begin with the 
sensitivity analysis over weights. Arbitrary sensitivity analyses are not 
typically useful in this type of analysis, since arbitrary 1eights can throw at 
least some of the alternatives into any order desired. A better idea is to 
identify alternative plausible sets of weights, then see if they change the 
results.  

The first alternative set of weights considered is simply the different 
weights elicited from the different individual respondents. Examining the rows 
of Table 2.6.2.3.2-2, five of the seven respondents rated Strategy 2 or 5 on 
top, one rated them second after Strategy 1, and one rated them third after 
Strategies 1 and 7. This indicates that while the base case ranking is 
supported by the majority of the panel members, it is not completely robust to 
plausible alternative weights.  

In addition to being elicited for relative importance weights from a DOE 
value perspective, the regulatory/management members were also asked to assess 
importance weights from a non-DOE regulatory perspective. A particular 
regulatory organization was named in the elicitation sessions, in order for the 
respondents to have a clear idea about what values to represent. However, the 
panel does not represent the values of that organization, and so it is not 
named here. The point of this alternative value elicitation was not to assess 
the values of a particular organization, but to provide an example of a
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Table 2.6.2.3.2-1. DOE perspective MUA, confidence base case.  

Strategy: 1 2,5 3- 4 6 7 8 
Resp't: A .76 .78 .412 .26 .408 .72 .60 

B .787 .788 .41 ._5 .39 .74 .61 
C .75 .73 .43 .29 .44 .74 .64 
J .863 .861 .38 .17 .34 .76 .59 
P .71 .76 .45 .33 .41 .67 .55 
V .658 .71 .47 .35 .48 .662 .58 
D .78 .79 .42 .28 .38 .71 .57 

Average: .76 .78 .42 .28 .41 .72 .59 

Table 2.6.2.3.2-2. DOE perspective MUA rank orders, confidence base case.  

Strategy: 1 I2,5 3 I 4 I 6 7 I 8 
Resp't: A 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 

B 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 
C 1 3 6 7 5 2 4 
J 1 2 5 7 6 3 4 
P 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 
V 3 1 6 7 5 2 4 
D 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 

Average: 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 
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regulatory value perspective as a way of scaling the sensitivity analysis on 
weights to represent plausible, real-world variations in weights. Tables 
2.6.2.3.2-3 and -4 present the results of the regulatory sensitivity analysis in 
exactly the same format as used in Tables 2.6.2.3.2-1 and -2, discussed above.  
Another sensitivity analysis was run by assigning zero weight to cost, delay and 
phasing potential, then using the regulatory elicitation of panel members to 
assess the relative weights of scientific confidence and risk. The results of 
that analysis are presented in Tables 2.6.2.3.2-5 and -6.  

The average ranking for each of the three value perspectives is presented 
in summary form in Table 2.6.2.3.2-7. Examining that table, Strategy 2 or 5 
drops to fourth place after Strategies 7, 1, and 8 with the regulatory 
perspective, and drops to sixth place below every strategy except for Strategy 4 
in the case of weighting only scientific confidence and risk. Clearly, the 
results identifying Strategy 2 or 5 as the most desirable are not robust to 
plausible alternative values.  

Another sensitivity analysis that was performed involves the possibility 
that the risk assessment for impacts of testing may be considered by some to 
have underestimated the actual risks. If that point of view prevails, the 
question is: "how much higher differential risk could there be before Strategy 
2 or 5 falls out of first place?" That sensitivity analysis is presented in 
Table 2.6.2.3.2-8. Each row in this table presents the MAU indices for the 
average respondent (DOE perspective), except that the weight on residucal risk, 
or the differential risk itself, has been increased by the ratio specified in 
the right-most column. For example, in the second row the risk weight has been 
increased 36 percent. Because the utility function on this attribute happens to 
be linear, a 36 percent increase in weight corresponds to a 36 percent increase 
in the differential risk between every pair of alternatives. The other weights 
are renormalized to account for the greater weight on risk in a way that 
reflects what would actually happen. That is, if the weight on risk (or its 
differential range, which amounts to the same thing) were to increase 50 percent 
from a starting point of a 0.06 weight, that would increase the weight 
effectively assigned to risk to 0.09. Correspondingly, the weight assigned to 
each of the other attributes is scaled down by a factor of 0.968, so that the 
sum of their weights adds up to 0.91, not 0.94 as was the case before the 
adjustment in risk range/weight.  

Examining Table 2.6.2.3.2-8, we see that a 40 percent increase in risk 
importance is enough to drop Strategy 2 or 5 out of first place to second behind 
Strategy 1. Likewise, a 100 percent increase would be enough to drop Strategy 2 
or 5 into third place behind Strategies 1 and 7. Then if risk were to increase 
in importance by a factor of 3.5, Strategy 2 or 5 would fall into fourth place 
behind the three "outside" strategies: 1, 7, and 8.  

The precise math of the calculations presented above can be misleading.  
The level of precision is selected to provide the most clear illustration in the 
above table that changing the right-most parameter causes the value of Strategy 
2 or 5 to decline continuously with respect to the "outside" strategies. We do 
not mean to suggest that we have a firm enough handle on the value issues 
involved in this case to predict actual ranking shift points in the driving 
parameter. All that we suggest is that apparently small changes in the weights 
or the risk data are enough to pull Strategy 2 or 5 off the top of the list.
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-ble 2.6.2.3.2-3. Regulatory perspeccive MUA, confidence base case.  

Strategy: 1 12,51 3 1 4 1 6 1 7 1 8 
Resp't: A .86 .58 .48 .33 .53 .88 .78 

B .83 .543 .52 .40 .540 .86 .76 
C .84 .56 .52 .41 .51 .85 .73 
J .84 .72 .45 .29 .42 .80 .65 
P .85 .66 .49 .37 .43 .80 .65 
D .79 .50 .56 .46 .57 -84 .75 

Average: .83 .59 .51 .38 .50 .84 .72 

Tatle 2.6.2.3.2-4. Regulatory perspective MUA rank orders, confidence base 
case.  

Strategy: 1 12,5 3 I 4 I 6 7 I 8 
Resp't: A 2 4 6 7 5 1 3 

B 2 4 6 7 5 1 3 
C 2 4 5 7 6 1 3 
J 1 3 5 7 6 2 4 
P 1 3 5 7 6 2 4 
D 2 6 5 7 4 1 3 

Average: 2 4 5 7 6 1 3 

Table 2.6.2.3.2-5. Regulatory perspective MUA, confidence base case, 
confidence/risk only.  

Strategy: 1 I 2,5 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 7 I 8 
Resp't: A .88 .515 .507 .33 .59 .94 .86 

B .868 .47 .53 .38 .62 .95 .872 
C .87 .46 .54 .39 .62 .95 .88 
J .88 .53 .50 .32 .59 .94 .85 
P .88 .53 .50 .32 .59 .-94 .85 
D .86 .418 .56 .424 .64 .95 .89 

Average: .873 .49 .52 .36 .61 .95 .867



TabIe 2.6.2.3.2-6. Regulatory perspective MUA, rank orders, confidence base 
case, confidence/risk only.  

Strategy: 1 I 2,5 I 3 _ 4 I 6 I 7 I 8 
Resp't: A 2 5 6 7 4 1 3 

B 3 6 5 7 4 1 2 
C 3 6 5 7 4 1 2 
J 2 5 6 7 4 1 3 
P 2 5 6 7 4 1 3 
D 3 7 5 6 4 -1 2 

Average: 2 6 5 7 4 1 3 

Table 2.6.2.3.2-7. Summary of MUA rank orders, confidence base case.

Strategy: 1 I 2,5 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 7 I 8 
DOE 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 

Regulatory 2 4 5 7 6 1 3 
Conf./Risk 2 6 5 7 4 1 3 1

Table 2.6.2.3.2-8. DOE perspective MUA, increasing weight on risk, base case.

Sqtrateov: I I 2.5 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 7 I 8
Risk Weight 

I Ratio

Various .76 .78 .42 .28 .41 .72 .59 1.000 
increases .7582 .7584 .43 .29 .42 .72 .60 1.360 
on Risk .7582 .7579 .43 .29 .42 .72 1.37 1.370 
Weight .76 .7319 .44 .31 .43 .7313 .61 1.900 

or .76 .7314 .45 .31 .43 .7314 .61 1.910 
Range .76 .7310 .45 .31 .43 .7316 .61 1.920 

.76 .6551 .48 .36 .48 .76 _-.6547 3.470 

.76 .6546 .48 .36 .48 .76 .6550 3.480
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Discussion is now shifted to the scientific confidence assessment. The 
first question to ask is: "How much of an improvement in scientific confidence 
would result by adding feature accesses to a strategy?" Table 2.6.2.3.2-9 
answers that question for the case of Strategy 2 or 5. Plausible improvements 
to that strategy involve adding access to feature D (Abandoned Wash Fault) up to 

level 2 (direct investigation, but to a limited extent), and adding access to 
feature L (similar rock conditions outside the repository) up to level 3 
(maximum reasonable access). The first two columns of numbers in the table 

present the as-evaluated scientific confidence indices for Strategies 1 and 2 or 
5. The next five columns present scientific confidence indices for Strategy 2 
or 5 with the indicated additional accesses to features D and L. We can see 

from the table that adding anything more than a level-l access to either feature 

D or L would be enough to put Strategy 2 or 5 ahead of Strategy 1 on this 
attribute.  

The last column in Table 2.6.2.3.2-9 presents what could be considered a 

maximum scientific confidence level. It is a hypothetical test strategy that 

accesses each feature at the maximum level attained by any of the eight 
strategies. That amounts to a level-3 access to every feature except features B 

and C (Drill Hole Wash and Solitario Canyon Fault), where there is a maximum of 

a level-2 access. That strategy is the same as Strategy 2 or 5 adding level-3 
accesses to features D, L and E (Imbricate Normal Fault Zone, East). As shown 

in the table, that maximum strategy does not offer significantly more confidence 
than the plausibly extended Strategy 2 or 5: 9.8 max-strong looks vs 9.6.  

While the results presented in Table 2.6.2.3.2-9 may be interesting, their 

meaning becomes clear only after they are applied to the multiattribute utility 

evaluation of test strategies, to see what difference adding features makes.  

Table 2.6.2.3.2-10 presents the multiattribute ratings of Strategy 2 or 5 and 

the three "outside" strategies (1, 7 and 8), for each of the three value 

perspectives, and for two extensions of Strategy 2 or 5: adding level-2 access 

to Feature D and level-3 access to Feature 1, and adding the maximum access, 

discussed above, labelled in the table as "2,5 + Max." As indicated by the 

table, neither extension is enough to change the rank order of strategies for 

the two regulatory value perspectives.  

we have established that adding features to Strategy 2 or 5 would not make 

any difference in terms of rank ordering. That does not mean that there is no 

value to adding features. After all, adding features to Strategy 2 or 5 should 
increase the robustness of the ordering of 2 or 5 versus Strategy 1 in the DOE 

value perspective. Table 2.6-.2.3.1-11 presents just how much of a difference in 

robustness adding features makes. It does so in terms of how large an increase 

in risk it would take to cause Strategy 2 or 5 to fall below Strategy 1 in the 

DOE ordering. The lower left hand corner of the table presents the base case, 

where about a 40% increase in risk would be enough to flip the order of the top 

strategies. Adding level-2 access to D with no access to L would increase that 

amount to about 9C%. Adding both level-2 access to D and level-3 access to L 

would increase that amount to 160%. Other combinations are also presented in 

the table. Adding features can result in considerable increase in robustness of 

the current ordering.  

While the previous paragraphs have established the sensitivity of the 

results to increases in scientific confidence from adding features, they have 

not assessed the sensitivity to uncertainty in scientific confidence. While the
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Scientific confidence sensitivity to adding features.

Table 2.6.2.3.2-10. MUA values for 2, 5 with added features, versus "outside" strategies.

Strategy: j2,5+ 2,5+ 1 
I2.5 L2D+3L1 Max 18 1 1 7 DOE .78 .84 .85 .59 .76 .72 Regulatory .59 .65 .66 .72 .83 .84 I Couf/Risk .49 .56 .58 .87 .87 _.95_

Table 2.6.2.3.2-1!. Effect of adding features 2, 5: 
to fall below 1.

risk increase causing 2, 5

2.6.2.3.2-7
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scientific confidence assessment was carried out in a thorough and rigorous 
manner, the fact remains that many of the concepts involved were hard to 
specify, so that the actual level of scientific confidence may be quite 
uncertain. Our basis for scaling the sensitivity analysis to reasonable ranges 
of uncertainty is the level of individual variation among the six respondents.  
Sensitivity analysis 1 was based on the confidence assessments of the individual 
with the highest root sum squared error from the group average (which is the 
base case). Sensitivity analysis 2 was based on the assessments of the 
individual with the highest root sum squared error from the first sensitivity 
analysis, who also happened to have the second-highest root sum squared error 
from the base case. The root sum squared error numbers are provided in Table 
2.6.2.2.2-3. Table 2.6.2.3.2-12 presents the rank orders of the scientific 
confidence index based on the base case and the two sensitivity analyses, 
respectively. As shown in the table, the rank order by sensitivity analysis 2 
is identical to the base case, and sensitivity analysis 1 only differs by one 
"flip" in order: Strategy 2 or 5 trades places downward with Strategy 7, going 
from second to third rank.  

In general the scientific confidence assessment is fairly robust with 
respect to individual differences. That is almost certainly because the 
strategies tend to be highly correlated in their differences from issue to 
issue, so that weights across issues cannot change the evaluated order.  
Regardless, the robustness of the scientific confidence measure is less 
important than the robustness of the five-attribute evaluation, so the effects 
of uncertainty in scientific confidence are investigated at that level. Tables 
2.6.2.3.2-13 through -16 present the MUA values and rank orders of the five
attribute evaluation for sensitivity analysis 1 and 2, respectively. Table 
2.6.2.3.2-17 summarizes the results of those tables, comparing them to the base 
case. Interestingly, in this case it is the first sensitivity analysis that 
provides a rank order identical to that of the base case, while the second 
sensitivity analysis resulted in one "flip"; Strategies 3 and 6 trading places 
between the fifth and sixth rank. At the individual-MUA rating level, there are 
a few cases of changes, but none of great consequence. The seven respondents 
and two sensitivity analyses provide fourteen opportunities for change. Of 
those fourteen, six involved no change, one involved Strategy 2 or 5 trading 
down to second place with Strategy 1, three involved 2 or 5 shifting up one 
notch to above Strategy 1 or 7, and six (including two overlaps) involved some 
trading places among fifth and sixth places. In summary, the uncertainty in 
scientific confidence, at least as well as it is characterized by individual 
differences, does not affect the rank of Strategy 2 or 5 in any important way.  

CONTRAST ANALYSES 

This section characterizes the magnitudes of the differences between the 
top and second-ranked strategies: 2 or 5 versus 1. This is called for because 
the difference between two MUA numbers is essentially meaningless (e.g., the 
difference between 0.76 and 0.78 may be small or large). The significance of 
such differences is evaluated by contrast analyses, such as presented below.  
To begin with, it is helpful to create a picture of the situation, which is done 
in Figure 2.6.2.3.2-1. In that figure the column heights are proportional to 
the importance weights of the dimensions, while the shaded areas represent the
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Table 2.6.2.3.2-12. Summary of scien+,fic confidence ranking, base case plus 
sensitivity analysis.

Strategy: 1 I 2,5 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 7 I 8 
Base Case 1 2 6 7 5 3 4 

Sens.AnI.1 1 3 6 7 5 2 4 
Sens.Anl.2 1 2 6 7 5 3 4

Table 2.6.2.3.2-13. DOE perspective MUA, confidence sensitivity analysisl.  

Strategy: 1 I" 2,5 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 7 I 8 
Resp't: A .73 .74 .39 .26 .34 .69 .57 

B .75 .74 .38 .25 .32 .71 .58 
C .72 .69 .41 .29 .38 .71 .61 
J .82 .80 .35 .18 .25 .73 .55 
P .68 .73 .43 .33 .36 .65 .53 
V .63 .68 .45 .35 .42 .64 .55 
D .7508 .7511 .40 .28 .31 .69 .54 

Average: .726 .732 .40 .28 .34 .69 .56 

T~bie 2.6.2.3.2-14. DOE perspective MUA rank orders, confidence sensitivitv 
analysis 1.  

Strategy: 1 2,51 3 1 4 1 6 7 1 8 
Resp't: A 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 

B 1 2 5 7 6 3 4 
C 1 3 5 7 6 2 4 
J 1 2 5 7 6 3 4 
P 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 
V 3 1 5 7 6 2 4 
D 2 1 5 7 6 - 4 

Average: 2 1 5 7 6 3 4



Table 2.6.2.3.2-15. DOE perspective MUA, confidence sensitivity analysis 2.  

Strategy:[ 1 I 2,5 1 3 I 4 I 6 I 7 I 8 
Resp't: A .78 .81 .45 .27 .48 .74 .62 

B .81 .82 .44 .26 .47 .76 .62 
C .77 .758 .46 .30 .51 .755 .65 
J .89 .90 .42 .19 .44 .79 .61 
P .73 .79 .48 .34 .47 .69- .56 
V .675 .73 .49 .36 .53 .678 .59 
D .80 .82 .46 .29 .45 .73 .58 

Average: .78 .80 .46 .29 .48 .74 .60 

Table 2.6.2.3.2-16. DOE perspective MUA rank orders, confidence sensitivity 
analysis 2.  

Strategy: 1 [ 2,5 3 I 4 I 6 I 7 I 8 
Resp't: A 2 1 6 7 5 3 4 

B 2 1 6 7 5 3 4 
C 1 2 5 7 6 3 4 
J 2 1 6 7 5 3 4 
P 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 
V 3 1 6 7 5 2 4 
D 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 

Average: 2 1 6 7 5 3 4 

Table 2.6.2.3.2-17. Surfmmary of MUA rank orders, confidence base case 
sensitivity analysis 1 and sensitivity analysis 2.

2A..2.3.2-10

Strategy: 1 I 2,5 I 3 I 4 [ 6 I 7 [ 8 
BaseCase 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 

Sens.Anl.1 2 1 5 7 6 3 4 
Sens.Anl.2 2 1 6 7 5 3 4



Ficure 2.6.2.3.2-1. Contrasting test strategies 1 versus 2, 5.

dence 
Shaded area indicates fraction of 
objective fulfilled, 
so it is always positive.  
For example, fully shaded delay 
means minimum delay; no shading 2 in cost means maximum cost.  

Phs9 Risk 

dence 
Column height is 
proportional to weight, 
so total shaded area 
is proportional to 1 multiattribute utility.

ng Risk
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proportion of each objective achieved by the strategy. That is, the shaded area 
is always a preference-positive quantity. For example, a fully-shaded delay 
column indicates minimum delay, while no shading in the cost column indicates 
maximum cost. The net effect of these conventions in the figure is that the 
total shaded area for each strategy is proportional to its five-attribute MUA 
value.  

With that in mind, we can see from the figure that the differences between 
the two top-ranked alternatives are small. While Strategy 1 does better than 
Strategy 2 or 5 on risk, the advantage is more than canceled out by the 
performance of Strategy 2 or 5 on cost, a more highly weighted attribute.  
Likewise, while Strategy 1 does better than Strategy 2 or 5 on confidence, the 
advantage is more than cancelled out by the performance of Strategy 2 or 5 on 
delay, even though that is a lower-weighted attribute. Finally, the advantae of 
Strategy 1 over Stratey 2 or 5 in phasing potential is too small to make a 
difference. These considerations are presented more quantitatively in Table 
2.6.2.3.2-18. There the first two columns are the direct performance scores on 
each attribute for the two strategies. The next two columns are those scores 
converted into single-attribute utility values. The last three columns analyze 
the differences. The first of these presents the difference in utility between 
the two alternatives, the next column is the weight on that dimension, and the 
last column is the product of those two numbers, which is the contribution of 
the difference on that attribute to the overall difference in MUA score between 
the two alternatives. The sum of the last column is in fact that overall 
difference. As indicated in the table, Strategy 2 or 5 gains enough on delay 
and cost to more than offset the differences favoring Strategy 1 on the other 
three attributes.  

Inspection of the last figure and table provides a "feel" for where the 
differences lie between the two strategies. However, more can be said about 
the magnitude of the overall difference. That is provided in Table 
2.6.2.3.2-19, an equivalent difference table. The top third of this table 
provides direct performance data for the two alternatives, plus the same data 
for three hypothetical pairs of alternatives. The first pair, 1' and 2' or 
5', share the same performance levels on every attribute except cost. The 
next pair, 1" and 2" or 5", share the same performance levels on every 
attribute except confidence. The last pair, 1'" and 2'" or 5'", share the 
same performance levels on every attribute except risk. The shared 
performance levels are selected to keep the hypothetical pairs as similar as 
possible to the actual pair. The middle third of Table 2.6.2.3.2-19 presents 
the utility values corresponding to the performance levels above. The bottom 
third presents the MUA values for each respondent and the average. The 
bottom row in the table presents the difference in utility between the two 
alternatives in each pair. The table is in fact a calculating spreadsheet, 
and was used to find what values for cost, confidence, and risk made the 
hypothetical pairs have the same difference in utility that the actual pair 
has. The results are in the top third of the table. The results may be 
summarized as:
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Table 2.6.2.3.2-18. Contrast table strategies 2, 5 versus 1.  

Data Utility DOE Wt'd 
Attribute 1 2,5 1 2,5 1 Diff'c I Weight Diff'c 

Confidence 8.0 8.6 .91 .97 -.055 .442 -.024 
Delay 5 4 1.00 .88 .125 .244 .030 

Cost 116 174 .33 .00 .333 .182 .061 
Phasing 2 4 .95 1.00 -.050 .073 -.004 

Resid Risk .13 .031 .00 .77 -.767 .059 -.045 
Sum= .0180 

Table 2.6.2.3.2-19a. Direct performance data, for contrasts.

Strate�v: I I 2,5
Sci Conf'c: 

base case 8.6 8.0

Resid Risk 
Delay 
Cost 
Phasing

.031 
4 

174 
4

1' I 2', 5'

i! i !w8.  S... :................ :: . : .+ ,. ...... ... -

.13 
5 

116 
2

1'' I 2'. 5" 1' 12''", 5'" lunits
..........w.. ....... equivalent number of 8.00 8,44.........:,ma) mum-strong 

looks" at every one 
of 15 issues 

00,::.100 .061 frcinincrement 
[•:ii!!~i!!•~ii...........i••i{•ii Ievels defined in text 

ý145 -X- 5iiiiii~~i•~ $MM differential 
~~~~~~~ ... .... :i~~ii•~number of options

Table 2.6.2.3.2-19b. One-dimension utility values for contrasts.

Strate•'v: 1 I 2, 5 I
Sci Conf'c: 

base case 
Resid Risk 
Delay 
Cost 
Phasing

Table 2.6.2.3.2-19c.

.97 .91 

.77 .00 

.88 1.00 

.00 .33 
1.00 .95

.93 
.39 

1.00 
.10 

1.00

.93 

.39 
1.00 
.20 
1.00

.91 

.39 
1.00 
.17 

1.00

.95 

.39 
1.00 
.17 

1.00

.93 

.23 
1.00 
.17 

1.00

DOE perspective MUA, confidence base case, for 
contrasts.

Strate�v: 1 I 2. 5 1' I 2', 5' 1" 2" 5"
Resp't. A .76 .78 .772 .79 .772 .79 .78 .79 

B .787 .788 .79 .81 .79 .81 .79 .81 
C .75 .73 .74 .76 .74 .76 .74 .77 
J .863 .861 .87 .88 .86 .88 .87 .88 
P .71 .76 .74 .76 .75 .76 .75 .76 
V .658 .71 .68 .71 .69 .705 .69 .71 
D .78 .79 .80 .81 .79 .81 .80 .82 

Average: .758 .776 .770 .788 .771 .789 .774 .792 
Difference: .0180 .0178 .0181 .0179

.93 

.53 
1.00 
.17 

1.00

1" 12Too 5"'1

Srttv 1. . 1~l 25-| --

Straeoi 1 1 2, 1

I

r I2',5 o r' 1 12",5 5 1'"111 12Too,5"'



1. The difference between Strategy 2 or 5 and Strategy 1 is equivalent 
to $17 million, all other attributes being equal.  

OR 
2. The difference between Strategy 2 or 5 and Strategy 1 is equivalent 

to the difference between 8.00 and 8.44 maximum-strong looks, all 
other attributes being equal.  

3. The difference between Strategy 2 or 5 and Strategy 1 is equivalent 
to a 0.039 differential in incremental risk, all other attributes 
being equal.
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2.6.2.3.3 Discussion

The results presented in the previous section point to a very clear, 
simple conclusion: From a DOE value perspective, Strategy 2 or 5 is the most 
desirable, but not much more desirable than the second-ranked strategy, 
Strategy 1, and changes in values or in risk data would be enough to drop 
Strategy 2 or 5 into second place behind Strategy 1. This conclusion can be 
expanded in a set of six points: 

1. A set of importance weights representing a regulatory value 
perspective, which placed high relative weight on risk independent 
of its absolute magnitude, ranked Strategy 2 or 5 fourth, below 
Strategies 1,7, and 8, the three strategies that stay largely 
outside the repository block.  

2. A more extreme regulatory value perspective, considering only 
confidence and risk, ranked Strategy 2 or 5 even lower at sixth out 
of seven.  

3. Strategy 2 or 5 is ahead of Strategy 1 because of advantages in 
delay and cost more than offset its disadvantage in risk, confidence 
and phasing. Within the DOE value perspective the relative 
positions of Strategy 2 or 5 and 1 are sensitive to the weight for 
risk and the differential range of assessed risk. In fact, a 40 
percent increase in the differential range on risk (or its weight) 
would be enough to drop Strategy 2 or 5 into second place behind 
Strategy 1, within the DOE value perspective. A more refined 
elicitation of importance weight for risk, as discussed at the end 
of Section 2.6.2.3.1, would almost certainly result in a lower 
weight on all aspects of risk combined.' The effect of this 
refinement would not be to change the preferred strategy, which 
would remain Strategy 2 or 5. Rather, it would increase the 
robustness with which Strategy 2 or 5 is evaluated as the most 
preferred.  

4. Adding features to Strategy 2 or 5 increases the robustness of its 
ordering over Strategy 1 in the DOE value perspective. However, it 
does not change the rank ordering of strategies in either of the two 
regulatory perspectives.  

5. The difference between Strategy 2 or 5 and 1 is equivalent to a 
difference in cost of less than $20 million, all other attributes 
being equal.  

6. These results are robust with respect to uncertainty in scientific 
confidence, at least to the extent that uncertainty is limited to 
individual variation among the respondents.  

A key reason why Strategy 2 or 5 and 1 are so close in ranking is that 

Strategy I performs slightly better on scientific confidence. That is largely 

due to the fact that Strategy 1 provides maximum access to features D (Abandoned 

Wash Fault) and L (similar rock conditions outside the block), while Strategy 2
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or 5 provided no access to those features. It is reasonable, then, to propose a 
modified version of Strategy 2 or 5 that includes feasible access to those 
features. While such modifications can be made to Strategy 2 or 5 consistent 
with its definition, complementary modifications cannot be made to Strategy 2 or 
5 consistent with its definition, complementary modifications cannot be made to 
Strategy 1 to extend it in the direction of Strategy 2 or 5, since Strategy 1 by 
its definition is limited to minimal facilities inside the block. Assuming that 
increases in cost and risk accompanying the modifications to Strategy 2 or 5 
would not be appreciable, that modified strategy would enjoy a more robust 
ranking ahead of Strategy 1. In addition, a more refined elicitation of 
importance weight for risk, as discussed at the end of Section 2.6.2.3.1, would 
almost certainly increase the robustness further still.
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2.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The CHRBA task force reports these conclusions and recommendations to the 
Director, Regulatory and Site Evaluation Division, Yucca Mountain Site 
Characterization Project Office. They are based on two phases of decision 
analysis: a value-of-information study, and a multi-attribute utility analysis 
(presented in Sections 2.5 and 2.6). The conclusions describe specific results 
of the study. Recommendations are those results which can be applied directly 
to the major decisions which affect CHn unit characterization. RI is the 
principle recommendation to the ESF alternatives study.  

The alternative strategies referred to below are defined in Section 2.4.  
Strategies 2 and 5 are so similar that they are treated the same throughout the 
following discussion. Note that the strategies are conceptual. Whereas 
conceptual plan drawings are presented in Section 2.4, the drift layout has not 
been determined. Exploration and testing concepts are stated, but the location 
and design of tests have not been determined.  

Conclusions 

Cl. On the basis of the potential impacts estimated for any or all of the 
facilities considered, on postclosure aqueous releases from the total 
system, the CHRBA can find no reason not to extensively explore the 
CHn unit by means of underground excavation below the potential 
repository.  

C2. Significant improvement in scientific confidence can be obtained by 
extensive underground exploration within and near the repository block 
(as with Strategies 1, 2, 5, and 7), relative to strategies that do 
not provide that extent of exploration (such as 3, 4, and 6). Of the 
strategies considered, Strategy 1 has the greatest potential to 
provide scientific confidence, followed closely by Strategy 2 or 5.  

C3. Residual risk is small for every strategy in terms of site 
performance, but differences among the strategies have been discerned, 
and Strategy 2 or 5 is associated with the largest potential impact, 
followed by Strategy 1. Considering confidence and residual risk 
objectives alone, Strategy 1 is preferred to Strategy 2 or 5.  
However, Strategy 1 costs about $58M more, and has less flexibility to 
explore any part of the block in response to requests for more 
information during the regulatory process. When all the objectiyes 
are considered together (confidence, risk, cost, unplanned regulatory 
delay, phasing potential) Strategy 2 or 5 is preferred to Strategy I 
by a small margin.  

44. Modifications of Strategy 2 or 5, which are consistent with the 

strategy definitions, produce the result that Strategy 2 or 5 can 
provide greater scientific confidence than Strategy 1. Strategy 2 or 
5 can be modified to characterize all the identified features of the 
site, whereas Strategy 1 cannot be modified to do this. This is 
because Strategy 1 was developed to maximize data from outside the 
block, in order to limit the scope of the needed facility inside the
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block. Expansion of the inside portion of Strategy i would result in 
extensive excavation both inside and outside. Additional benefits of 
Strategy 2 or 5 relative to Strategy 1 derive from cost and unplanned 
delay, further increasing the desirability of Strategy 2 or 5.  

C5. A list of 12 features of the site was developed for the MUA. The 
importance of all the features for addressing characterization issues 
is roughly the same. Each of these features would be investigated by 
Strategy 2 or 5 as modified. However, some would be explored earlier 
than others depending on the design. The utility of early excavations 
(i.e., accesses to the CHn unit and early development drifts) is 
related to the number of these features that are intercepted.  

C6. A ramp from the east or southeast as initial access to the CHn unit 
could be designed to investigate some of the 12 features. If a ramp 
is located in the southern part of the block, it could provide access 
to the vitric facies, the imbricate normal fault zone, and the 
southern part of the Ghost Dance fault. In addition, if possible, a 
southern ramp could be designed to investigate the vitric/zeolitic 
facies transition and the Abandoned Wash structure, and could 
facilitate testing outside the block. If a ramp is located in the 
northern part of the block, it could provide access to the zeolitic 
facies, the imbricate normal fault zone, Drill Hole Wash, and the 
northern part of the Ghost Dance fault. Note that Recommendation 1 
above can be implemented without a ramp from the east or southeast, 
and that the CHRBA made no assumptions about the manner of access 
(ramp versus shaft).  

C7. The relative importance of the CHn unit as a barrier in a multiple 
barrier system depends on the performance of the other barriers, i.e., 
engineered barriers/host rock, and the saturated zone. The CHRBA 
technical panel developed conservative estimates for performance of 
the engineered barriers/host rock (Section 2.6.1.3). Estimated 
performance of the saturated zone is based on realistic, but not 
necessarily conservative hydrologic conditions and transport property 
values (Section 2.6.1.5). If the true performance of the saturated 
zone (or other non-CHn barriers in general) is greater than or less 
than that estimated, then the relative importance of the CHn unit as 
primary barrier decreases or increases, respectively. In this case, 
estimated impacts to waste isolation would scale proportionately 
within the probabilistic model used by the CHRBA (Section 2.5.1.2).  

Recommendations 

Rl. The CHRBA working group recommends (with certain qualifications 
discussed below) extensive drifting in the CHn unit within the 
repository block. The recommended approach corresponds to Strategy 2 
or 5, modified to include access to two features not included in these 
strategies as they were originally defined. The two recommended 
additional accesses are a drift to explore the Abandoned Wash 
structure, and underground access to similar rock outside the 
repository block for long-term or large-scale testing that could be
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prohibited inside the block. This recommendation is based on the MUA 
results, which take into account scientific confidence, risk, 
regulatory delay, cost, and phasing potential. Qualifications to this 
recommendation are explained in the following paragraphs.  

The two mcdifications to Strategy 2 or 5 are not necessary for this 
choice to have greater multi-attribute utility than Strategy 1.  
However, the modifications would result in a more robust decision. In 
the MUA, Strategy 1 is rated slightly better than 2 or 5 on scien:ific 
confidence for two main reasons: (1) Strategy I provides for 
"aggressive" transport studies outside the block, and (2) it 
investigates the Abandoned Wash structure bounding the block on the 
southeast. Strategy 1 also provides more total drifting (regardless 
of location), and more dollars for science than any other strategy 
considered. Strategy 2 or 5 could be modified to include these 
attributes, probably at moderate cost. It is therefore recommended 
that the objectives for Strategy 2 or 5 be expanded to include: (1) a 
drift that explores the Abandoned Wash structure, and (2) access to an 
appropriate part of the rock mass (possibly "outside" the repository 
block) to support large-scale, long-term transport testing.  

The above recommendation depends on a particular sensitivity to the 
difference in risk (i.e., waste isolation impact) between exploration 
inside versus outside the block. If the decision maker is more risk 
averse than the management/regulatory panel for the CHRBA, holding 
other factors constant, the choice could be Strategy 1. Note however? 
that the management/regulatory panel was quite conservative in the 
treatment of risk, and Strategy 1 costs more than Strategy 2 or 5.  
The change in expected aqueous releases resulting from waste isolation 
impacts was calculated for each strategy. Considering the cost ard 
risk associated with unmodified Strategy 2 or 5, the difference in 
expected impact between Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 or 5 is a difference 
of 2.5x10- 5 (using the release measure based on the EPA limits for 
dominant radionucles), or roughly 0.015 expected fatalities using the 
conversion in 40 CFR 191. With a cost difference of $58 million, this 
corresponds to roughly $4 billion per life saved. The CHRBA working 
group maintains that this figure allows ample marain for error in the 
risk assessmenrt.  

Eased on the data evaluated in the CHRBA, a final ccmmitment to the 
full excavation of Strategy 2 or 5 would not be justified at the 
present time. While the CHRBA is recommending that the capability to 
carry out Strategy 2 or 5 should be developed, there are at least two 
reasons why the full extent of Strategy 2 or 5 could be found to be 
undesirable or unnecessary in the future: (1) improved understanding 
of waste isolation impacts, and (2) sufficiency of data collected 
throughout the site characterization program. The basis for assessina 
either of these will improve as site characterization progresses.  

R2. Planning for the ESF and CHn unit exploration facilities should strive 
to provide access to the 12 features as early as practical. This can 
include such considerations as routing of accesses.
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R3. Observational data should be collected at Rainier Mesa. It may be 
appropriate to perform some sampling and testing there as well. This 
study should include the existing tunnels and the general hydrologic 
setting. Review of existing data, and periodic observation of ongoing 
processes, could make a significant contribution to understanding the 
hydrology of Rainier Mesa. This would increase confidence in 
predictions of performance of the Yucca Mountain site under 
cooler/wetter conditions. For example, observational data could be 
applied to validate/calibrate models for infiltration, 
evapotranspiration, flow dimensionality, and the nature of 
flow/transport pathways in zeolitized and vitric tuff. In addition, 
Rainier Mesa offers useful facilities for developing test methods and 
equipment, and training personnel to be involved with CHn unit 
investigations.  

R4. Waste isolation impacts should be addressed in ESF Title I! design.  
This recommendation is similar to several review comments from the ESF 
Title I Design Acceptability Analysis (YMP/89-3). Analysis should be 
done during design to further understand and examine the assumptions 
and assessments made by the CHRBA.  

R5. Certain assumptions and criteria from the CHRBA may be important with 
respect to control of input to the ESF design. It is expected that 
water table standoff distance, definitions of "inside" versus 
"outside" the block, and proscription of connections between the ESF 
and "outside" accesses, could be important. Whereas these 
assumptions/criteria are met by the eight CHRBA strategies and the 34 
ESF options, they should also be addressed by Title II ESF design. It 
is not necessary to meet these assumptions/criteria, but if not, a 
justification should be developed to document the input to design.
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